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Abstract

This dissertation seeks to illuminate contemporary processes of redistribution in the agri-food sector, with particular reference to the US. It addresses the following questions: How has the rapid rise in food price instability since the turn of the twenty-first century impacted income shifts within the agri-food system? Which groups within agriculture and agribusiness benefit from high and volatile food prices and which groups have suffered amid the tumult? Are all of these groups 'price-takers' that simply respond to price signals? Or are some of them 'price-shapers' that, with varying degrees of success, actively seek to restructure the agri-food system, and the regulatory architecture that governs it, in ways that make certain price developments more likely?

Hitherto, there has been little in the way of sustained analysis of the connections between prices, power and redistribution in the agri-food system. The dissertation addresses three approaches that offer some perspective on the redistributional-power dynamics of agricultural commodity price movements: global value chains analysis, the food regime approach and the emergent international political economy literature on post-crisis commodity derivatives regulations. As the thesis argues, although these approaches offer important qualitative insights, they have yet to offer quantitative means of gauging the power-shifts between different agricultural and agribusiness groups and their connection to price-shifts between different agri-food sub-sectors.

The thesis attempts to enfold the multiple insights of the existing literature into the capital as power approach. I submit that the process of enfoldment results in an analysis that offers a rich and highly differentiated understanding of the redistributional dynamics of high
and volatile agricultural commodity prices. The arguments are made in relation to the contestation within agriculture and agribusiness over perhaps the two most controversial developments within the US agri-food sector in the early twenty-first century: the diversion of grain into agrofuels production and the rise of 'excessive speculation' in agricultural derivatives markets.

The importance of these two developments is underlined by the fact that a number of scholars have attributed the sharp food price peaks in 2007-08 and 2010-11 to the influx of speculative investment in futures markets, and the general upward trend in food prices in the 2000s to the agrofuel boom. By analyzing the redistributional effects of high and volatile prices, and by examining the contestation over the course taken by agrofuels policy and commodity derivatives regulation, the dissertation outlines the winners and losers of high and volatile food prices within both agribusiness and agriculture.
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1. Introduction

The Questions
How has the rapid rise in food price instability since the turn of the twenty-first century impacted income shifts within the agri-food system? Which groups within agriculture and agribusiness benefit from high and volatile food prices and which groups have suffered amid the tumult? Are all of these groups 'price-takers' that simply respond to price signals? Or are some of them 'price-shapers' that, with varying degrees of success, actively seek to restructure the agri-food system, and the regulatory architecture that governs it, in ways that make certain price developments more likely? These are the questions that structure this thesis. They point to a broader quest for an understanding of the variegated roles of agribusiness corporations and farmers in the transformation of the contemporary agri-food system.

Agribusiness is defined in this study as the sum-total of off-farm operations in food supply chains that are under corporate control. These operations include the manufacture and distribution of farm supplies, and the storage, processing, distribution and retailing of farm commodities and associated products. Agriculture is defined here as the on-farm production operations overseen by farmers. Given the US's centrality in the world food system, the principal focus of the analysis is US-based agriculture and US-headquartered agribusiness. The country dominates the export of the three most widely traded agricultural commodities in the world - corn, soybeans and wheat - accounting for 42 percent, 38 percent and 22 percent of global export tonnage respectively (FAOSTAT, 2014a). Moreover, the US is home to the world's largest agricultural commodity exchanges by trading volume. Thus, the agricultural futures prices set at US exchanges, such as the Chicago Board of Trade, represent a key
benchmark for agricultural prices worldwide. These considerations underscore the potential importance of the US agrarian political economy for understanding the high and volatile agricultural commodity prices in the first decade of the twenty-first century.

Unfortunately, heretofore, there has been a paucity of sustained analysis of the linkages between prices, power and redistribution in the political economy of the agri-food system. The dissertation addresses three streams of thought that have gone furthest in shedding some light on the redistributional-power dynamics of agricultural commodity price movements: global value chains (GVC) analysis, the food regime approach and the emergent international political economy (IPE) literature on contemporary agricultural derivatives regulations. As I argue, while all three offer qualitative insights about the relationship between prices, power and redistribution in agriculture and agribusiness, each is limited by the fact that they have yet to offer quantitative means of measuring the power-shifts between different groups and their connections to price-shifts at different interstitial points of the agri-food system.

That being said, the thesis does not seek to abrogate GVC analysis, the food regime approach and the emergent IPE literature on derivatives reform. Instead, it attempts to incorporate their multiple insights into the disaggregate perspective advanced by the capital as power (CasP) approach. I submit that the process of incorporation results in an analysis that offers a more variegated understanding of the redistributional-power dynamics of high and volatile agricultural commodity prices. In the remainder of this introductory chapter, I outline key features of the CasP approach, and summarize the arguments put forward in the chapters that follow.
The Capital as Power Approach

The CasP approach has been developed over the last three decades by Jonathan Nitzan and Shimshon Bichler. The framework does not constitute a uniform school of thought, but rather a broadly conceived philosophy of research based on a quantitative-qualitative mode of analysis and a disaggregate method of accounting.

The research philosophy of the CasP framework is centered on theorizing and investigating capital accumulation as the core power process of the capitalist political economy. This approach has given rise to a burgeoning array of research projects that take the accumulation of capital and the accumulation of capitalist power to be figuratively identical. Nitzan and Bichler have developed this theorization of capital as power through researching diverse phenomena, such as inflation in the United States and Israel, conflicts in the Middle East, global merger waves, financial crises, inequality, unemployment and incarceration. Moreover, a new generation of political economists have drawn on aspects of the CasP framework to conduct their own research. This research has led to the emergence of novel contributions to a range of fields of investigation, from retail supply chain analysis (Baines, 2014), to trade and investment liberalization (Brennan, 2013), to animal rights and anti-apartheid campaigns (Cochrane and Monaghan, 2012, 2014), public debt (DiMuzio, 2007; Hager 2014), the role of fossil fuels in capitalist social reproduction (DiMuzio, 2012), investment bank power (Hager, 2012), and the capitalization of cinema (McMahon, 2013).

The disparate undertakings of these researchers are brought together in one political economy network. The emergence of this network is most clearly manifest in the creation of the journal *The Review of Capital as Power* in 2012; the launching of capitalaspower.com in 2013; the publication of an edited volume entitled *The Capitalist Mode of Power: Critical Engagements*
with the Power Theory of Value (DiMuzio, 2014); and the organization of a research seminar and an annual conference series, by The Forum on Capital as Power, from 2010 to the present (Hager, 2013).

The intellectual roots of the CasP approach are almost as numerous as the research projects that stem from it. At this point, it suffices to outline just four key influences: Karl Marx, Cornelius Castoriadis, Thorstein Veblen and Michal Kalecki. From Marx, Nitzan and Bichler borrow the all-important insight that capital accumulation is an inherently antagonistic process that is generative of a universalizing social structure of power. Where they part ways with Marx, however, is in their conceptualization of capital accumulation. While Marx's broadly bottom-up perspective gives analytical primacy to labour's relationship to capital, Nitzan and Bichler suggest that labour should be one of many considerations in a top-down, disaggregate analysis of the whole gamut of social relationships that may bear on the earnings capacity of business (Marx, 1867; Nitzan and Bichler, 2009; Cochrane, 2011).

In making sense of the difference between Marxist political economy and the CasP framework, it is instructive to apprehend the influence of the philosopher Cornelius Castoriadis on the latter. In a powerful critique of Marx's labour theory of value, Castoriadis claims that throughout his writings, Marx's vacillates between different positions. On the one hand, Marx - as the avatar of a dialectical understanding of capitalist development - illuminates the historicity of social categories and the centrality of conflict to social change, like no other figure in economic thought. On the other hand, Marx - as someone that was deeply impressed with breakthroughs by his contemporaries in physics and chemistry - sought to find in capitalist processes underlying basic units, along with abiding 'laws of motion', that are amenable to scientific investigation (Castoriadis 1984; Nitzan and Bichler 2009). The basic, universal unit for Marx is abstract labour: ‘[the] productive activity of human brains,
nerves, and muscles... the expenditure of human labour in general... the labour-power which, on average, apart from any special development, exists in the organism of every individual’ (Marx 1867: 134).

Nitzan and Bichler distance themselves from Marx's attempt to find material units of inquiry. However, they embrace his emphasis on the transformative dynamics of conflict. In so doing, they concur with Castoriadis in arguing that value is not an objective-material substance (what Aristotle calls the *physis*). Rather, it is social and thus derives from the norms, laws and institutions of society (the *nomos*). Moving from this line of argument, Nitzan and Bichler contend that the researcher ought to be open to the multiplicity of power relations that may impact the valuation of commodities. From this perspective, the changing ratios of prices and incomes within capitalism do not reflect any intrinsic property of the goods and services that are traded, whether it is understood in terms of 'utils', as postulated in neoclassical economics, or 'abstract labour', as argued by Marx.\(^1\) Instead, these changing ratios are quantitative manifestations of the overall patterns of conflict that re-shape the *nomos* (Castoriadis 1984; Nitzan and Bichler 2009).

This shift by the CasP approach from the material to the social, and from the exploitation of labour to the totality of power, owes much to Veblen's conception of capital. Whereas Marx begins his theory of capital with a materialist analysis of production, Veblen's conceptualization begins with 'the state of the industrial arts': the immaterial assets inherited from previous generations necessary to produce socially useful goods and services. The historically contingent, and context-specific, development of the technology that makes up 'the state of the industrial arts' occurs through the integration of myriad streams of information and

\(^1\) For a comprehensive critical analysis of the utility and labour theories of value, see Nitzan and Bichler (2009: 67-124).
the synchronization of numerous industrial sub-processes. Veblen contrasts the cooperation involved in the collective advancement of technology with the pecuniary impulses of business. Business, Veblen argues, strategically inserts itself at the interstices of the multiple sub-processes of industry, so as to exact tribute from the community in the form of profit, in return for granting the community access to privately-controlled, but collectively-created, productive capacity. According to Veblen, the level of tribute that is demanded by business is a reflection of the bargaining power of owners vis-à-vis the rest of the community. This bargaining power will in turn be determined by such factors as the importance of the asset, the means by which it is controlled, and the ease with which it can be substituted (Veblen, 1904; Nitzan and Bichler, 2009; Cochrane, 2011).

While Veblen alludes to the redistributional dynamics of relative price changes, Nitzan and Bichler rework Veblen's insights in advancing a systematic power theory of value, based on new categories and new research methods. In constructing methodological tools for the power theory of value, the analysis of the neo-Marxian economist Michal Kalecki has been particularly instructive as he is perhaps the first scholar to have tentatively sketched a distributional measurement of corporate control. This measure comes in the form of 'the degree of monopoly': the quantitative proxy for market power as registered in the profit ratio of sales. In advancing the concept of the degree of monopoly, Kalecki gestures towards the view that income redistribution is not merely the consequence of market power shifts, but rather its very definition. Notwithstanding its importance, Kalecki's measure clearly only pertains to the narrow economic issues of monopoly and competition. Accordingly, Nitzan and Bichler devise other measures that quantify the patterns of power that inhere in the capitalist restructuring of social reproduction as a whole (Kalecki, 1943; Nitzan and Bichler, 2009).
In developing these measures, Nitzan and Bichler render explicit what remains only partially revealed in the work of both Veblen and Kalecki. More specifically, Nitzan and Bichler argue that the quantitative changes in the architecture of prices and the qualitative changes in the institutions of society are part of the same power process. From this viewpoint, the price system is the numerical expression of power over social organization, and this power over social organization changes according to the transformations in cooperation and conflict between different groups. Thus, in place of dual quantity theories of prices that posit a direct connection between the nominal quanta of prices and earnings and underlying but unobservable quanta in the spheres of consumption and production, Nitzan and Bichler argue that the nominal sphere is the only quantitative sphere to which we have access. Accordingly, the CasP framework represents an alternative approach whereby the analysis of quantitative changes in prices and pecuniary earnings can be synthesized with an investigation of qualitative changes in the institutions of society, to create a 'scientific story' of capitalist power (Nitzan and Bichler, 2009: 313).

Analyzing the pecuniary quanta in terms of power has a number of important methodological implications. First and foremost, power is inherently relational. As such, both accumulation and prices can only be understood differentially. The differential drive of capital is manifest in the fact that large firms do not simply aim to accumulate in absolute terms. Instead, they strive to beat some average benchmark. Second, power is inherently dynamic. Thus, rather than conceptualizing the market in terms of static equilibria, as in neoclassical economics, the CasP framework encourages the researcher to analyze how one group's ongoing attempts to restructure social reproduction encounters ever-changing resistance from other social groups. Lastly, because power is inherently relational and dynamic, Nitzan and Bichler suggest that rather than engaging in case-studies of individual firms or aggregate
analysis of the corporate sector as a whole, we should delineate and disaggregate the performance of the contending coalitions within what they call 'dominant capital': the major corporations which operate in tandem with, and are often intertwined with, key government organs in restructuring social reproduction for differential pecuniary gain.

The thesis uses three such measures for charting differential pecuniary shifts for groups within US agribusiness and agriculture. The first and most widely used measure in this dissertation is differential earnings: the net income of any given group of firms or farmers relative to the net income of 'the average'. The second measure is differential capitalization: the market value of any given group of firms relative to the market value of 'the average'. The third and final measure is differential markup: the weighted net income to sales ratio of any given group of firms to the weighted net income to sales ratio of the 'the average'. When using these differential measures in the analysis of the power shifts between agribusiness firms and the largest US corporations outside of the agribusiness sector, 'the average' is taken to be dominant capital as represented by the top 500 US-listed firms, ranked by net income. When using these differential measures in the analysis of the pecuniary shifts within agriculture, 'the average' is taken to be the average net income of all farmers in the US. And when using these differential measures to chart the shifts in income between US farmers and the remainder of the US population, 'the average' is taken to be the average earnings of US nonfarm workers.

The differential earnings measure is the most widely used measure in this thesis because a number of the largest agribusiness firms are not publically traded, and as such, there are no market capitalization data available for these entities. Moreover, unlike the differential capitalization measure, the differential earnings measure is easily transposable to the analysis of income shifts between farmers, as almost all farming operations in the US are run by 'petty producers' rather than publically-traded entities. Following the research methods pioneered by
Nitzan and Bichler, this dissertation connects key quantitative shifts in differential earnings and relative prices on the one hand, to the qualitative shifts in the restructuring of social reproduction on the other, in order to create a quantitative-qualitative analysis of transformations in the agri-food system.

The Synopsis

What might seem like burdensome theoretical baggage during these preliminaries, will be properly unpacked in the chapters that follow. After all, it is only when a theory is put to work in the field of investigation that the meaning of its concepts, and the purchase of its methodological tools, can truly be determined (Green, 2014).

But this thesis is not simply an empirical exposition of the CasP approach. Rather it seeks to show how the CasP approach's concepts and tools may be adapted and refined by other researchers in the exploration of territory that has yet to be charted by disaggregate accounting. Moreover, it shows that through disaggregate methods of accounting, new concepts can be expounded. This process of re-search, in which theoretical concepts and empirical analysis are in continual dialogue, has been integral to the evolution of the CasP approach. This process not only entails the continual exercise of reflexivity, but also openness to the insights offered by complimentary approaches. Hopefully, such a research philosophy ensures that the CasP approach does not ossify into an established 'school of thought', wherein the defence of existing theoretical postulates is prioritized over the discovery of new patterns and the elaboration of new concepts. The thesis espouses this reflexive way of proceeding.

Specifically, the thesis examines the redistributional-power dynamics within US agribusiness and agriculture in two arenas: government agrofuels policy and regulation of
agricultural derivatives markets. These two arenas are of particular importance because, according to some of the literature on food price inflation, booming agrofuel production and investor speculation in agricultural derivatives markets have been the two main contributors to the surges in agricultural commodity prices in the early twenty-first century. In fact, one group of analysts go so far as to argue that:

[T]he dominant causes of price increases are investor speculation and ethanol conversion. Models that just treat supply and demand are not consistent with the actual price dynamics. The two sharp peaks in 2007/2008 and 2010/2011 are specifically due to investor speculation, while an underlying upward trend is due to increasing demand from ethanol conversion. (Lagi et al. 2011a: 1)

Other studies lend some support to these conclusions (see: Timmer 2008; Piesse and Thirtle 2009; Baffes and Haniotis 2010; Ghosh 2010; Ghosh et al. 2012). As such, I principally focus on the coalitional and redistributional dynamics between agri-food corporations and farmers in regard to agrofuels and investor speculation. In so doing, I seek to outline how interests within agribusiness and large-scale agriculture may relate to the interests of those poor households across the world that are existentially vulnerable to food price shocks.

With these considerations in mind, the second chapter engages with existing analyses of corporate power in the world food system, and it lays out some aspects of the CasP approach in greater detail. Adopting a macroscopic focus on shifts of differential earnings between agri-food corporations, it points to the rapid ascendance of a new power configuration in the global political economy of food. I call this configuration 'the Agro-Trader nexus'. I argue that the agri-biotechnology and grain trader firms that belong to the Agro-Trader nexus have not been mere ‘price takers’, instead they have actively contributed to the inflationary restructuring of the world food system by championing and facilitating the rapid expansion of the first-
As a key driver of agricultural commodity price rises, the agrofuel boom has raised the Agro-Trader nexus’s differential profits and it has at the same time exacerbated food insecurity. These initial findings affirm a core theme of the thesis: that food price inflation is a mechanism of redistribution.

The third chapter builds directly on the second chapter in four main ways. First, it narrows the focus of analysis from the global agrofuel boom in general, to the US ethanol boom in particular. Second, it offers a more concerted examination of how the Agro-Trader nexus, and more specifically, Archer Daniels Midland, has championed increases in corn-ethanol production from the 1970s onwards. Third, it develops a richer understanding of how the corporate conflict that arises from soaring agrofuel production, as indicated by the second chapter, plays out in the US agri-food sector in relation to the increased antagonism between the Agro-Trader nexus and what I call 'the Animal Processor nexus'. Finally, it incorporates US farmers into the picture. As I argue, the ethanol boom has not only engendered a shift in pecuniary earnings from the Animal Processor nexus toward the Agro-Trader nexus; it has also led to a shift in income from farmers specializing in livestock production to farmers specializing in corn production.

The fourth chapter extends the analysis to contemporary debates concerning speculation in agricultural derivatives markets and attempts to regulate it. While the second and third chapters illuminate the redistributional dynamics brought about by soaring agrofuel production, the fourth chapter outlines the shifts in relative income engendered by grain futures price volatility. With quantitative methods, I show that while livestock interests have suffered hardship as a result of price volatility, crop grower and commodity trader groups have

---

2 Following Philip McMichael and other analysts of the biofuel boom, I label biofuel ‘agrofuel’ to underscore the problematic diversion of agricultural products from food to fuel uses.
generally prospered amid the tumult. And with qualitative methods, I show that the former constellation of interest groups has pushed for far-reaching restrictions on speculation but the latter has opposed the emergence of a new speculative position limits regime. The chapter argues that the ongoing conflict within and beyond agriculture over the timing, scope and necessity of reform has contributed to the protracted manner in which the nascent speculative limits regime has been implemented.

The concluding chapter looks back at the territory covered in this thesis and it suggests possible directions for future research. I argue that the CasP approach, when combined with the insights of existing scholarly contributions, casts into sharp relief aspects of the agri-food system that have been heretofore unclear. Most importantly, the thesis offers a more qualified understanding of the power of major supermarkets in food supply chains; it delineates the major winners and losers within agriculture and agribusiness of the agrofuel boom; and finally, it outlines in hitherto unreached levels of detail the redistributational impacts of agricultural commodity price instability within the US. In offering these insights, the dissertation demonstrates how the CasP approach's concepts and tools may be further adapted and refined by other researchers. Through this process of adaptation and refinement, a new generation of scholars might clear the way to a more comprehensive panorama of the agri-food system and the myriad fields of business control to which the agri-food system is connected.
2. **Food Price Inflation as Redistribution: Towards a New Analysis of Corporate Power in the World Food System**

There isn’t one grain of anything in the world that is sold in a free market. Not one! The only place you see a free market is in the speeches of politicians.

- Dwayne Andreas, CEO of Archer Daniels Midland from 1972–98

**Introduction**

The turn of the millennium marked a sea change in the world food system. After a two decade decline, food prices trended upward. From 2006 to 2008 food price rises accelerated and the number of undernourished people in the world increased to over 1 billion. Food riots erupted in 30 countries. There was a temporary reprieve from price hikes in 2009, but in the following year much of humanity was drawn into another brutal round of food price inflation. By January 2011 the Food and Agricultural Organization’s food price index had surpassed the levels scaled during the previous crisis and again widespread upheaval ensued. Unrest crested during the Arab Spring but social discontent is evident far beyond the Middle East and the Maghreb. Indeed, all over the world people have poured onto streets in protest against the rising cost of living.

This severe bout of food price inflation is not without precedent. Figure 2.1 traces the movements in the Economist’s Food Price Index – the oldest index of its kind available. It shows how the inflation-adjusted price of a basket of foodstuffs has changed over the last 165 years. In the twentieth century one can identify at least three agricultural commodity price cycles. The first cycle occurred from the turn of the twentieth century to the mid-1930s.

---

second cycle began in the mid-1930s and ended in the early 1970s. And the third cycle was experienced in the three decades leading up to the most recent escalation in the relative cost of food. From a quantitative standpoint each cycle appears to follow a consistent pattern: each lasts for 30 to 40 years; in each cycle there is a commodity price boom; and after each commodity price boom there is a period of ‘excess capacity’, usually lasting around two decades, that weighs down on food prices.

Figure 2.1 Inflation-adjusted Food Prices

Note: The Economist Food Price Index represents a basket of 14 food commodities that are weighted in terms of their relative values in world trade.

But despite their statistical regularity, these cyclical movements are not pre-determined by some automatic economic mechanism. Instead, their depth, rhythm and trajectory are shaped by the dynamics of social power. Indeed, each successive agricultural commodity price cycle is characterised by a specific set of massive and oftentimes violent transformations in the organisation of society and nature. The bloodshed and repression that has followed the recent wave of popular uprisings constitutes the latest and most blatant proof of this. And beyond these headline grabbing developments lie deep shifts in the configuration of corporate control over both the world food system and global capitalism as a whole. This chapter seeks to make sense of these shifts during the denouement of the third agricultural commodity cycle and the period of food price inflation that has come in its wake. Drawing on the CasP perspective propounded by Jonathan Nitzan and Shimshon Bichler, the chapter contends that the food price inflation of the last decade is a quantitative manifestation of an overall restructuring of corporate power within the political economy of food. This restructuring has been calamitous for much of humanity and very destabilising for many governments, but it has been extremely beneficial to some groups of firms.

A lot has already been written on corporate power in the global political economy of food. Three different forms of analysis are particularly prevalent: analysis that offers a broad historical overview of growing business control over the world food system (Goodman et al. 1987; Friedmann and McMichael 1989); analysis that proceeds through case-study examinations of individual firms (Morgan 1980; Whitmore 1999; Kneen 2002); and analysis that vacillates between these two perspectives (Shiva 2000; Patel 2007; Van der Ploeg 2010). Although the first two forms of analysis seem entirely different – with the former putting the contemporary political economy of food in historical context and the latter offering detailed insights into the intricacies of corporate control – what they have in common is that they both
tend to neglect the conflicts between different groups of corporations. And while the third form of analysis wavers between the world-historic and the case-specific, intra-capitalist struggles remain blurred. The few studies that do seek to grapple with business conflicts within food supply chains (e.g. Burch and Lawrence 2005, 2007; Falkner 2009) do not offer any quantitative means of gauging the shifts in corporate control. Moreover, these analyses do little to connect corporate conflicts to the overall formation of food prices. Therefore, they do not have much to say about the wrenching food price inflation of the last decade beyond what is stated by conventional accounts of the food price crisis.

The analysis advanced here offers an alternative. It is premised on four principles derived from the CasP approach. Firstly, the power of a group of firms is reflected in the relative level of its pecuniary earnings. Secondly, food price changes are the aggregate appearance of redistributive shifts between groups and organisations operating in the world food system. Thirdly, these redistributive changes can be discerned by comparing the relative changes in different groups of firms’ pecuniary earnings to the relative changes in food prices. Fourthly, these quantitative phenomena are best understood with reference to a qualitative analysis of social struggles around the restructuring of society and nature. Through this qualitative-quantitative method one can illuminate the key power dynamics within the political economy of food.

With these principles in mind I progressively disaggregate the profits of corporations operating in the world food system. The first section offers a breakdown of corporate earnings by sector. It questions the widespread notion within agri-food studies that supermarkets have gained mastery over food supply chains by showing that the sectoral profit share of food retailers and wholesalers has actually declined since the turn of the millennium. The second section outlines key aspects of the CasP approach and shifts the reader’s attention from food
sectors to clusters of dominant capital operating within food supply chains. I introduce new categories of analysis and I show that the pecuniary performance of both the major food retailers and major food manufacturers have virtually flat-lined since the mid-1990s. Such a finding raises further doubts about the supermarket mastery thesis.

Additionally, I show that the relative profits of the major grain traders and the major firms selling inputs to farmers have soared during the recent period of food price inflation. These findings make the dominant traders and agricultural input firms prime candidates for critical interrogation. Are they merely riding the wave of the latest food price cycle? Or have they been actively restructuring the world food system in ways that make food price shocks more probable? The third section investigates these questions. My main contention is that since the late 1990s the dominant grain traders have forged close linkages with major agro-biotechnology companies. These links have given rise to a power constellation that I call the Agro-Trader nexus. The nexus’s main impact on the world food system since the early 2000s comes in the form of its facilitation and championing of the wasteful absorption of grain and oilseeds into the heavily subsidised first-generation agrofuel sector. The soaring production of agrofuel has contributed to a dramatic upswing in accumulation for the firms of the Agro-Trader nexus. However, the agrofuel boom has been less beneficial for other firms operating in food supply chains and it has pushed millions of people into conditions of acute undernourishment.

---

4 The commercial agrofuel sector is currently in large part restricted to first-generation agrofuels made from the starches, sugars or vegetable oils extracted from arable crops. Second-generation agrofuels made from non-edible plant biomass and third-generation agrofuels made from microalgae are still under commercial development and as a result only account for an estimated 0.042% of US agrofuel production. Author's calculations are from US Department of Agriculture data (USDA ERS 2014a).
Questioning Supermarket Mastery

The view that supermarkets have in recent decades rapidly increased their power so that they are now ‘masters’ of the world food system is shared by scholars from a whole range of theoretical positions within the IPE literature. The mastery thesis was first alluded to by Anthony Winson in 1993. And one year later it was given theoretical substantiation by the global value chains (GVC) approach (Gereffi and Korzeniewicz 1994). The GVC approach combines world systems theory’s concern with elucidating spatial inequalities within global capitalism with analysis, derived from the work of Joseph Schumpeter and Joe S. Bain, of how actors can extract economic rent from the construction of ‘barriers to entry’. The methodology of the GVC approach entails tracing the journey that commodities take as they are converted from raw material to finished consumer products. By mapping out commodity chains in this manner, GVC analysts hope to gauge different countries’ relative capacities to capture value. The underlying premise of GVC analysis, as it was originally formulated, is that the distribution of wealth within a chain is the outcome of the relative levels of the barriers to entry in each stage of production.

In order to discern differential national access to capturing value in each stage of production, GVC analysts seek to identify the key corporations operating supply chains. Gereffi’s work was integral in this regard as he endeavoured to grapple with how ‘lead firms’ establish the standards and procedures with which other actors in the chain have to comply. From this work he constructed two ideal types of governance within commodities chains: ‘producer-driven’ and ‘buyer-driven’. Producer-driven value chains are centred on those transnational corporations that control the key nodes of production. This kind of chain is characterised by a high level of vertical integration and its major barriers to entry lie in capital
requirements and proprietary know-how. Buyer-driven value chains are governed by retailers and marketers that have outsourced their production capabilities to a range of smaller independent suppliers connected by intermediary firms through complex logistics networks. Their major barriers to entry are constituted by advertising, product design and electronic supply management systems (Gibbon 2001: 347; Gereffi and Christian 2010: 92–3).

Gereffi contended that producer-driven commodity chains were becoming eclipsed by buyer-driven commodity chains in the global economy. This change was, according to Gereffi, principally brought about by the ‘retail revolution’. The retail revolution started out in the 1960s and 1970s when giant department stores such as Sears bought up independent retailers. And in the 1980s and 1990s the revolution unfolded in such a way that the department stores themselves were superseded by large-volume discount stores such as Wal-Mart and K-Mart (Gereffi 1994: 104–8). Despite the importance of these insights, in the early 2000s, the dual typology of buyer-driven and producer-driven value chains was slowly giving way to a finer-grained, more technical and less explicitly power-oriented analysis of intra-firm interaction that was anchored in transaction cost economics. This analysis paved the way for a switch in emphasis from ‘governance as driving’ to ‘governance as coordination’ (Gibbon, Bair and Ponte 2009).

Notwithstanding this switch, the idea that retailers were becoming the lead firms in the global economy was finding currency. David Burch and Geoffrey Lawrence were at the forefront of analysing the major supermarkets’ dramatic rise in prominence within the world food system. Their main contention is that ‘from the late 1960s control over the establishment and management of agri-food supply chains began to pass from the food manufacturers to the supermarkets’ (2009: 275). This shift was driven by a number of factors, five of which they take as being especially important. First, the development of supermarket ‘own brands’,
particularly within ‘fresh/healthy’ food niches, helped generate more revenue for the retailers and undermine the sales of the ‘national brands’ owned by the major food manufacturers. Second, as supermarkets become less reliant on the food manufacturers for the supply of established brands, they have become more able to enforce heavy slotting fees and other charges upon food manufacturers in return for the latter’s continued access to supermarket shelf space. Third, global consolidation in the retail sector and the development of complex logistics systems have increased the ability of supermarkets to demand lower prices from food manufacturers, as food manufacturers are faced with fewer buyers and as food retailers are able to source their products from a larger pool of suppliers. Fourth, food retailers’ diversification into new areas such as petrol distribution, telecommunications and consumer finance has enabled them to consolidate their market power and expand economies of scale. And last, the development of ‘strategic partnerships’ with food suppliers, in Burch and Lawrence’s view, probably signals a tightening of retailer control over food supply chains (Burch and Lawrence 2007: 100–2). This tightening of control, they argue, is manifest in the fact that food retailers are now increasingly setting the quality and environmental standards for food manufacturers and fresh food producers; and in so doing, major supermarkets are becoming ever more able to determine the general health risks that consumers are exposed to (Burch and Lawrence 2007: 9). Due to the apparent importance of these factors, Burch and Lawrence have endorsed the notion first promulgated by Winson that supermarkets are the ‘new masters of the food system’ (2009: 268).

The major praiseworthy aspect of the supermarket mastery thesis is that it does not treat agri-food corporations as either case-specific or homogenous. This aspect is important because, as argued above, in much contemporary scholarship, business interests are either viewed in aggregate terms or they are analysed at the micro-level; and from both theoretical
standpoints, meso-level conflicts between different corporate groups are obscured. By drawing a distinction between food manufacturers and food retailers and by focussing on power relations within commodity chains, supermarket mastery theorists make an important step in devising an analysis which promises to offer a nuanced conception of the corporate restructuring of the world food system. However, this promise is only partially fulfilled. The shortcoming is primarily born out of the fact that few if any studies of supermarket power within the IPE literature offer a quantitative method of actually gauging the power-shifts between different corporate groupings in the world food system. To illustrate the problems of neglecting this empirical dimension, Figure 2.2 plots the world profit shares of the three major business segments within the global political economy of food.

If the balance of power within food supply chains had indeed shifted decisively from manufacturers to retailers one would expect retailers to increase their share of overall corporate profits generated within the global food system. As the graph shows, the world’s supermarkets’ and food wholesalers’ profit share trended upwards in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. So far so good: this trend coheres with the thesis. However, at the dawn of the new millennium the correspondence between the supermarket mastery narrative and the empirical reality of capitalist profits ends. Instead of superseding food processing and manufacturing companies, the food retailers’ profit share hits its zenith in the year 2000 and then it declines. This decline is ironic as it is precisely during the downtrend that Burch and Lawrence profess their belief that ‘the period when the manufacturing sector dominated the supply chain has passed, never to return’ (2007: 119).
The profit-share data clearly cast the supermarket mastery thesis in a new light. More specifically, the data encourages an investigation into whether supermarkets’ development of their own product lines and their diversification into new areas of business, rather than indicating a shift in the overall balance of power away from food manufacturers, may be manifestations of intensified struggle over consumer loyalty in the retail sector itself. It may
also suggest that the computerised logistical systems that seemed to benefit retailers so much from the 1970s to the 1990s, were offering diminishing pecuniary returns by the beginning of the twenty-first century. Finally, the data may indicate that supermarket mastery theorists exaggerate the degree to which food retailers have become empowered through the regulatory competencies that they have acquired over suppliers’ production standards and their customers’ consumption habits. There is no room to explore such hypotheses here, but suffice to say at this point, Figure 2.2 demonstrates the need to adopt quantitative methods of gauging power shifts within the political economy of food. Without these methods, researchers will find it hard if not impossible to know how much weight they should give to various qualitative transformations in control over food supply chains. They are thus liable to arrive at wayward conclusions.

**Mapping out Corporate Power in the World Food System**

The capital as power framework propounded by Jonathan Nitzan and Shimshon Bichler represents an advance on GVC analysis for four main reasons. First, and most fundamentally, capital from the standpoint of GVC is an ‘economic’ entity that is distorted by power, whereas from the view of the CasP framework, capital is power. Second, and following from this first point, the CasP framework puts business conflict and cooperation front and centre in the analysis of the accumulation process. Third, the framework links these various forms of conflict and cooperation to the formation of prices. And last, it encourages the researcher to critically theorise the connection between the quantitative changes of capital accumulation and qualitative transformations within the world food system. This section elaborates on these key
aspects of the CasP framework and sketches out the framework’s theoretical significance in relation to the global political economy of food.

Building in part on Thorstein Veblen’s theory of business sabotage, Nitzan and Bichler argue that all profits stem from the institution of private ownership as it confers upon owners the power to exclude others from using their assets. Such a view gives the researcher a much more radical starting point than what is offered by GVC theory. Value chains analysis begins from the premise of perfect competition and then offers the concept of barriers to entry to account for those situations of ‘market deviation’ in which ‘supernormal profits’ are attained. But from a capital as power perspective, the idea that barriers to entry give rise to supernormal profits is unhelpful because it rests on the assumption that there exist ‘normal profits’ that can be secured without exclusion. For Nitzan and Bichler, all profits are exacted through exclusion because all profits depend on private ownership. Without private ownership there could be no restriction on the use of goods; and without restriction on the use of goods, goods could not be priced into commodities that yield pecuniary earnings. As such, it is private ownership in general that institutionalises exclusion, not ‘barriers to entry’. The foundational exclusionism of private ownership is evidenced in the etymological roots of the word private: ‘privatus’ and ‘privare’ – Latin for ‘restrict’ and ‘deprive’ (Nitzan and Bichler, 2009: 228).

Moreover, the exclusionary underpinning of private ownership not only enables business to limit the use of goods so as to generate pecuniary earnings; it also enables any one group of business to circumscribe the pecuniary earnings of other business groupings. Indeed, the pecuniary earnings claimed by one, are the pecuniary earnings that the others cannot have. Thus, by emphasising the centrality of exclusion within business, Nitzan and Bichler suggest that, at its core, the capitalist political economy is constituted by redistributional struggle. And by emphasising the integral role that restriction plays in generating pecuniary earnings, Nitzan
and Bichler argue that this redistributional struggle within business undermines efficient social reproduction of humanity for the benefit of humanity (Nitzan and Bichler 2009).

Following on from these observations, in the CasP framework the concept of the market is turned on its head. Rather than being a pristine space that is distorted by power, through for instance the erection of barriers to entry, the market is itself a mechanism of power. It is the means through which corporate control over the restructuring of social reproduction is expressed. This capacity to reorient human and non-human life for pecuniary gain is subject to constant resistance, transformation and negotiation and it is only because of the encompassing institution of the market that these socially heterogeneous dynamics can be articulated into universal quanta of dollars and cents. Indeed unlike pre-capitalist societies, in which exclusion is codified by custom and fealty in relatively stable structures of social control, exclusion within capitalism is continually being recreated through the buying and selling of ownership claims. To cite Nitzan and Bichler directly: ‘in capitalism change itself has become the key moment of order’ (2009: 153). Moreover, as capitalism is constituted by ongoing redistributional conflict within business, pecuniary magnitudes should be understood in relative rather than absolute terms. Thus, the continual process of recreating exclusion in the capitalist political economy is manifest in the qualitative realignments of corporate control, on the one hand; and it is given quantitative expression in changes in relative prices and relative profits, on the other (Nitzan and Bichler 2009).

In applying this method to the exploration of food retailer power, Figure 2.3 reproduces the time-series data of supermarkets’ and wholesalers’ changing profit share presented in Figure 2.2 and compares it with movements in the retail price of US consumer foods relative to the US price of foods at the intermediate stage of processing. The two time-series have a correlation coefficient of 0.89. This is remarkable when one considers that the price data are
US-based only, but the profit share data pertains to supermarkets and food wholesalers all around the world. Moreover, the strength of the relationship is impressive given the fact that non-food items (such as clothing, fuel and financial services) constitute a large proportion of supermarkets’ revenues. Last but not least, given that both series shifted from an uptrend to a downtrend at the very same time (early 2000s), the correlation between them is unlikely to be a mere statistical fluke. The graph suggests that the ability of supermarkets to increase their profit share in the overall food sector depends to a large extent on the degree to which they can increase the price of foods faster, or reduce the price of foods more slowly, than firms exerting power further upstream in the supply chain.

Now, if we compare Figure 2.1 with Figure 2.3 a very interesting finding comes to the fore. Food retailers’ profit share and the relative price of retail foods fall at the turn of the millennium – the very same point at which food price inflation returns to world food markets. This observation underscores another key insight of the capital as power approach that is worth emphasising here: that ‘inflation is always and everywhere a redistributational phenomenon’ (Nitzan and Bichler 2009: 369). Or to put it in the terms of this research: food price inflation is the aggregate appearance of redistributive conflicts between various groups and organisations within food supply chains. These conflicts involve, but are not necessarily limited to, farmers, biotech companies, international trading houses, food and beverage corporations, retail firms and consumers. From these data we can tentatively conclude that on a sectoral level, the food price inflation that has occurred in the last decade has benefited agricultural input firms, food processors and food manufacturers at the expense of food retailers. Of course, to substantiate this conclusion we need more empirical scrutiny and further breakdown of corporate profits which we cannot pursue here. But even without such an
inquiry, the distribution of profit and its relationship to relative prices presented in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 pose serious questions to those who ascribe ‘mastery’ to supermarkets.

*Figure 2.3 Relative Food Prices and Retailer Profit Share*

Note: Price ratio data computed by dividing the monthly finished food price index by the intermediate food price index. The relative price data are presented as a one-year moving average. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient for the raw data for the two time-series is 0.89.

Source: Profit share data from Thomson Reuters Datastream (see Notes to Figure 2.2). Finished consumer food price data and intermediate food price data from Global Insight. Series codes: 110157513 (US Producer Price Index Finished Consumer Foods) and 110157453 (US Producer Price Index Intermediate Foods and Feeds).
So what do we disaggregate from here? The CasP approach encourages the researcher to study dominant capital with reference to differential profits. In the terms set out by Nitzan and Bichler, dominant capital is constituted by the leading firms and government organs that form the centre of the accumulation process. And differential profits are defined as the net earnings of a group of firms relative to some benchmarked average. The relativity of this measure stems from the fact that actual firms do not endeavour to maximise the absolute dollar level of their profits. In fact, the very notion of a profit maximum is conceptually indeterminate in any situation other than perfect monopoly or perfect competition. If we move into the real world of corporate finance, we find that firms continually measure their performance against an ever-shifting ‘average’. Political economy scholars should perhaps heed this ritual as it will give them a better understanding of the quantitative imaginary of business. Moreover, the benchmarking practice shows that different groups of corporations do not simply seek to retain their share of overall business profits; instead they continually strive to increase it. Therefore, through charting the differential profit trajectories of corporate groups one can illuminate the dynamic restructuring of dominant capital’s control over the organisation of human and non-human life (Nitzan and Bichler 2009).

With this approach in mind, I have constructed new proxies for what I delineate as the four major clusters of dominant capital that mediate the journey that food takes from ‘farm to fork’. I call these clusters the Agro-Core, the Trader-Core, the Food-Core and the Retail-Core. The Agro-Core consists of the 10 most profitable firms that control the production and marketing of inputs sold to farmers. The Food-Core is composed of the top 10 most profitable firms that manufacture agricultural products into food products packaged within their multiple brand lines. The Retail-Core is made up of the top 10 most profitable supermarkets that sell these foods to the consumer. And finally, the Trader-Core comprises the three most profitable
firms engaged in the processing and trade of raw agricultural commodities. The Trader-Core proxy is limited to three constituent firms because of the paucity of available data on the major grain traders. The historical changes in the net profits of these four proxies relative to the net income of the Compustat 500 – the 500 largest firms by net income listed in the United States – are presented in Figure 2.4. The data are plotted on a logarithmic scale to facilitate comparison and to highlight the rates of change in differential profits (indicated by the respective slopes of the different series). It is worth noting that although each proxy is an index in which the underlying constituent firms change with each quarter, there have been a number of companies that have consistently made it into the top 10 for the Agro-Core, Food-Core and Retail-Core categories. These firms are listed in Table 2.1, along with the three firms that currently dominate the global agricultural commodities trade.

By disaggregating the profit data for the four major clusters of firms operating within the world food system, one can build upon the insights first derived from the sector-based profit share data presented in Figure 2.2. As one can see, the Retail-Core underwent a decade-long differential accumulation boom that began in the early 1980s and ended in the mid-1990s. Since then there have been modest cyclical upswings and downswings around a very slight secular uptrend in the Retail-Core’s differential profit. This indicates that the dominant supermarkets have experienced little more than pecuniary stagnation over the last two decades. Therefore, the chart raises further questions about the supermarket mastery thesis. While Figure 2.2 suggests that the food retailing sector reached its apogee within the world food system at the turn of the millennium, Figure 2.4 indicates that the retail revolution was already running out of steam by the mid-1990s.

Moreover, Figure 2.4 shows a very strong correlation between the differential profits of the Food-Core and the differential profits of the Retail-Core, especially from the early 1990s
This suggests that the arguments about there being a shift in the balance of power from food manufacturers towards supermarkets may be ill-conceived. The dominant food

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Market Value (May 12, 2012)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agro-Core</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsanto</td>
<td>$38.5bn</td>
<td>The world’s largest biotech company. 90% of the U.S. soybean crop and 80% of the corn crop are grown with seeds containing genetic traits owned by the firm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potash Corp.</td>
<td>$35.5bn</td>
<td>Has the largest share of control over global fertilizer production. It is the world’s largest producer of potash and the third largest producer of phosphate and nitrogen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deere and Co.</td>
<td>$31.9bn</td>
<td>The world’s biggest manufacturer of farm machinery. Its main strengths lie in the large agricultural equipment associated with the soybean and corn sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trader-Core</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargill</td>
<td>$53.5bn*</td>
<td>The largest private company in the world. Cargill cemented its position as the world’s most powerful grain trader when it bought the trading division of its rival Continental in 1998.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>$21.4bn</td>
<td>Has the largest share of control over the world ethanol industry. Historically just an agricultural commodities processor, it moved into trading in the 1970s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunge</td>
<td>$9.0bn</td>
<td>Has the largest share of control over the flour milling and fertilizer industry in South America. It also has the world’s largest share of control over dry corn and soy processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food-Core</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nestlé</td>
<td>$196.4bn</td>
<td>The most powerful global food conglomerate. Moreover, in 2011 it was the world’s most profitable company of any sector. Owns 29.5% stake in L’Oreal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsi-Co</td>
<td>$104.7bn</td>
<td>Famed for its eponymous soft drink, PepsiCo is much more than just a beverage corporation. It owns many food brands including Frito-Lay and Quaker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraft</td>
<td>$69.4bn</td>
<td>Owner of numerous household names including Jacobs, Maxwell House and Philadelphia. In 2010 it acquired the Cadburys brand after a fractious takeover campaign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retail-Core</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wal-Mart</td>
<td>$202.4bn</td>
<td>With 2.1 million workers it is as about as large as the People’s Liberation Army of China in terms of employee numbers and it is the world’s largest firm in terms of sales.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesco</td>
<td>$42.0bn</td>
<td>Dislodged Sainsbury’s from the top spot in UK food retailing in the early 1990s. Tesco gets around 30 pence from every pound spent on groceries in Britain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrefour</td>
<td>$12.5bn</td>
<td>Headquartered in France. It is the world’s second largest retailer in terms of revenue and it has a strong presence in Europe, Asia and Latin America.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Dominant Corporations in the World Food System * Implied market value, Financial Times estimate, January 2011.
Figure 2.4. Differential Profit of Dominant Capital Groups in the World Food System

Note: For each quarter, the average net income per firm of the firms listed in the top 10 of each category (and of the top 3 for the Trader-Core) are divided by the average net income per firm of the Compustat 500 to yield differential profit data. Data are presented as one-year moving averages.

Source: Agro-Core proxies: ‘Crop Production’ (NAICS 111-111422), less subcategory ‘Fruit and Tree Nut Farming’ (NAICS 113-11399); ‘Farm Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing’ (NAICS 333111); and ‘Pesticide, Fertilizer and Other Agricultural Chemical Manufacturing’ (NAICS 3253 – 325320). Food-Core proxy: ‘Food Manufacturing’ dataset (NAICS 311 – 311999). Retail-Core Proxy: ‘Grocery Stores’ dataset (NAICS 4451 – 445120). Net income data for each firm from Compustat through WRDS (series code: NIQ). Where net income data was missing from Compustat it was obtained from Thompson Reuters Datastream, Forbes Magazine, Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, Business Source Premier and the Fortune Magazine.

manufacturers’ pecuniary dynamics appear to move in tandem with, rather than counter to, the pecuniary dynamics of the major supermarkets. The view that concordance outweighs conflict
between major supermarkets and major food manufacturers is further supported by the findings of some specialist literature within consumer marketing research. This literature suggests that retailers’ ability to use store brands to gain leverage over food manufacturers is circumscribed by the fact that it is the very same food manufacturers’ ‘national brands’ that attract many consumers into their stores. The threat to demote the position of food manufacturers’ branded products on store shelves or remove them altogether thus might ring hollow, as supermarkets are dependent on many of these brands for the sustenance of satisfactory levels of business traffic (Ailawadi 2001: 313). Moreover, slotting fees and the exacting quality standards imposed by supermarkets may actually be supported by large food conglomerates as they know that smaller suppliers cannot bear the weight of hefty expenses and stringent regulations (Hendrickson et al. 2001). Lastly, this exclusionary logic may also apply to the ‘strategic partnerships’ that have proliferated between food retailers and food manufacturers in recent years. Rather than increasing the power of supermarkets over food manufacturers in general, such alliances may be consonant with the pecuniary interests of dominant food manufacturers: ensuring both the exclusion of smaller suppliers and a concomitant increase in the predictability of earnings. Interestingly, just as the differential accumulation dynamics of major supermarkets and major food conglomerates generally move in sync, the Agro-Core’s and Trader-Core’s differential accumulation trajectories also follow a similar course. Moreover, in relative pecuniary terms the Agro-Core and Trader-Core tend to move to a completely different rhythm to the Food-Core and Retail-Core pairing. In the early 1980s the Agro-Core differentially decumulates when the Food-Core and Retail-Core differentially accumulate and for much of the 1990s the Agro-Core also moves in an opposite direction to the Food-Core and Retail-Core. This negative correlation breaks down in the late 1990s when all four major clusters of dominant firms within the world food system experience
a decline in earnings relative to dominant capital in general. However, the inverse relationship
is restored from 2002 to 2006 when agricultural commodity price inflation sets in.

During the 2007–8 food-price hike the Agro-Core and Trader-Core experienced a
differential accumulation boom. The upswing in the differential profits of the Food-Core and
Retail-Core lags behind both in temporal terms and in terms of sheer magnitude. Moreover,
while the revival in the Food-Core’s differential profits is quite significant, the Retail-Core’s
rebound is rather modest. And in the most recent food price hike no pecuniary upturn for the
Food-Core and Retail-Core seems evident. In fact, their differential earnings continue to
decline. More generally, one can see that in the whole period of severe food price inflation
(shaded in grey) the Agro-Core and Trader-Core differentially accumulate much more rapidly
and for a much longer period of time. Indeed, as shown by the statistics presented in Figure
2.4, from 2002 to 2012 the major food retailers and manufacturers have only been increasing
their differential profits relative to dominant capital by a paltry two per cent a year; while the
Agro-Core and the Trader-Core have increased their differential profits annually by an
astounding 20 per cent and 27 per cent, respectively. These observations suggest that in
periods of rapid agricultural commodity price inflation, the firms that are in closer proximity to
the end-consumers in food supply chains find it hardest to differentially accumulate.

Taken as a whole, Figure 2.4 indicates that those scholars who focus on the balance of
power between food retailers and food manufacturers miss out on what perhaps is a much
more important dynamic within the contemporary political economy of food: the accumulation
boom of the Agro-Core and Trader-Core over the last decade. Although it is true that the dollar
profit levels of the dominant food manufacturers and food retailers are far greater than those of
the dominant grain traders and the major firms selling agricultural inputs, the growth rate of
the differential profits of the Food-Core and Retail-Core since the turn of the millennium has
been comparatively modest. In short, the agricultural input firms and the grain traders are in the ascendant, not the food retailers. Thus, in order to more adequately comprehend the restructuring of corporate power over the world food system since the turn of the millennium, we must focus on the pecuniary strategies of the agricultural input firms and grain traders. Given this fact, the last section of this chapter turns the reader’s attention from the major food retailers and food manufacturers to the Agro-Core and Trader-Core. It will be suggested that key firms within both clusters forged important cross-linkages with one another towards the end of the 1990s. These linkages gave rise to what I term an Agro-Trader power nexus. And perhaps most importantly: rather than passively cashing in on the upswing in agricultural commodity prices, the firms within this nexus have been actively working to restructure the world food system in their favour, and in ways that make violent inflationary shifts much more likely.

The Emergence of the Agro-Trader Nexus and the Restructuring of the World Food System

The Power Trajectory of the Trader-Core

In the nineteenth century the major grain traders were all shadowy organisations that were privately held by a small number of highly uncommunicative clans. Indeed, even as late as 1979, when Dan Morgan wrote his brilliant expose ‘of the ‘merchants of grain’ the five companies that dominated the world’s trade in grain (André, Bunge, Cargill, Continental and Louis Dreyfus) were owned by just seven families (1979: 19). They all sold exactly the same commodities and had no distinct business advantages such as the possession of patents or proprietary technology (Lindell 1982: 240). Moreover, the grain trade was a relatively low overhead business in which large profits could be made from relatively small investments. As
such, the major grain merchants’ main assets were not their products or their holdings but their personal connections and their unsurpassed knowledge of changes in grain markets (Morgan 1979: 115). In this sense, the exclusionary capacity of the trading houses, and therefore their ability to profit, was not guaranteed by the law through formal claims of ownership; instead, their capacity to exclude was customary in nature; it was based on the cultivation of an intense culture of secrecy (etymology: sēcrētus, Latin for ‘separated’, ‘hidden’).

The grain merchants’ stealthy expansion of control over food supply chains had taken them very far. At the beginning of the third agricultural commodity cycle in the early 1970s, the six largest trading houses collectively controlled between 85 per cent and 90 per cent of US grain exports (Committee on Foreign Relations 1977: 72). However, as Figure 2.5 shows, the grain merchants did not just consolidate their control over trading. They also extended their power over the processing of agricultural commodities. The chart, which depicts firm concentration ratios, focuses on the flour milling, soybean crushing and wet corn milling sectors because they represent the main foci points of the modern food system. Flour, as the main ingredient for bread, has become in many cultures synonymous with life sustenance itself, as diverse and nutritionally rich diets across the world have been homogenised along the lines of wheat-dependency. And soybeans and corn have become key commodities because they provide the raw material for many of the industrialised inputs which have become omnipresent in modern food supply chains such as high fructose corn syrup; xanthan gum; corn starch; soy lecithin; glycine; maltodextrin; citric acid; corn oil; diglycerides; dextrose and glucose, along with animal feeds such as corn meal and soybean oil cake. By replicating the natural properties of traditional ingredients, these ‘fabricated foods’ represent a source of ‘value-added’ for corporations involved in processing. They are more durable and transportable than traditional rural products and, as many of these inputs are interchangeable,
they enhance processors’ power over mono-cropping farmers. The measure presented in the chart, commonly called the four-firm concentration ratio (or CR4 for short), is used by economists to assess the ability of the four largest firms in a given sector to exert oligopolistic control. The chart also shows the changing shares of control wielded by the three major Trader-Core firms: Archer Daniels Midland (ADM), Bunge and Cargill. As one can see, these three firms’ control over each sector has increased dramatically over the last three decades.
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*Figure 2.5 Four-firm Concentration Ratio in Raw Agricultural Commodities Processing*

Note: The four-firm concentration ratio (CR4) is the percentage of the total value of shipments in a sector accounted for by the four largest companies.

The Trader-Core’s strategy of extending their pecuniary ambit over domestic processing made a good deal of sense from a business standpoint. Amidst a slump in world grain exports after the boom of the 1970s, the devalued agricultural commodities that they were trying to sell internationally could be absorbed into their new processing divisions. But the traders’ expansion into processing was also constitutive of dietary transformations in the period. Some of the main facets of this transformation are depicted in Figure 2.6. At the broadest level, the increased American consumption of grain-based foods, as depicted in Figure 2.6, was driven by the ‘fast food revolution’. From being rather peripheral players in the food service industry in the 1960s, fast food restaurants have become ubiquitous. By the turn of the millennium, it was estimated that on any given day one in three American children and one in four American adults will visit a fast food outlet (Schlosser 2001: 3; Pollan 2006: 111). The development of the fast food supply chain has wrought violence upon communities across the world, precipitating deforestation and peasant displacement on one end and coronary heart failure and diabetes on the other. However, for the grain merchants the changes brought about by the fast food revolution were most welcome. More and more consumers munched through nuggets made from an amalgam of corn-fed chickens, modified corn starch and soy lecithin; more and more consumers chomped on burgers comprising wheat-based buns and beef patties originating from soy-fed cows reconstituted with yellow corn flour and partially hydrogenated soybean oil; and more and more consumers slurped on corn-sweetened beverages to wash this junk down. And as the fast food revolution rolled out to the rest of the world and as people increasingly turned towards meat-heavy diets, the major grain traders felt there was good cause to be optimistic. The enthusiasm for the meat sector as an absorbent for grain ‘excess capacity’ was well articulated by the CEO of Archer Daniels Midland in the 1980s:
Think of chickens with their little mouths... Nothing affects them. They’re biting, biting, biting... Little pigs biting, biting. More every single day. It’s a dog-eat-dog competitive global market, but it isn’t true that exports aren’t going to come back. Chickens are growing damn near 10% each year (cited in Stavro 1985:40)

However, the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997–8 depressed global grain consumption. Up until that point East Asia represented a key regional market for the Trader-Core. But in the wake of the crisis, imports of foodstuffs processed and transported by the major grain merchants fell precipitously. To compound problems for the Trader-Core, there was a slowdown in the expansion of major fast food chains and low carbohydrate diets became increasingly popular. And in the beverage sector, corn-sweetened soft drinks were falling out of favour amidst the increased popularity of bottled water, activism against soft drink vending machines across schools and universities, the end of ‘supersizing’ by some fast food chains and well-publicised research that suggested corn syrup was a key cause of obesity (Meyer 2005: 48). The key dietary changes are depicted in Figure 2.6. The chart shows that by the early 2000s per capita flour and cereal consumption tapered off and high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) intake dipped. And a few years later even meat consumption was falling. The decline of the differential profits of the Trader-Core during the late 1990s was in large part brought about by this relative decrease in the consumption of grain-based products. As a result of these changes in international grain markets and American consumption trends, problems of ‘excess capacity’ within the storage and processing of corn and wheat had returned, and by the late 1990s the relative cost of primary agricultural commodities had reached its lowest level for three decades (see Figure 2.1).
At the dawn of the third millennium, one market analyst remarked that ‘[a]nything to do with food – growing, processing, packaging, marketing, retailing – attracts all the investor interest of a dead skunk at a tea party’ (Meyer 2000: 20). But as one may recall from Figure 2.4, some clusters of firms within the world food system were doing worse than others. While many investors turned their noses up at major supermarkets and food manufacturers, from a pecuniary standpoint it was the performance of the Trader-Core and Agro-Core firms that stank the most. The major causes for the pecuniary downturn of the Trader-Core have been
detailed in this section and it is worth noting that these factors also negatively impacted the Agro-Core. The easing consumption of grain-based foods precipitated a slump in commercial farming in many parts of the world and this slump put downward pressure on the volume of the sales of the agricultural inputs that the Agro-Core controlled. However, the Agro-Core’s pecuniary performance was not simply shaped by the balance of production and consumption. Instead, the rapid differential decumulation of the dominant agricultural input firms in the late 1990s has to be contextualised in relation to the ‘troubled birth’ of the biotechnology sector within agriculture (Falkner 2009). This troubled birth did not affect all Agro-Core firms. But agricultural input companies that were delving in the ‘life sciences’, such as Monsanto, had a strong interest in ensuring the successful delivery of biotechnology from its prolonged gestation in bioengineering laboratories to true genesis in world agriculture.

The Agro-Core and the Contested Emergence of Agro-Biotechnology

In principle, biotechnology held a lot of promise for corporations selling inputs to farmers: by patenting various bioengineered seeds, agribusiness could intensify the commodification of the agricultural process. Moreover, from the perspective of chemical companies, biotechnology held the key to increasing farmer dependency on the agrochemicals they sold as most of the early genetically modified crops were designed for herbicide tolerance. The engineering of this genetic trait was important for firms such as Monsanto because their patent on their Roundup product – a herbicide that kills plants indiscriminately and that contributed to around one-fifth of the company’s revenues – was going to expire in 2000 (Vellema 2004: 46). By inserting a gene into plants that made them tolerant to the blanket application of the herbicide, Monsanto could maintain its large market share in agrochemicals and sell their Roundup herbicide and
Roundup Ready seed as part of a comprehensive package of inputs to farmers. But chemical firms such as Monsanto knew that in order to seize the opportunities that the biotechnology industry offered they had to influence government policy on genetically modified (GM) crops. They achieved this end through intense lobbying and also through the ‘revolving door’ that facilitated the two-way movement of staff between the upper echelons of agribusiness and the apex of the US government’s regulatory apparatus. This regulatory incest between the ‘regulators’ and the ‘regulated’ made the US’s policymaking environment very propitious for the rapid spread of transgenic crop production (Palaez and Schmidt 2004: 233–5).

However, the chemical companies perhaps underestimated the degree to which they needed to convince people beyond the halls of the US government about GM plants. Some agronomists found that the yields of transgenic crops were below that of non-engineered varieties. Such findings undermined the credibility of those agri-biotechnology firms that boldly proclaimed that genetic modification would increase agricultural productivity. The controversy of GM food was cast into sharper relief after Monsanto first touted its planned use of ‘terminator technology’ – a modification that was to take away plants’ germinative capacity and thus guarantee the company’s proprietary rights over living organisms. NGOs such as Greenpeace and farmers’ organisations such as the one-and-a-half-million-strong Brazilian Landless Workers’ Movement protested vociferously against genetic modification in the wake of such revelations. The terminator episode was a public relations disaster for Monsanto and in 1999 the company announced that it was discarding plans to render its seeds sterile (Vellema 2004: 50–2). There was also resistance to agro-bioengineering from consumers. People in Europe were particularly uneasy about GM ‘Frankenstein’ foods as they had just gone through the jitters of the BSE crisis. To compound problems for the agrobiotech companies, major food manufacturers appeared to be exploiting widespread consumer scepticism about
bioengineering so as to present themselves as the true guardians of human nourishment. Nestlé and Unilever insisted that they would not ‘take a bullet for GMOs’, to cite the words of one Nestlé representative, and they publicly declared they would refrain from using bioengineered foods in the products that they sold (Deutsche Bank 1999). Similarly, many food retailers were unsympathetic to agro-biotechnology. Indeed, major European supermarkets adopted a discouraging labelling policy for GM foods that went far beyond anything stipulated by EU legislation (Falkner 2009: 235–8).

As a result of these counter-currents, biotech and chemical firms had difficulty encouraging the spread of transgenic crop production beyond the United States and a small number of other countries such as Argentina and Canada. Moreover, many governing authorities within key import markets, such as the EU, Japan and Korea, followed the major food conglomerates and retailers in establishing strict import and labelling regulations. As the major biotech firms became increasingly aware of the rising public hostility towards transgenic crops, they sought to insulate their pharmaceutical divisions from the contestation over agricultural biotechnology. In 1999, Novartis and AstraZeneca, the third and fourth largest ‘life sciences’ firms at that time, decided to spin off their respective agribusiness divisions and merge them to form Syngenta. Similarly, in early 2000 Monsanto and Pharmacia and Upjohn completed a merger of their pharmaceutical operations and created a separate company focused on the application of biotechnology to agriculture, under the name of Monsanto. It was thus in this context of widespread public disquiet over agro-biotechnology that the Agro-Core crystallised into a distinct corporate cluster. However, the GM controversy did not abate. A few years after the new Monsanto was formed, the company sought to introduce transgenic wheat to the US; but because of farmer resistance towards the idea, the plan was scrapped. Hence, even in the heartland of agrobiotechnology, there seemed to be
severe limits placed on the Agro-Core firms’ capacity to use the biotech industry for their own pecuniary ends (Falkner 2009).

At the turn of the millennium there were discernible similarities between the Agro-Core and the Trader-Core. As we can see in Figure 2.4, both clusters of firms were experiencing rapid differential decumulation amidst widespread scepticism about GM food, the declining popularity of grain-based products and a slump in global agricultural markets. And perhaps partly in response to those adverse developments, both clusters were undergoing rapid consolidation. The world’s largest grain firm, Cargill, bought up the entire trading division of the world's second largest grain trader, Continental, in 1998. The major food processor-cum-trader Archer Daniels Midland bought up important assets of Louis Dreyfus, Glencore and also of André when it went bankrupt in 2000. And Bunge became the world’s leading soybean trader after it purchased Europe’s oilseed giant Cereol in 2002 (Milling and Baking News 2002). According to one estimate, by the early 2000s ADM, Bunge and Cargill, taken together, controlled between 75 per cent and 90 per cent of the entire word’s trade in grain (Holt-Giménez and Patel 2009: 18). Consolidation was just as dramatic within the Agro-Core. After DuPont bought up Pioneer Hi-Bred in 1999 it gained the world’s largest share of control over commercialised seed. The seed sector got even more consolidated in 2002 when DuPont and Monsanto signed a deal to swap their key patented technologies and drop all outstanding lawsuits they had levelled against one another (ETC 2003: 7). The US seed business has subsequently been dominated by a Monsanto-DuPont duopoly. It was in this context of pecuniary retrenchment and corporate consolidation that a new Agro-Trader nexus developed between the Agro-Core and the Trader-Core. The remainder of this chapter outlines the institutional makeup of this power constellation and explores the social ramifications of its rise to prominence.
The links between the Agro-Core and Trader-Core were primarily constructed through joint ventures – a means of corporate amalgamation which offered almost all of the advantages of mergers but without the impediments of antitrust law (ETC 2008: 13). Perhaps the most important joint venture that ADM embarked upon was with Countrymark – a major eastern Corn Belt cooperative. Countrymark was aligned to Novartis – the third largest seed company after Monsanto and DuPont in the late 1990s (Heffernan 1999: 8). However, the two other main grain traders were ensconcing themselves much more deeply than ADM within the Agro-Core. In 1998, Cargill hooked up with Monsanto and they embarked on a joint venture called ‘Renessen’ (Milling and Baking News 1998: 11). The venture indicated significant consolidation within the global food system as it brought together the world’s largest grain trader with what would soon become the world’s most powerful agro-biotech firm. Similarly, in 2003 Bunge married some of its operations with DuPont, giving birth to the ‘Solae’ project (Milling and Baking News 2003: 10). In this venture, Bunge agreed to sell DuPont’s seeds and agrochemicals to farmers who were contracted to produce soybeans for Bunge’s silos. Moreover, after a series of acquisitions in the 1990s, Bunge commanded the largest share of control over the fertiliser industry in South America (Howie 2000: 3). And in 2004 Cargill acquired a majority stake in Mosaic – the world’s second largest fertiliser company. Taken as a whole, these developments were premised on the establishment of proprietary claims over agrochemicals and plant life. Cargill’s CEO Gregory Page summarised his company’s re-orientation in eerie terms: ‘[i]n the broadest sense, Cargill is engaged in the commercialisation of photosynthesis. That is at the root of what we do’ (Page 2012). By becoming more integrated into the Agro-Core, the Trader-Core was instituting new areas of exclusion and thus
new sources of potential profits that supplemented the traditional norms of secrecy that had for a long time characterised their merchandising divisions. The Agro-Trader nexus emerged as a result of these developments. Figure 2.7 outlines the nexus’s key companies.
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*Figure 2.7 The Agro-Trader nexus*

The formation of this power constellation put the Agro-Core and Trader-Core in a very strong position to benefit from the emergence of a new agricultural commodities cycle in the early 2000s. But, crucially, these firms were not simply benefiting from the upsurge in agricultural commodity prices, they were actually encouraging the upturn by expanding 'institutionalized waste', or what Baran and Sweezy (1966: 337) describe as the ‘formula for maintaining scarcity in the midst of potential plenty’. The institutionalised wastage is partially achieved through the diversion of grain into meat production. But this is nothing new. In actual fact, world feed grain use has fallen from 41 per cent of total world grain consumption in 1972 to 34 per cent of the total in 2010 (Earth Policy Institute 2012). It was primarily the rapid development of the first-generation agrofuel sector in the 2000s that catalysed the inflationary shifts that have recently reverberated throughout the world food system. The
Agro-Trader nexus was at the forefront of this agrofuel boom. Indeed, the Renessen venture between Cargill and Monsanto sought to engineer and patent varieties of corn with high levels of starch, so that the crop can be more easily processed into ethanol (GRAIN 2007: 19) and Bunge’s and DuPont’s Solae venture has also come up with inbred and bioengineered varieties of corn and soybeans specially designed for the combustion engine rather than the human stomach (Milling and Baking News 2006: 20). Although ADM has not been involved in any comparable ventures with the agro-biotech giants, as the next chapter shows, it has worked unremittingly to create a policy environment within which the wasteful absorption of grain in the agrofuel sector can be achieved.

In the 2000s the American agrofuel sector experienced a dramatic growth spurt. The ‘War on Terror’ and the concomitant rapid rise in oil price inflation (see Nitzan and Bichler 2004), made the arguments concerning agrofuel-based energy security appear more credible. In 2005 the Energy Policy Act was passed. The bill mandated the blending of 7.5 billion gallons of ethanol into America’s gasoline supply by 2012. In 2007 the agrofuel sector was further bolstered by the US Energy Independence and Security Act. This piece of legislation increased government subsidies for ethanol production and mandated that 36 billion gallons of agrofuel be added to gasoline by 2022. And in 2008, amidst increasing concern about the role of agrofuel in contributing to food price inflation, ADM formed the ‘Alliance for Abundant Food and Energy’ along with the major companies of the Agro-Core – Monsanto, DuPont and John Deere – to defend the existing government subsidies for the agrofuel sector (Cameron 2008). As indicated by Figure 2.7, these four firms represent the axial organisations of the Agro-Trader nexus.

The nexus has worked in unison with key government organs, such as the US Department of Energy and the US Department of Agriculture, to institutionalise an
unprecedented increase in waste in the world food system. The conversion of corn – US’s primary crop for agrofuel feedstocks – into ethanol represents the most egregious manifestation of this wastage. Despite being pitched as a ‘green alternative’, when all the energy required to produce corn and then process it into ethanol is considered (such as the diesel to power tractors, the natural gas to make nitrogen fertiliser and the coal to run ethanol production plants), the ostensible environmental benefits of ethanol production look very dubious indeed. According to the most optimistic studies, 1.3 units of energy are produced for each unit of energy used in corn-ethanol production in the US. More realistic calculations suggest that the average energy yield is a measly 1.01 per 1 unit of energy input. This ratio compares very poorly to gasoline production, which on average yields 5 units of energy from 1 unit of energy input (Albino et al. 2012: 3). In fact, even the most energy efficient agrofuel – ethanol derived from cane sugar – has less than half of the net energy yield of gasoline (Murphy 2010: 276). ADM’s oft-repeated arguments about agrofuel increasing the US’s energy independence are also specious. It was estimated in 2005 that if America’s entire corn crop and soybean crop were used to produce agrofuel, it would only cover 12 per cent of the US’s annual gasoline usage and six per cent of the US’s diesel usage (Tokar 2010: 125).

Given the energy inefficiencies of many major agrofuels, it is unsurprising that biodiesel and ethanol processors are utterly dependent on government subsidies. By 2006 it was estimated that the US, Canada and EU were spending US$11 billion per year in subsidies for the agrofuel sector. By 2015 this figure is expected to rise to US$25 billion (OECD 2008). But the agrofuel business is not just subsidised by the taxpayer via the government; it gets a direct hand-out from the customer at the gas station. To take the example of corn-ethanol again, one gallon of this fuel has only 67 per cent of the Btu (British thermal units) of energy contained in a gallon of gasoline. But sadly for the car driver, fuel is bought per gallon rather than per Btu,
and the price of ethanol is almost invariably over 67 per cent of the price of gasoline. Thus, rather than reducing the price of fuel for the consumer, corn-ethanol may often be increasing it (Albino et al. 2012: 4).

Although the agrofuel boom defies common sense when judged on the grounds of efficiency and environmental sustainability, from an agribusiness perspective the benefits of first-generation agrofuel production are perfectly clear. Corn and soybeans are the primary crops for ethanol and biodiesel production respectively and Monsanto and DuPont have more proprietary claims over corn and soybeans than any other crop. By 2002, Monsanto controlled 38 per cent of the world’s corn seed market (excluding China) and 20 per cent of the soybean seed market, while DuPont controlled 27 per cent of the corn seed market and 15 per cent of the soybean seed market (ETC 2003: 7). Moreover, because these crops are bioengineered to be tolerant towards the application of huge amounts of herbicide, seed sales are also tied in with agrochemicals sales for companies within the Agro-Core. Thus, joining the Trader-Core to facilitate and champion the development of the agrofuel sector was a no-brainer for firms such as Monsanto and DuPont. The appeal of agrofuel for the agro-biotech companies was further underscored by the fact that the agrofuel sector could be a Trojan horse for GM products in areas of the world which were more averse to agro-biotechnology than the US (Shattuck 2008). In particular, the regulatory barriers to transgenic crops within the EU could be circumvented and the overall scepticism felt by many consumers in regards to GM food could be offset. What is more, John Deere has supported the spike in agrofuel production because it has increased the incomes of the company’s main clients: the large, commercial farmers and it has also increased the global acreage of land used for agricultural production. And these two factors in turn have led to an overall increase in sales of its large specialist farm machinery (Blumenthal 2012).
The firms within the Trader-Core have also benefited greatly from the agrofuel boom. Due to the extensive control that they have over the processing of raw agricultural commodities, they benefit directly from supplying the processed crops used in ethanol and biodiesel feedstocks. Moreover, they are heavily involved in the actual production of agrofuel. Indeed, ADM has the largest share of control over world ethanol production, with seven per cent of global capacity; and Bunge has the seventh largest share (Chan and Reiner 2011: 11). And Cargill has been starting big operations with farmer cooperatives in Europe and North America in biodiesel production (Milling and Baking News 2005: 46). All three companies have also been spreading their pecuniary ambit over Indonesia’s palm oil-biodiesel complex and Brazil’s sugar ethanol industry. The Trader-Core’s expansion into the Brazilian ethanol industry was perhaps typified by the joint venture that ADM embarked on in 2008 with a company controlled by Antonia Cabrera – one of the country’s former agricultural ministers (Cameron 2008).

What is more, the Trader-Core has benefited indirectly from the agrofuel boom because, in the context of declining consumption of grain based products, the diversion of corn and soybeans into ethanol and biodiesel production has helped tame ‘excess capacity’. In fact, the curtailment of ‘excess capacity’ has quickly given rise to fear of ‘scarcity’ and this shift has created conditions of widespread uncertainty within the world food system. With the new spectre of food shortages looming in the background, societies are increasingly dependent on the grain traders. The Trader-Core has research offices all over the globe and thus enjoys unrivalled access to information about the production and distribution of raw agricultural commodities (Arsenault 2011). So up to a point, the greater the market volatility, the greater the value of the Trader-Core’s extensive trading capabilities and the greater the value of the Trader-Core’s exclusive knowledge of world food markets. Partly for that reason, the
dominant grain merchants have sought to cultivate an environment of ‘controlled instability’ in the world food system (Krebs 1992: 305). In return for a hefty fee, they offer their customers expeditious ‘solutions’ for managing the price volatility and food shortage problems that they have played no small part in creating. We deal with the pecuniary dynamics of price instability in Chapter Four.

However, it is worth noting that not all food corporations operating within the world food system have backed the rapid expansion of the first-generation agrofuel sector. Dominant food conglomerates including Kraft, Pepsi-Co, ConAgra and General Mills have joined forces with the second largest US supermarket chain Kroger and the world’s second largest meatpacker, Tyson, in a ‘Food Before Fuel’ lobbying campaign aimed at rolling back America’s ethanol mandates (Circui 2008). The world’s largest food manufacturer, Nestlé, has also released public statements decrying the effects of the agrofuel boom. These companies’ ostensible complaint against the agrofuel sector is that it is overly reliant on government support and that this reliance distorts ‘supply’ and ‘demand’. But their real grievance is that the increased diversion of food into fuel production increases the costs of inputs and inventory for their own businesses. With more crops diverted into the agrofuel sector, raw agricultural commodity prices rise, price volatility increases and the hedging practices and profit margins of firms in the Food-Core and Retail-Core come under pressure. Indeed, as one may recall from Figure 2.4, Food-Core and Retail-Core firms have achieved little beyond differential pecuniary stagnation during the agrofuel boom.

Having said all of this, one should remain cognisant of the fact that, in the end, the major victims of the increased costs of raw agricultural commodities are not the dominant food manufacturing and retail corporations, but rather the vast swathe of humanity suffering from food insecurity. Indeed for the world’s poorest people who spend 60–80 percent of their
Figure 2.8 The Agrofuel Boom as the Redistribution of Food

Note: Estimate for the number of people the US corn used for feed stocks could feed annually based on annual estimated world grain consumption per capita.


Income on food, sudden food price rises can be catastrophic. By way of closing the circle in
Figure 2.9 Global Hunger Levels and the Differential Profits of the Agro-Trader nexus

Note: Differential profits of the Agro-Trader nexus is the ratio between the average profits per firm of Archer Daniels Midland, Bunge, Cargill, Deere, DuPont and Monsanto and the average profits per firm of the Compustat 500. The data are presented as a one-year moving average. The Pearson correlation coefficient for the raw data of the two time-series is 0.76.

the analysis, Figure 2.9 presents data on global hunger levels alongside data on the profits of the Agro-Trader nexus relative to the firms listed in Compustat 500. The strikingly tight correlation suggests that the redistribution of business profits towards the Agro-Trader nexus was in part brought about by a redistribution of food away from the world's poor via food price inflation. As the figure clearly shows, since the turn of the millennium, the Agro-Trader nexus’s share of dominant capitalist profits increases when global hunger levels rise and its share of dominant capitalist profits declines when global hunger levels fall. More analysis of the multifarious power processes behind food price inflation needs to be conducted; however it seems likely that the Agro-Trader nexus’s facilitation and championing of the first-generation agrofuel boom was key. As Figure 2.8 indicates, in 2010 almost 40 per cent of America’s corn crop was used to produce ethanol and this amount of corn could have fed around 350 million people given average world grain consumption levels. In short, the dramatic increase in agrofuel production, particularly as it pertains to the corn-ethanol business, is not only dubious from an environmental standpoint, it has also contributed to the emergence of structural scarcity within the world food system.

Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated the analytical potential of using sectoral profit share and differential profit data to gauge the power shifts between groups of corporations in the world food system. Such an analysis requires capital to be disaggregated and accumulation to be understood not as an overarching structural phenomenon, but rather as an ongoing process of intra-capitalist conflict over the re-ordering of human and non-human life. This method of
progressive disaggregation illuminates crucial power processes within the world food system. Two interrelated insights are particularly important.

First and foremost, the research casts doubt on the prevalent view within IPE literature that there has been a shift in power away from food manufacturers, in favour of food retailers. On a sectoral level, the combined profit share of food retailers and wholesalers has declined significantly during the recent period of rapid food price inflation. And when one examines the differential profit data one can see that the dominant supermarkets have been experiencing little more than pecuniary stagnation since the mid-1990s. What is more, the earnings performance of the major supermarkets appears to move in sync with that of the dominant food conglomerates. This synchronicity suggests that the business interests of the dominant food retailers and food manufacturers are more closely aligned than the supermarket mastery thesis suggests. Overall these findings indicate that we should be circumspect about arguments that lay a great deal of emphasis on the increasing role that major retailers play in setting the terms of access to food supply chains and in shaping consumption patterns. Although these developments may have had a great impact on farmers, small food manufacturing firms and consumers, they do not seem to have given major retailers great pecuniary leverage over other major corporations operating in the twenty-first century world food system.

Secondly, my findings indicate that in recent years the real shift in power in the world food system has not been from the food manufacturers to the food retailers, but rather from the major food manufacturers and food retailers to what I term the Agro-Trader nexus. I argue that instead of being passive ‘price takers’, the firms belonging to the Agro-Trader nexus have actively sought to restructure the global political economy of food in a way that not only increases their own profit growth but also limits the potential growth of profits of other groups of firms within food supply chains. The primary vehicle of the Agro-Trader nexus’s
restructuring of the political economy of food has been the first-generation agrofuel boom. The boom has had profound implications, not only for corporate control and global undernourishment, but also for the categories that we use to understand such phenomena. Indeed, given the wholesale opening of agriculture to agrofuel production one may even ask whether the concept of the world food system as a distinct political economic arena still has analytical currency.

To sum up, the cost-benefit analysis of soaring agrofuel production could hardly be more stark. By redistributing energy away from the world’s poor to the world’s combustion engines, the agrofuel boom has contributed to the emaciation of bodies, on the one hand; while augmenting the Agro-Trader nexus’s differential earnings, on the other. Needless to say, we should have no illusions about the pecuniary motivations of those corporations that have fought against the extensive government support for first-generation agrofuel production. But nonetheless, putting an end to the first-generation agrofuel debacle is a necessary step that must be taken if we are to work towards the construction of a world food order where no one goes hungry.
3 The Ethanol Boom and the Restructuring of the Food Regime

The trick is always to own the tollgate.

- Dwayne Andreas, CEO of Archer Daniels Midland from 1972–98, in response to an associate who asked him about the secret of his business success

Introduction

The surge in the production of agrofuels in general, and US ethanol in particular, represents one of the most significant transformations in the world food system in recent decades. After a series of government initiatives to support the ethanol sector from the early 2000s onward, the diversion of corn into the US’s agrofuel feedstocks increased dramatically. In 2001, US ethanol production accounted for 34% of global production of agrofuel. Ten years later this figure rose to 48%. The American ethanol sector is now so large that it consumes around two-fifths of the corn produced in the US. The re-channelling of grain from food production into fuel production has, according to many analyses, been a chief contributor to rising food prices since the beginning of the twenty-first century. A leaked World Bank internal report estimates that 70-75% of the food price rises between 2002 and 2008 were caused by the absorption of grain into burgeoning global agrofuel feedstocks; and a study by researchers at the New England Complex Systems Institute contends that the US ethanol sector alone was the preponderant long-term driver of food price inflation between 2004 and 2011 (Mitchell 2008, Lagi et al. 2011a). These food price hikes have had stark impacts. According to one estimate,

---

5 Quoted in Kahn (1991: 244).
the ‘real’ price paid by the world’s landless poor for the world’s major calorie staples has doubled since 2004 (Wright 2014).

The wrenching changes brought about by soaring ethanol and biodiesel production have prompted some scholars to ask whether the categories and methods of agrarian political economy are adequate to the task of analyzing the agrofuel boom. In an important overview of ‘agrofuels capitalism’, Ben White and Anirban Dasgupta address this issue directly. They suggest that the existing tools of analysis offered by agrarian political economy can be used to explain the agrofuel boom, just as these tools help to explain expansions in large-scale, monocrop agriculture in the past. A political economy approach, they argue, focuses our attention on ‘the social relations of production and reproduction and the structures of accumulation or (dis)accumulation’ generated by agrarian change, and the ‘accompanying processes of social differentiation and class formation’ (2010: 600). This focus, they contend, is encapsulated by Henry Bernstein’s catechism: ‘who owns what? who does what? who gets what? what do they do with it?’ In the case of agrofuel, White and Dasgupta suggest that Bernstein’s formulation can be distilled into the following three questions: Where does the land for the growing of agrofuel feedstocks come from? How is agrofuel production organized? And for whose benefit? In seeking to answer these questions, White and Dasgupta contend that we will establish ‘the actors involved and the added value in different points in the agrofuel commodity chain, the power positions and relations of the various actors, and the role of external agencies, including government’ (2010: 605).

A significant amount of agrarian political economy research has advanced the project of disaggregating the various actors and interests involved in the agrofuel boom (Borras et al. 2010). These contributions offer rich insights in regard to the conflictual and redistributinal dynamics brought about by soaring ethanol and biodiesel production, at a variety of social
scales. The broadest and most wide-ranging appraisal of the agrofuel boom is perhaps offered by Philip McMichael. In his macroscopic analysis, McMichael (2009a, 2009b, 2010, 2012) combines a world-historical conception of capital accumulation with important observations garnered from case-study investigations of the agrofuel boom. From this vantage point, one can discern a food/fuel complex around which a socially and ecologically unsustainable food-for-fuel regime may be taking shape. Moreover, some scholars offer detailed examinations of how the broad processes of capital accumulation and peasant displacement, outlined so well by McMichael, play out in terms of regressive redistribution within regions (Dauvergne and Neville 2009, 2010; Richardson 2010, 2012), while others focus on the redistributinal shifts, land-use changes and struggles around agrofuel development at the national level (Carolan 2009, 2010, Novo et al. 2010, Wilkinson and Herrera 2010, Holleman 2012, Mintz-Habib 2013). Crucially, there are also a number of fine-grained analyses of the differentiated ways in which agrofuels development impact, and are mediated by, local agrarian class structures and ethnic divisions (Gillon 2010, Vermeulen and Cotula 2010, Borras et al. 2011, McCarthy et al. 2011, Bain et al. 2012, Bain and Selfa 2013, Montefrio and Sonnefield 2013, Selfa et al. 2014). And finally, some scholars have extended agrarian political economy’s focus on conflict and social differentiation to the domain of gender relations, by examining both the variegated effects that expanding agrofuel production have had on men and women and the uneven ways in which male and female labour is commodified and valued (Rometsch 2012, Julia and White 2013).

These contributions affirm the importance of the agrarian political economy framework to our understanding of the agrofuel boom. Not only does this body of literature successfully differentiate between the interests and roles of various rural social constituencies in regard to ethanol and biodiesel production; it also offers significant insights in regard to the way in
which corporations work with government to institutionalize agrofuels capitalism. However, hitherto, less attention has been given to differences within agri-food capital. As such, the analysis offered in this chapter seeks to contribute to existing research by extending the agrarian political economy project of social disaggregation more explicitly to the domain of agribusiness. More specifically, I suggest that through drawing on the method of disaggregating capital accumulation and labor income found in the capital as power approach, we can make better sense of the struggles between corporate-led coalitions over the future trajectory of agrofuels capitalism. I also suggest that, in so doing, we can discern sources of tension within the corporate food regime and the limits and contradictions of agrofuels capitalism as a whole.

The investigation focuses on the US ethanol sector as it is the global epicenter of the agrofuel boom. More specifically, I identify and analyze two rival constellations of corporate power within the US food system. The first is the Agro-Trader nexus. As outlined in the previous chapter, the core of this nexus comprises one of the world’s largest grain processors along with a triumvirate of agricultural input firms. The second is the Animal Processor nexus. This constellation comprises the major firms that oversee the conversion of animal life into meat products. The feed grain sector lies at the interstices of the Agro-Trader nexus and the Animal Processor nexus and, as a result, it has become a site of redistributational conflict for the two business configurations. As I argue, the corn-ethanol boom has been a manifestation of this struggle. More specifically, soaring corn-ethanol production has shifted the balance of feed grain prices in a way that benefits the Agro-Trader nexus and Corn Belt farmers to the detriment of the Animal Processor nexus and livestock farmers outside of the Corn Belt. Concomitantly, while the Agro-Trader nexus and corn growers have championed government support for the corn-ethanol sector, the Animal Processor nexus and most livestock farmers
have opposed it. Thus, changes in the relative price of feed grain on the one hand, and changes in the relative power of the Agro-Trader nexus and the Animal Processor nexus on the other, are two sides of the same process of redistributational restructuring and social differentiation in US agribusiness and agriculture.

Why does this analysis matter? Most importantly, it offers a nuanced quantitative-qualitative understanding of the power dynamics that surround the corn-ethanol boom. As I argue, many analyses of agrofuels capitalism chiefly examine the power relations between agri-food capital and agricultural producers, arriving at the broadly true, but now oft-stated, conclusion that the former is increasingly dominating the latter. My method of tracing the uneven distributional consequences of the ethanol boom within agriculture and within agribusiness adds important details to the analysis of agrofuels development because it helps the researcher cut across the agribusiness/agriculture divide to show how one cluster of farmers and agri-food corporations appears to be benefiting at the expense of another. By specifying the winners and losers of the agrofuel boom in this manner, the chapter casts light on the uneven geography of agricultural development within the US and it also points to the social forces that stand to gain from the continuation of large-scale corn-ethanol production. As my findings indicate, putting an end to corn-ethanol production would not only involve challenging the accumulation strategies of some of the most powerful agri-food corporations in the world, it would also necessarily entail addressing the interests of a large constituency of monocropping farmers within the Corn Belt that benefit from the continued diversion of agricultural products into agrofuel feedstocks. More broadly, the chapter points to the potential of conducting research in other areas of agrarian political economy, on the ways in which redistributational struggles within agriculture become co-articulated with redistributational struggles within agribusiness. Such research may contribute to existing understandings of the
dynamics of inclusion and exclusion, and resistance and incorporation, in the relationships between farmers and agri-food capital.

The chapter comprises three sections. The first section takes Philip McMichael’s account of agrofuel as its point of departure. As I have already suggested, the importance of McMichael’s work lies in its situating of soaring ethanol and biodiesel production in relation to the world-historical dynamics of capital accumulation. In this respect, his analysis offers an important analytical map that helps orient those researchers conducting investigations on agrofuels at regional, national and local levels. However, by virtue of the wide-ranging scale at which he navigates the changing global food-fuel landscape and by virtue of his aggregative outlook on capital accumulation, McMichael tends to underspecify the redistributional conflicts between corporations over agrofuel production. This under-specification is typified by his assertion that agrofuels represent a ‘portal’ for the increased profitability of ‘capital in general’. As I argue, although the concept of ‘capital in general’ is useful for elucidating the broad transformations in the food system, it tells us little about the contending alliances that incorporate both agri-food capitals and farmers. The second section outlines additional aspects of the CasP approach. Particular attention is given to the CasP methods and concepts that can be used to specify the processes of (dis)accumulation within agribusiness and social differentiation within agriculture. The third section draws on both the food regime approach and the CasP framework in putting the ethanol boom of the early twenty-first century into historical perspective. Moreover, it outlines how commodity-crop production and animal-meat production have become more or less distinct sectors of corporate control. And it then examines how the ethanol boom is constitutive of a conflict between these two sectors. As I show, while the US ethanol boom may have increased the profitability of capital in general, it has also been a vector of redistribution: increasing the earnings of the Agro-Trader nexus and
corn growers while reducing the earnings of the Animal Processor nexus and livestock farmers outside of the Midwest. In the conclusion of the chapter, I discuss the implications of these findings.

The Food Regime Analysis of Agofuels

McMichael’s analysis of the agrofuel boom is primarily anchored in the food regime framework. The framework was propounded by Harriet Friedmann (1987) and it received further substantiation two years later in a landmark article that she authored with McMichael. In this article, Friedmann and McMichael (1989) identify stabilized relations in the production, trade and consumption of food, from the period of high colonialism onwards. These stabilized relations emerge out of particular balances of social forces, within and between imperial metropoles, colonies and settler-states, and then later within and between advanced capitalist countries and the newly decolonized nations of the Third World. The approach combines a world-systems theory perspective on geographical specialization with a method of periodizing capitalism derived from the French Regulation School. Added to this theoretical synthesis is a focus on the evolution of various agri-food complexes that connect farmers to consumers through various webs of supply chains (Friedmann and McMichael 1989, Friedmann 2009, McMichael 2009a).

Friedmann and McMichael originally identified two food regimes. The first food regime was centered on British hegemony in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It combined the sequestering of exotic goods from tropical colonies with the importation of basic grains and livestock from the more temperate settler states, the most important one of which was the US. The cheap prices ensured by this imperial arrangement enabled rapid
industrialization in the metropolitan heartlands of capitalism. However, the first food regime ran into social and ecological limits. Highly fertile ecosystems became exhausted by soil-mining. Moreover, family farmers were, by the 1920s and 1930s, becoming increasingly exposed to the exigencies of a depressed world market. The deleterious effects of this food regime were perhaps most starkly exposed by the overlapping social and ecological catastrophes of the Great Depression and Dustbowl. Vast swaths of rural America were denuded by drought and hundreds of thousands of farmers stripped of all means of earning a decent income (Friedmann and McMichael 1989, Friedmann 2005). The second regime was centered on US hegemony and it emerged out of the social and environmental dislocation of the 1930s. In this context, family farmers within the US resolved to build a powerful constellation of lobbying organizations to represent their interests. The resulting ‘farm bloc’ became an important force in US agricultural policy for over three decades. Indeed, having rallied behind the Roosevelt administration’s New Deal in the 1930s, the farm bloc had won, and then defended, a suite of government measures – including price supports, production controls, tariffs and ‘food aid’ – that buffered agricultural producers from market instability. These government protections contributed to a provisional resolution of the social crisis that precipitated the first food regime’s collapse.

Drawing on the analysis of agro-industrial development offered by David Goodman et al. (1987), Friedmann and McMichael identify two long-running processes that would eventually undermine the second food regime. Firstly, agri-food capitals intensified their appropriation of aspects of the agricultural process through the transformation of farming into discrete elements of business control. For example, by the 1940s, the farm-reared horse was almost completely replaced by the industry-manufactured tractor for tilling; and the recycling of organic waste, such as manure, into farm soil was rendered obsolete by the wholesale
introduction of industry-produced fertilizers. Secondly, agri-food capitals intensified their substitution of traditional foods produced in the tropics, such as cane sugar and peanut oil, with derivatives of commodities that could be produced in more temperate climes, such as high fructose corn syrup and soybean oil. Friedmann and McMichael convincingly argue that these processes of appropriation and substitution enabled agri-food capitals to integrate the world food system by breaking agriculture into specialized sectors connected through supply chains that cut across national boundaries. This dynamic was evidenced in the emergence of the transnational ‘durable food complex’ and the ‘livestock-feed complex’. With the emergence of these complexes, agricultural production moved away from closed-loop processes of energy nutrient recycling controlled by farmers, toward a linear process, comprising commodified inputs and outputs that were bought from, and sold to, increasingly powerful agribusiness firms (Friedmann and McMichael 1989, Weis 2007).

As agricultural production became more linear, farming became more specialized, more capital-intensive and thus less favorable to small family farm operations. These trends, in turn, contributed to a decline in the farmer population and the fragmentation of farmer interests along the lines of commodity specialization. Thus, the farm bloc was critically undermined, as broad-based agricultural lobbies that represented the interests of small farmers were superseded by commodity-specific interest groups that were principally driven by the interests of agri-food capital. As both Friedmann and McMichael argue, the decline of the US farm bloc, along with the intensification of international trade rivalries in the 1970s and 1980s, contributed significantly to the unravelling of the second food regime (Friedmann and McMichael 1989, Friedmann 1994, Friedmann 2005).

Given the food regime approach’s proven capacity to clarify and orient analysis of the complexities of the political economy of food, it is no surprise that at the beginning of his most
extensive exploration of agrofuels, McMichael uses the original framework as his guide. Having outlined the colonial and the US-centered food regimes, McMichael discusses the ‘corporate food regime’. For McMichael, this corporate food regime has been constructed in the context of neoliberal hegemony. The key institution of this new food regime appears to be the World Trade Organization (WTO). As McMichael contends, the WTO has provided a ‘multilateral façade’ and it has at the same time, ‘presided over a deepening of agribusiness power’ (2010: 614). McMichael suggests that the agrofuel sector developed within the corporate food regime. However, its rapid growth may precipitate the corporate food regime’s own demise, for by contributing to sharp food price rises in the 2000s, the agrofuel boom has undermined the neoliberal claim that food security can be attained through continued market integration and agro-industrialization. A new set of agri-food relationships that approximate to a food-for-fuel regime may thus supersede the corporate food regime (McMichael 2010). This new regime is taking shape around the ‘food/fuel complex’: a network of recombinant corporate arrangements that combine the appropriation of agricultural processes by major seed companies, with the substitution of food for fuel, through alliances of grain, meat and energy companies (McMichael 2009b).

For McMichael, these recombinant corporate arrangements represent a profound epistemological assault whereby capitalist value relations are superimposed onto extant systems of provisioning. To cite him directly, ‘the agrofuels “gold rush” reveals the one-dimensionality of value relations as embodied in capitalism and its structures of thought’ (2010: 622). Given his focus on ‘structures of thought’, McMichael enjoins agrarian political economists to relay the ‘ecologically relevant discourses’ that counter the ‘value calculus through which capital rules the world’ (McMichael 2010: 622-6).
This project of emphasizing the endurance of suppressed knowledges within the world food system has a lot to recommend it. However, if we overlook the contestation between agri-food capitals, there is a danger that we may ascribe an unduly uniform metanarrative to capital accumulation itself. McMichael's tendency to underspecify the contrasting interests of agri-food capital may be adduced from his statement that the agrofuel boom:

follows a typical capital accumulation script – that is, attempting to overcome barriers to profitability by extending the realm of value creation, even as this intensifies capitalism’s contradictions… The ‘agrofuels project’ is central to this attempt to maintain profit, and to legitimize the state/capital nexus. (2009: 825-6)

The assertion that the ‘agrofuels project’ legitimizes a ‘state/capital nexus’ as a whole is instructive at a macroscopic level of analysis. Nonetheless, we should also be attentive to the fact that different corporate groups seek to justify their competing attempts at re-organizing the contemporary food regime with recourse to different, and oftentimes rival, claims to legitimacy. The tendency to de-emphasize the role of intra-capitalist conflict over agrofuels is further evidenced in his assertion that ‘biofuels constitute another portal through which capital in general can profit from agriculture’ (2010: 613, my emphasis). The issue here is that although ‘capital in general’ is a potent category from a systemic perspective, it does not tell us much about - and in some sense dissuades us from inquiring into - the redistributional struggles that are occurring within agribusiness over agrofuel production. Thus, even when McMichael does refer to individual corporations in his analysis of agrofuels (see for example 2009b: 290-91), there is a danger that the reader may mistake these corporations as being mere standard-bearers of monolithic capitalist interests.

This chapter seeks to develop the food regime account of agrofuels through a more concerted examination of intra-capitalist dynamics. Moving from McMichael’s panoramic
conception of ‘capital in general’ to a detailed investigation of different groups of agri-food capital, I seek to identify the main winners and losers of the ethanol boom, within both US agribusiness and agriculture. In so doing, I address a number of key questions that are opened by the food regime approach to agrofuels, and by agrarian political economy, more generally: How has the increased specialization of US agriculture played out in terms of the political-economic dynamics of the contemporary food regime? How has the decomposition of agricultural production into discrete phases appropriated by agribusiness impacted social differentiation within rural America? How has the rendering of agricultural products into substitutable commodities used in both food and energy sectors impacted processes of (dis)accumulation within agri-food capital at large? And finally, what tensions within the food/fuel complex do these processes of social differentiation and (dis)accumulation bring to bear? But before we delve into the empirical analysis of the US ethanol sector, we first have to establish additional methods and concepts that enable us to disaggregate capital.

**Toward the Disaggregation of Agri-Food Capital**

The CasP framework can contribute to the food regime approach in particular, and agrarian political economy more generally, because it furnishes the researcher with the means to chart the trajectories of different constellations of corporate power. As noted in the previous chapter, the framework’s disaggregative view of capital stems from the observation that the central institution of capitalism is private ownership and private ownership is predicated on exclusion. Without private ownership there can be no restriction on the use of goods; and without restriction on the use of goods, goods cannot be priced into commodities that yield pecuniary
earnings. From this view, ‘scarcity’ does not spring seamlessly from nature; instead, it emerges through the medium of control (Nitzan and Bichler 2009).

A particularly important aspect of this control lies in different business groups’ command over the interstices that link various parts of commodity chains. By means of discretionary management and, if necessary, disruption, the interstices can be levered by firms in such a way that changes the balance of prices to these firms’ advantage, and to the disadvantage of firms that operate other parts of commodity chains (Veblen 1904, Nitzan and Bichler 2009). This analytical starting point compliments key aspects of the food regime approach. As I have argued, Friedmann and McMichael convincingly show that the appropriation of discrete phases of the agricultural process, on the one hand, and the fractionation of agricultural goods into substitutable commodities, on the other, has enabled agribusiness to integrate agricultural and food manufacturing processes within overlapping agri-food complexes on a world-scale. The CasP framework adds to these insights by underscoring the fact that control over distinct parts of agri-food complexes enables agribusiness groups to potentially rechannel flows of agricultural goods in ways that give them leverage over other agribusiness groups. And due to the ever-expanding system of prices, this leverage manifests in quantitative shifts in accumulation from one constellation of agri-food capital to another.

Furthermore, while prices are the quantified appearances of exclusionary control over various parts of agri-food complexes, from the CasP perspective, the syntax that organizes prices into a totalizing system is capitalization: the risk-adjusted discounting of a future stream of earnings to its present value. A quick perusal of any corporate finance textbook confirms that the discounting formula of capitalization is elemental to the language of business. But one of the major innovations of the CasP approach lies in the fact that it rearticulates this
discounting formula from the power perspective of what Nitzan and Bichler call ‘dominant capital’: the firms and government entities at the center of accumulation. Capitalization is inherently encompassing. Any change in social organization that may bear on the expected future earnings of any given asset is factored into the capitalization formula. And since dominant capital strives to re-shape the interactions of human and non-human life in a manner that augments future income and reduces risk, market value is itself the master signifier of business power. This insight has far-reaching implications. Instead of being a mere tool that enables owners to passively measure the value of their ownership claims, capitalization is the inter-subjective process whereby investors collectively translate dominant capitals’ power to actively restructure social reproduction into the universal symbols of dollars and cents (Nitzan and Bichler 2009, DiMuzio 2012).

Nitzan and Bichler concur with the food regime approach in taking accumulation to be an inescapably antagonistic process through which capital subjects the biosphere to a universalizing value-metric. However, their identification of capitalization as this metric opens up new ways of interpreting and researching accumulation. Indeed, if capitalization is the metric of capitalist power, the social conflict inherent to accumulation exists on two levels. Firstly, it exists between different corporations as they attempt to re-organize social reproduction in their own specific ways; and the future stream of earnings that one firm can confidently claim is a future stream of earnings that all others cannot claim. Secondly, it exists between dominant capital and the biosphere, of which society is an integral part, as those subject to different corporate groups’ attempts at controlling agricultural supply chains persistently evade and oppose such control. Such evasion and opposition, if effective, undermine the confidence that capitalists have in restructuring supply chains for their own pecuniary gain. As such, capital accumulation is nothing other than the augmentation of
power. This power is articulated numerically in the form of the discounting formula of capitalization; and it asserts itself in qualitative terms through different corporations’ attempts at controlling the continuum of ecological and social processes that supply chains punctuate, in ways that boost their expected future earnings over and above the expected future earnings of other corporations (Nitzan and Bichler 2009).

Moreover, since power is relative, accumulation is differential. Following on from this presupposition, the CasP framework suggests that corporations tend to coalesce into different ‘distributional coalitions’ in a bid to enforce the necessary changes in humanity and nature to attain differential gain. Mancur Olson devised the concept of ‘distributional coalitions’ in his theory of collective action to denote small and exclusive groups of actors that focus on redistributing existing social product in their favor as opposed to increasing the overall social product. Owing to the exclusivity of distributional coalitions, the costs of increasing ‘the average’ – whichever way that may be denominated - are very large; but the benefits to the coalition members themselves are very small. The concept of distributional coalitions is instructive for CasP analysis, not least because it sheds light on how capitalist exclusion is institutionalized within business alliances. However, the CasP approach departs from Olson’s schema in a number of important ways. Most fundamentally, whereas for Olson, power is merely a means to a utilitarian end, for CasP it is a goal in itself. Moreover, unlike Olson, the CasP approach focuses on the social damage caused by corporate-led distributional coalitions, rather than distributional coalitions tout court. Finally, unlike Olson, the CasP framework offers a systematic method of quantitatively mapping out the trajectory of these capitalist alliances. The method involves comparing the changes in the capitalization of any one group of firms within dominant capital against the changes in the average capitalization of dominant capital at large or of the business universe as a whole (Olson 1965, Nitzan 1992).
To summarize this section, from a CasP perspective, the ‘value calculus through which capital rules the world’ (McMichael 2010, 622) is differential capitalization. By understanding this value calculus, we can analyze the agrofuel boom in ways that significantly extend existing agrarian political economy literature. My proposed method comprises three steps. First, the researcher outlines the different corporate constellations and alliances that operate at the key interstitial points of the agri-food complexes that they are analyzing. Second, the researcher charts the relative price changes of the commodities traded at these interstitial points, along with the corporate groupings’ respective capitalized profit shares. Third, the researcher links these quantitative changes in relative prices and capitalized profit shares, on the hand, to the evolution of corporate alliances, on the other, with an eye to formulating an integrative, quantitative-qualitative analysis of the transformations in control over human and non-human life. As I will show, we can apply this differential analysis to agricultural producers, by examining how the relative income of various commodity-crop farmers and livestock farmers shift in relation to the interstitial changes of the agri-food complexes in which they are ensconced. By examining both the shifts in differential capitalization of agribusiness groups and the shifts in differential income of agricultural producers, we can discern how power may be redistributed from one cluster of agri-food capitals and farmers at the expense of another cluster.

Interestingly, in a recently delivered conference paper, McMichael (2014: 2) breaks with his nominally materialist conceptualization of capitalism by stating that ‘capital is a mode of power (not just of production)’. In the same paper, he goes on to cite the arguments of both Nitzan and Bichler (2009) and DiMuzio (2012) to contend that the market episteme and the price form are defined by the universalizing metric of capitalization. Notwithstanding McMichael’s welcome acknowledgment of some core claims of the CasP framework, it may be asked whether his conceptualization of capital as both a mode of power and a mode of production is logically sustainable. Moreover, unlike his brief exegesis of the CasP approach, this chapter draws out some key methodological implications of analyzing capital as a mode of power, in terms of engaging in a new disaggregate approach to accounting.
This approach can contribute important details to the food regime analysis of agrofuels, in particular. Indeed, McMichael tends to examine the power dynamics between agri-food capital and agricultural producers in his analysis of agrofuels, arriving at the broadly true, but now oft-stated, conclusion that the former is increasingly dominating the latter. The concept of distributional coalitions, along with the method of tracing the trajectories of differential capitalization of agri-food capital and differential income of farmers, may both substantiate and refine McMichael’s account because it helps the researcher cut across the agribusiness/agriculture divide. And in so doing, the researcher can discern power shifts between different agribusiness-agriculture coalitions. In what remains, I combine the food regime approach’s analysis of evolving agri-food complexes with the CasP approach’s focus on relative prices and relative pecuniary gain, in my analysis of the US corn-ethanol boom. More specifically, I explore the political institutionalization and oligopolistic dynamics of the modern food/fuel complex as it pertains to the US ethanol sector. I then identify two constellations of firms and farming groups that have vied over the course of the food/fuel complex during the 2000s. And finally, I show how this struggle has manifested itself in a structural shift in feed grain prices and a radical divergence in the pecuniary trajectories of the two corporate-led coalitions. Through shedding new light on the processes of social differentiation and (dis)accumulation engendered by the agrofuel boom, I seek to demonstrate how a synthesis of the food regime approach and the CasP approach may help advance the project of disaggregation within agrarian political economy.
Archer Daniels Midland and the Political Institutionalization of the US Food/Fuel Complex

The conversion of plant biomass into transportation fuel has a long history (see Carolan 2009). But the food/fuel complex that exists in the US today emerged in the 1970s, following three decades in which ethanol was completely marginalized as a source of energy. The renaissance of the ethanol sector was made possible by extensive government subsidies and the assiduous lobbying efforts of one firm: Archer Daniels Midland (ADM).

To cite one analyst, ‘[p]erhaps no commodity in American history has depended more on government support for its viability than ethanol. And perhaps no other company has done as much to orchestrate Washington's current support for the fuel than ADM’ (Palmer 2006: 1). ADM’s successful championing of the food/fuel complex took place against the backdrop of two key developments. Firstly, gasoline prices were soaring as a result of the transition of the global oil business from a ‘free-flow’ regime to a ‘limited flow’ regime (Nitzan and Bichler, 2002: 224). This transition was marked by the successful centralization of control over global oil production in the 1970s by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) cartel. The resulting upsurge in gasoline prices can be seen in the main chart of Figure 3.1, which compares the inflation-adjusted prices of gasoline and corn over the last four decades. Secondly, just as controls over Middle East oil production were being tightened, controls over US grain production were being loosened. This general loosening of government regulations over agricultural production was in large part a result of the fracturing of the farm bloc and the coeval rise in the power of agribusiness (Feedstuffs Magazine 1968, Friedmann and McMichael 1989, Friedmann 2005). The passing of the 1973 Farm Bill was a key turning point as it initiated the dismantling of the comprehensive system of agricultural price supports
that had existed since the New Deal era. Set-aside controls were suspended, public grain reserves were emptied, prices were allowed to fall below the cost of production, and farmers’ incomes were now supported by direct payments from government (Winders 2009, Lehrer 2010). No matter how much market prices fell, farmers could keep on producing more, safe in the knowledge that they would receive direct payments that would make up the difference between the prices they got for their crop and the ‘target prices’ set by government. As the left insert of Figure 3.1 shows, the amount of US land devoted to corn production subsequently increased after a four decade decline. Wheat production also rebounded.

The soaring gasoline prices of the late 1970s conferred more credibility upon those who supported greater energy independence through the expanded use of US-produced alternatives to petroleum; and the general rise in corn production increased the feasibility of corn-ethanol being one of these alternatives. The grain processing giant, ADM, seized the opportunity and relentlessly championed ethanol as a petroleum substitute. ADM at this point was the pre-eminent force in the durable food complex. It had long been the front-runner in developing myriad soy derivatives (Southwestern Miller Magazine 1972). Moreover, it dominated High Fructose Corn Syrup (HFCS) production, with its corn wet mills churning out one-third of the national output of the sweetener (ERS 1993: 22). However, ADM’s HFCS operations were buffeted by seasonal cycles in consumption patterns. During the summer soft drink sales soar. But in the winter such beverages are not so popular. ADM figured that if the right government
Figure 3.1 Transformations in the Political Economy of Corn and Gasoline

Note: Corn and gasoline prices are deflated by the US Producer Price index and presented as 1-year moving averages. Acreage data are presented as 5-year moving averages.


supports were in place, the very same corn mills that turned out HFCS to sweeten the huge quantities of Coke and Pepsi gulped by thirsty American consumers in the summer months, could in the slow-selling winter months, produce ethanol to be guzzled by American automobiles. These seasonal switches of output in what ADM called its ‘sweetener/alcohol complex’ would ensure that the company’s corn milling plants ran close to capacity, thereby
boosting sales and minimizing average production costs (Milling and Baking News 1982: 32). It was within the womb of ADM’s sweetener/alcohol complex that the broader food/fuel complex first developed.

ADM continuously flirted with scandal in its search for benefactors. According to a deposition given by a former presidential secretary, Dwayne Andreas – the then CEO of the company - personally delivered a package to President Nixon containing $100,000 in $100 bills in 1972. The cash was kept in a White House safe for around a year before being returned by Nixon when the Watergate scandal was beginning to engulf him (Carney 1995). In another apparent attempt at currying favor, ADM bought Jimmy Carter’s peanut warehouse for $1.2 million in 1981 (Weiss 1990). But ADM has not only bestowed its largesse upon the White House. It has also lavished Capitol Hill. Andreas’s relationship to the self-described ‘Senator of Ethanol’ Robert Dole was particularly important. Dole frequently flew on ADM’s private jets to speak at company engagements, and he received thousands of dollars in return. Additionally, Dole purchased Andreas’s holiday home in Miami, below the market rate (Manning 2004). By cultivating close relationships with those in government, and by capitalizing on the broader shift in the climate of elite opinion that was brought about by soaring oil prices, ADM was able to reap bounteous rewards. Most notably, in the 1978 Energy Tax Act, a 40 cent tax exemption was granted to every gallon of ethanol mixed into gasoline and in the 1980 Omnibus Reconciliation Act, a 40 cent tariff was imposed on Brazilian ethanol.

ADM also lobbied via the ostensibly farmer-based commodity groups that had superseded the farm bloc. For example, at the beginning of Ronald Reagan’s presidency, ADM joined with the American Sugar Alliance to campaign for increased government support for sugar farmers. The campaign was a success. In 1981 a new Sugar Bill was introduced that
extended import quotas on sugar and raised the price-floor of domestically produced sugar to about double the world market price. Soon after the bill was passed domestic sugar prices predictably increased and, in response, Coca Cola and Pepsi ratcheted up their orders of HFCS (Milling and Baking News 1984: 10). Partly as a result, American consumption of the sweetener surged (see right insert, Figure 3.1). The import quotas on sugar also bolstered the corn-ethanol sector, for sugar was widely used as an ethanol feedstock in Brazil, and sugarcane ethanol was proven to have a far superior energy conversion ratio to corn-ethanol. The US ethanol sector was thus now doubly protected: from ethanol imports and from the imports of a rival feedstock. As ADM’s sweetener/alcohol complex accounted for 87% of ethanol production capacity in the US and 32% of the country's HFCS production capacity, it enjoyed the bulk of the benefits (Economic Research Service 1993, Henkoff 1990).

From a broad perspective then, the food regime approach is correct in arguing that the development of substitutable commodities, such as HFCS for cane sugar and ethanol-blended ‘gasohol’ for gasoline, can be considered as part of an overarching process through which capital overcomes barriers to accumulation in the agri-food system. But at the specific level of federal policy, the rise of the ‘sweetener/alcohol complex’ in the US can be seen as the result of an active erection of accumulation barriers, in the form of tariffs and import quotas. These barriers enabled ADM to increase its expected future earnings over and above other agri-food companies. The company not only jealously guarded itself from foreign competition through securing government tariffs and import quotas; it also barred potential rivals in the US from challenging its supremacy by pushing the ostensibly sector-wide lobby group - the Renewable Fuels Association (RFA) - to dissuade the US Department of Energy from disbursing loan guarantees to start-up ventures (Henkoff 1990). This strategy worked. By the late 1980s the company claimed a 75% share of ownership of total US ethanol processing capacity (Weiss
1990). Thus, the corn-ethanol sector remained little more than a government-backed monopoly. In maintaining its control over most of ethanol production and in maintaining its influence over the major lobbying organization for the ethanol sector, ADM was well positioned to engage in more policy breakthroughs in the 1990s. Once again bribes (viz. campaign contributions) appeared to be a key component of the company’s success. In the 1992 US Presidential election race, ADM was the largest single source of funding for George Bush Senior’s re-election bid and the third largest single source of campaign funding for Bill Clinton. In just one campaign fundraiser organized by Andreas, $3.5 million was raised for Clinton. Soon after Clinton was elected into office, he stipulated that 30% of fuel in America’s nine most polluted cities be cut with ethanol, despite mounting evidence presented by his own advisors that the resulting gasohol fuel would lead to new environmental problems (Manning 2004: 27).

However, not everything was going to ADM’s liking. As Figure 3.1 shows, during the 1990s the inflation-adjusted price of gasoline continued on a downward slope from the heights it reached at the beginning of the previous decade. As ethanol prices were in effect tied to movements in gasoline prices, and because gasoline prices were low, the profit margins of the company’s ethanol operations were very thin (ADM 1994: 5). Moreover, the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997–8 greatly undermined ADM’s export business. Up until that point East Asia represented a growing regional market for the company. But in the wake of the crisis, East Asian imports of the foodstuffs processed and transported by ADM fell dramatically. Dietary trends in the US compounded ADM’s problems. The slowdown in per capita corn sweetener intake, as depicted in the right insert of Figure 3.1, was particularly worrisome for ADM because in the mid-1990s an estimated 40% of the company’s profits were generated by its HFCS division (Kilman, Ingerson and Abramson 1995).
In this context, ADM re-evaluated its priorities. Up until the turn of the twenty-first century, ADM’s ethanol operations were, despite all the government support, little more than an adjunct to its massive HFCS division. But ethanol's auxiliary status changed once per capita intake of HFCS began to taper off in the US. With widespread health concerns relating to HFCS and with ever more people switching from soft drink to bottled water consumption, ADM was clearly facing an uphill battle in pushing more corn syrup into American digestive space (Meyer 2005). The company thus shifted its emphasis from increasing HFCS’s ‘stomach share’ to increasing what I call ethanol’s ‘gas tank share’. Meanwhile, medium-sized alternative energy ventures were slowly making inroads into ADM’s preponderance in the ethanol sector. This intrusion was evidenced by the fact that by the late 1990s, the company’s share of control over national ethanol production capacity fell to 46% (Heffernan 1999). Moreover, by the turn of the millennium powerful agricultural input firms and an increasingly assertive cadre of American corn farmers also began to find reason to put their weight behind the pro-ethanol agenda. As such, the corn-ethanol industry grew from being the almost exclusive plaything of ADM, into a sector that was courted by a burgeoning array of interests within US agribusiness and agriculture. It is to these interests that we now turn.

The Agro-Trader Nexus and the Corn-Ethanol Coalition

Like ADM, many American corn farmers were weighed down by the price slump in global agricultural commodity markets in the late 1990s. In previous years, farmers could have relied on the US government to mitigate the price drops, through the combined use of land idling requirements and public grain reserves. However, the 1996 Farm Bill effectively discontinued all instruments of price stabilization. And in so doing, the bill completed the process of
disbanding production controls commenced by the 1973 Farm Bill. Farmers now received direct payments, not on the basis of the difference between ‘target prices’ and ‘market prices’, but rather on their past acreage use. With payments now completely decoupled from prices and production, farmers had a strong interest in reversing the price decline of their crops. This interest was particularly acute for corn growers who saw the price of corn fall by 48% in the three years that followed the 1996 bill’s implementation – the largest price drop of any of the major agricultural commodities (Winders 2009, Commodity Research Bureau 2010, Lehrer 2010). In this context, corn growers sought to find new ways of increasing the consumption of their output. Supporting ethanol production appeared to be an elegant solution. Millions of bushels of corn could be channelled into this growing sector and farmers could enjoy additional income through directly owning the plants that processed corn into ethanol. As such, in the late 1990s, a large number of farmer-owned ethanol cooperatives were formed. These cooperatives tenaciously lobbied state and federal governments to establish tax incentives and targets for the use of ethanol as a fuel additive (Ray 2009, 2010).

The emergence of ethanol cooperatives was both a boon and a bane for ADM. On the one hand, the farmers’ campaigns for more government support of ethanol production boosted ADM’s attempts to augment ethanol’s ‘gas tank share’. On the other hand, farmer cooperatives posed a serious challenge to ADM’s market share over the ethanol sector itself. The catalytic role of cooperatives in the ethanol boom is clearly indicated by the fact that by 2002 around 80% of the ethanol plants that were under construction were farmer-owned (Food and Water Watch 2011: 12). Moreover, by 2004 ADM’s share of total operating capacity in the US had declined to 31%; meanwhile, the combined share attained by farmer-owned cooperatives grew to 37% (Heffernan 1999, Hendrickson and Heffernan 2005). However, it was not just ADM and farmer-owned cooperatives that backed surging ethanol production. Three of the leading
agribusiness input firms – Deere and Co., DuPont and Monsanto - also put their weight behind the agrofuel sector. And it is around the linkages between these agribusinesses and ADM that the Agro-Trader nexus took shape.

The nexus emerged at a time when control over ethanol production was slowly becoming more decentralized, while control over the agricultural input industry was getting evermore concentrated. This rapid rise in concentration emerged against the backdrop of landmark legislation, such as the 1994 Plant Variety Protection Act, that strengthened corporations’ capacity to assert exclusive ownership over the building blocks of plant reproduction (Mascarenhas and Busch 2006). The chemical giant, Monsanto was particularly active in staking its claims. In 1998, during a period of just eight weeks, it bought up four major agro-biotech firms, including two of the top ten largest seed marketing companies in the world (Shattuck 2009: 90). And in 1999, DuPont - another chemical giant - bought up the firm that dominated the corn seed market: Pioneer Hi-Bred. Since this point, DuPont and Monsanto have enjoyed unsurpassed control over the reproduction of corn plant-life in the US. In terms of gene technology, Monsanto is a clear leader: by 2009 over 80% of the planted acres of corn in the US contained genetic traits owned by the company (Langreth and Herper 2009). And in terms of control over the distribution of the seed itself, by 2010 Monsanto commanded a 36% share of the corn seed market in the US while DuPont had a 34% share (Kaskey 2010).

As with ADM, these agro-biotechnology giants have extensive reach into the halls of US government. Perhaps the most important aspect of this influence comes in the form of the ‘revolving door’, whereby corporate employees of the past become corporate regulators of the present, and vice versa. Many agri-food corporations employ this strategy of peddling policy. But no company has been better at keeping the door between government and business revolving than Monsanto. Examples of company personnel moving in and out of government
are legion. To take just a few cases: former Monsanto attorney, Clarence Thomas, is now a Supreme Court Judge; former Monsanto Vice-President for Public Policy, Michael R. Taylor, is currently Senior Advisor at the Food and Drug Administration; and former Monsanto and DuPont lobbyist, Islam A. Siddiqui, is the incumbent Chief Agricultural Negotiator for the US in international trade talks. And moving in the opposite direction: former Director of Agricultural Affairs at the Office of the US Trade Representative, Melissa Agustin, is now a lobbyist for Monsanto; and former Deputy Chief of Staff at the USDA, Jeremy Stump, is now Monsanto’s Director of Government Relations (Boschma 2013, Center for Responsive Politics 2013). Keeping track of the many loyal purveyors of corporate power swinging in and out of public office may prove dizzying; but the point is that, through the revolving door, the seed giants are in effect regulating the very institutions that are meant to be regulating them. And as a consequence, their accumulation strategies are becoming progressively more synergized with the machinations of government (Baines 2014).

As was described in the previous chapter, Monsanto and DuPont have used their considerable influence to push for the expansion of the agrofuel sector. And the agricultural machinery firm, Deere and Co., has also actively promoted the development of the ethanol sector. This support is in part due to the fact that soaring corn-ethanol production bolsters corn prices, which in turn increases the cash flow of the company’s main customers: commercial crop farmers. Indeed, Deere’s machinery is expensive - average-sized combine harvesters sold by Deere cost around US$400,000, while a John Deere row-planter is priced up to US$300,000 - so farmers understandably prefer to have a strong income stream when they buy such items. Moreover, the absorption of masses of corn into the ethanol sector brings more land into agricultural production. Thus, Deere wagered that the ethanol boom would likely stimulate the increased purchase of specialized farm vehicles and equipment (Tepe et al.
And as the company commands a 46% market share over the agricultural machinery sector in the US, it would be the major beneficiary (UOIG 2012: 7). Deere clearly expressed its support for ethanol in 2007, by backing the ‘25 by ‘25’ resolution put forward by a group of Congressman to establish a national target of producing 25% of the US’s energy from ‘renewable sources’ - such as solar, wind and agrofuel - by 2025. One year later, Deere further underlined its commitment to the agrofuel boom by joining ADM, DuPont, Monsanto and the RFA to create the ‘Alliance for Abundant Food and Energy’ – a lobbying group which we already mentioned and that champions continued government support for ethanol and biodiesel. With the formation of this alliance, the Agro-Trader nexus had crystallized into a distinct institutional form (Borgman 2007, Cameron 2008). As the left side of the network diagram in Figure 3.2 shows, the Agro-Trader nexus encompasses many organizations, from groups representing corn farmers (the National Corn Growers Association), to railroad interests (the Union Pacific Railroad), to oilseed processors (Bunge). However, the main axis of power within this constellation of social forces is constituted by the four founding firms of the 'Alliance for Abundant Food and Energy', shaded in grey: ADM, Deere and Co., DuPont and Monsanto. Interestingly, in 2009 these four firms also founded the 'Global Harvest Initiative' - an ostensibly anti-hunger campaign group that pushes for GM crop production and expanded agrofuel development throughout the world (Holt-Giménez and Shattuck 2011).

The Agro-Trader Nexus versus the Animal Processor Nexus

The corporate appropriation of various aspects of commodity crop production has been mirrored by the corporate appropriation of the phases through which animal life is converted into consumer meat products. The increased concentration of control over the livestock-feed
Note: National Chicken Council membership data appears to be unobtainable. As such, the figure presents data on the presence of corporate personnel on its board of directors instead.

Source: Membership data for the Alliance for Abundant Food and Energy; Renewable Fuels Association; Corn for Food not Fuel campaign; National Meat Association; American Meat Institute and the National Turkey Federation from: Cameron (2008); RFA (2014); CFNF (2014); NAMA (2014); AMI (2014) and NTF (2014). Directorship data for National Chicken Council from NCC (2010).
complex is partly indicated by the fact that the market share of the four largest firms in the US meat packing sector rose from a post-war low of 19% in 1977 to 59% just 25 years later (US Census Bureau 2013). Table 3.1 relays the latest obtainable data on meat company shares over animal kill in the US and it also puts the slaughtering of American domesticates within a global context. Although startling, the figures presented in the table do not tell us anything about the amount of control that major meat companies wield over animals prior to their death and dismemberment. In fact, some of the companies listed in the table have incorporated the very reproduction of animal life within the domain of their business. In a process that mimics the development of hybrid crops, these meat companies have engaged in the crossing of different pure-bred lines of animals so as to optimize certain genetic traits that conduce to greater and more predictable earnings. As the offspring of hybrids do not reproduce the same traits found in animals conceived from the initial crossing of ‘nucleus herds’, farmers return to the cross-breeders to replenish their stock of animals (Fuglie et al. 2011). Thus, cross-breeding extends companies’ exclusionary control over the meat production process and it simultaneously re-shapes animal life in ways that are propitious for future pecuniary gain.

The growing corporate control over the lives and deaths of American domesticates has been particularly pronounced in the poultry sector. The largest poultry firm, Tyson, now commands a 60% market share of the US chicken breeding stock (Food Safety Magazine 2007). In a system of vertically integrated operations that was first developed in the 1950s, contract farmers receive feed from Tyson along with one day old chicks delivered straight from Tyson’s own hatcheries. The chicks are housed in factory-like structures made according to Tyson’s specifications and after a period of 7-9 weeks they are taken to Tyson’s slaughterhouses (Boyd and Watts 1997). Smithfield spearheaded the adaptation of this model of vertical integration to the swine business in the 1990s. The company began to control every
stage of hog production: from the DNA lines, to the ‘farrowing’ of pigs, to the ‘finishing’, to their eventual slaughtering and processing into consumer products (CGGC 2009). Corporate power over cattle breeding is not so centralized, due in large part to uncontrolled mating in the rangeland and pasture conditions of the early stages of steer-raising (Fuglie et al. 2011). However, in the last stages of steer-raising, in which the cattle are confined to feedlots, ownership is highly concentrated. In fact, some feedlot operations are so vast that they can accommodate over 100,000 cattle at a time (Millet 2006: 223),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number Slaughtered in the world annually</th>
<th>Number Slaughtered in the US annually</th>
<th>4 Largest Firms in the US</th>
<th>Share of US Animal Slaughter (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chickens</td>
<td>59.9 billion</td>
<td>8.7 billion</td>
<td>1. Tyson Foods</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Pilgrim’s Pride</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Sanderson Farms</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Perdue Farms</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkeys</td>
<td>649.5 million</td>
<td>250.1 million</td>
<td>1. Butterball</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Jennie-O Turkey Store</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Cargill VA Meats</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Farbest Foods, Inc.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigs</td>
<td>1.4 billion</td>
<td>107.5 million</td>
<td>1. Smithfield Foods</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Tyson Foods</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. JBS Swift</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Cargill</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattle</td>
<td>295.5 million</td>
<td>31.9 million</td>
<td>1. Tyson Foods</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. JBS USA</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Cargill</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. National Beef Packing</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3.1: Animal Slaughter and Corporate Control*


The functional division of animal husbandry from crop agriculture has coincided with the emergence of regions of specialized crop production and regions of specialized meat production. This spatial separation was also spurred by the low agricultural commodity and energy costs that prevailed for much of the 1980s and 1990s, as outputs from crop monocultures could be cheaply processed and transported into inputs for intensive animal-meat production. In this context, the American Midwest, within which the Corn Belt is situated, transformed from being the main integrated crop-and-livestock farming region in the US to the heartland of specialized corn and soybean production. Meanwhile, commercial beef production has slowly shifted westward and southward to the huge feeding operations in the Southern Plains. Contrariwise, the national center of hog production has gradually migrated east of the Corn Belt in large part because of the opening of enormous factory farms in North Carolina. Moreover, poultry production has transformed from being a dispersed, rural household activity to an industrialized process centered in the Southern states of Georgia, Arkansas and Alabama (Boyd and Watts 1997, Hart and Mayda 1998).

Hence, by the turn of the millennium, agribusiness control over agriculture was simultaneously highly consolidated and bifurcated. A small group of oligopolistic firms superintended the production and processing of commodity crops and a small group of oligopolistic firms commandeered the conversion of animals into meat products. As corn growers increasingly became reduced to being providers of feed inputs for the livestock-feed complex, fewer and fewer raised their own livestock. It was in the context of this diminution of integrated livestock-crop farming that corn farmers considered investment in ethanol cooperatives as their best alternative source of ‘value-added’ (Ray 2009). Moreover, by championing and facilitating the diversion of grain from the feed sector, the Agro-Trader nexus appeared to have wagered that it would be able to gain leverage over the major meat
companies. But while the earnings strategies of corn farmers and the Agro-Trader nexus played an instrumental role in the ethanol boom, the rapid development of the ethanol sector in the 2000s was also intertwined with wider transformations in global capitalism. In particular, the ‘War on Terror’ contributed to the reignition of instability in the Middle East and due to the ensuing panic in global energy markets, oil prices began to surge (Nitzan and Bichler 2006). Just like the oil price spike of the late 1970s, oil price rises in the early twenty-first century had a sharp knock-on effect on gasoline prices (see Figure 3.1). This knock-on effect imparted a veneer of credibility to the emergent Agro-Trader nexus’s claims that the ethanol sector could bolster US energy security. It was in this context that the 2005 Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) was implemented. The RFS mandated the blending of 7.5 billion gallons of agrofuel into America’s gasoline supply by 2012. In 2007 the food/fuel complex was further bolstered by the US Energy Independence and Security Act. This piece of legislation increased the RFS to 15 billion gallons of corn-ethanol by 2015 and endorsed the ’25 by ‘25’ vision backed by Deere (Shea 2007).

The enactment of the ethanol mandates caused massive interstitial restructuring between the overlapping food/fuel and livestock-feed complexes. As Figure 3.3 shows, the ethanol sector’s share of total corn produced in the US rose from just 6% in 2000 to over 40% in 2012. Meanwhile, the share of corn used by the livestock-feed complex plunged. The turning point appears to be 2005, when the ethanol mandate was first introduced. Until that year, increases in corn-ethanol production did not lead to a substantial decline in the share of corn consumed by the feed grain sector. However, at the height of the ethanol boom, from 2005 to 2012, the share of total corn produced in the US for feed fell from 58% to 36%. Given that 90% of feed grain used in the animal processing sector is corn-based; and given that feed comprises 60-70% of livestock production costs, the diversion of corn into ethanol distilleries had a huge
impact on the meat business (Becker 2008). The effect is confirmed by the insert of Figure 3.3. As the graph shows, the falling share of corn used for meat production from 2005 onwards has coincided with a structural shift in feed grain prices relative to meat prices. Moreover, the structural shift appears to be particularly stark in the hog and poultry sectors. From 1985 to 2005 a pound of pig meat cost around twenty times more than a pound of corn and a pound of

![Figure 3.3 Proportion of Domestically Produced Corn used by Feed Grain and Ethanol Sectors](jbaines.tumblr.com)

*Note:* The feed price – meat price ratios weigh the price of feed per pound against the per pound price of meat.

chicken meat cost around five times more than a pound of chicken feed. But by 2012, a pound of pig meat cost just ten times more than a pound of corn and a pound of chicken meat was just three times more expensive than a pound of chicken feed. Although feed-meat price ratios within the beef sector have historically been more cyclical than the poultry and hog sectors, a sharp fall in the steer and heifer to corn price ratio can also be seen from 2005 to 2012. The precipitous drops in the meat price-feed price ratios during these seven years were driven by soaring corn prices. Indeed, in this period, inflation-adjusted corn prices increased by 215%, while inflation-adjusted average meat prices increased by merely 7%.

The inflationary impact that the ethanol sector has had on feed prices underscores the severe tensions within the corporate food regime, between the food/fuel complex, on the one hand, and the livestock-feed complex, on the other. To be sure, when the ethanol sector was a peripheral feature of the agrarian political economy of the US, there was very little opposition within agriculture and agribusiness to the use of corn as a fuel feedstock. However, once ethanol production shifted from being an ancillary income support for a small set of farmers and corporations to an overt attempt at restructuring prices and redistributing income within agriculture and agribusiness as a whole, disunity broke out. Fault lines first became visible in the early 2000s when US ethanol production started to take-off. And these fissures enlarged into wholesale rupture by 2005 when the RFS was instituted. As Figure 3.3 shows, it was in that year that the relative price shifts began to have a jolting impact on animal agriculture in the US.

The dramatic price shifts coincided with sharply contrasting pronouncements made in regard to the effects of the ethanol sector on the meat business. In 2006, the then CEO of ADM, G. Allen Andreas, bluntly stated: ‘[t]here is no consumption versus combustion debate, except for those who really do not recognize the realities of the way this business functions’
The CEO of Tyson Foods, Dick Bond, did not recognize the ‘realities’ that his counterpart at ADM was referring to. In fact, Bond could hardly contain himself when remonstrating against the ethanol sector: ‘I can rant and rave about this for some time, but some of the things that our government in Washington has done in terms of mandating the use of corn-based ethanol… it's not right’ (Mosely 2008). Similarly, in an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal, Larry Pope - the CEO of Smithfield – argued that the US government’s mandate on ethanol blending had a more baleful effect in terms of increasing corn prices in 2012 than the deleterious drought of that year. ‘[I]f the ethanol mandate did not exist’, Pope moaned, ‘even this year's drought-depleted corn crop would have been more than enough to meet the requirements for livestock feed and food production at decent prices’ (2012). Such is their animus toward the RFS, interest groups within the US livestock sector have even set up a 'Corn for Food not Fuel' campaign group, to encourage concerned consumers to join them in their movement against corn-ethanol.

As Figure 3.3 indicates, the Corn for Food not Fuel campaign is headed by four major meat business lobbying groups: the American Meat Institute, the National Meat Association, the National Chicken Council and the National Turkey Federation. It is around this network of lobbying groups that a new corporate-led distributional coalition - the Animal Processor nexus - can be seen to take shape. Whereas the Agro-Trader nexus encompasses a fairly narrow set of groups that operate upstream in agricultural supply chains such as seed firms, crop growers and trading firms, the Animal Processor nexus is part of a broader and more diffuse constellation of interests that operate further downstream in supply chains. This constellation of interests begins with livestock farmers that use basic crop derivatives, such as corn meal as inputs to raise animals into edible commodities. And it ends with those multinational firms, such as Burger King and Wal-Mart, that sell processed and reconstituted forms of animal-
based, as well as plant-based, commodities to consumers. Pharmaceutical companies such as Pfizer and Bayer (see Figure 3.3) are also crucial in this supply chain as they furnish livestock growers with the antibiotics that increase animals' biophysical capacities to withstand extreme stress, crowding and confinement (Weis 2013). But the axial firms in the Animal Processor nexus are the major meat packing companies: Tyson Foods, Smithfield Foods, Pilgrim's Pride and Sanderson Farms. Their dominance in the livestock-feed complex is attested to by their shares in overall animal slaughter (see Table 3.1), and it is also affirmed by the fact that they are the four largest meat packers headquartered in the US by market capitalization.

The charges and counter-charges between key figures in the US agri-food sector clearly point to polarized opinions amongst the agribusiness elite. And the emergence of the Alliance for Abundant Food and Energy and the Corn for Food not Fuel campaign is also indicative of a deepening cleavage within US agri-food capital. But what connections, if any, can we draw between these recriminations and alliances, on the one hand, and the changing pecuniary quantities of prices and market capitalization, on the other? Figure 3.4 presents the contrasting power trajectories of the axial firms of the Agro-Trader nexus and the axial firms of the Animal Processor nexus. The average per firm market capitalization of each corporate grouping is divided by the average per firm market capitalization of dominant capital for every quarter to yield differential capitalization data. Dominant capital is represented in this analysis by the top 500 corporations listed in the US, ranked by market value for each quarter. The right insert presents the Agro-Trader nexus’s and Animal Processor nexus’s differential markup. This measure is calculated by dividing the net income to sales ratios of each corporate grouping by the weighted average of the net income to sales ratio of dominant capital. Thus, while the main chart in the figure depicts changes in investors’ collective appraisal of the
Figure 3.4 The Differential Capitalization of the Agro-Trader nexus and the Animal Processor nexus

Note: The differential capitalization (DK) and differential markup of the Agro-Trader nexus (ATN) and Animal Processor nexus (APN) show quarterly data presented as one-year moving averages. ‘Livestock farmers’ is a composite category comprising cattle, hog and poultry farmers, weighted by farm population size. Given DuPont’s wide ranging activities, only its agricultural division’s net income and revenue data were included in the calculation of the Agro-Trader nexus’s differential markup.

Source: Company market capitalization from Compustat through WRDS. Net income and revenue data for Archer Daniels Midland, Deere and Co. and Monsanto from Compustat through WRDS. Net income and revenue for DuPont’s agricultural division from 10-K SEC filings. Farmer net income data from the USDA NASS (2013).

power of the Agro-Trader nexus and Animal Processor nexus, the right insert depicts changes in the relative capacities of both corporate constellations to turn a profit. The left insert
switches the focus from the redistribution of power and profitability within agribusiness to the redistribution of income within agriculture. The differential income of corn growers and livestock farmers is calculated by dividing their respective average net incomes each year by the corresponding net income of all farmers in the US. The average net income data of livestock farmers is the weighted average of the net income of cattle farmers, hog farmers and poultry farmers.

Three major observations can be made from the figure. Firstly, the market capitalization of the Agro-Trader nexus is greater than that of the Animal Processor nexus by one order of magnitude. Secondly, as the trendlines suggest, while the Agro-Trader nexus has accumulated power ever since the onset of the ethanol boom, the Animal Processor nexus has experienced a general decline in power. Thirdly, in addition to these general trends, there are interesting oscillations in the differential capitalization of both the Agro-Trader nexus and the Animal Processor nexus. The Animal Processor nexus experienced a significant upsurge in its power in 2004 and 2005, when meat consumption and meat price-feed price ratios reached high-points (see Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4). However, from 2006 to 2010 – when ethanol production soared and when meat price-feed price ratios plummeted - the Animal Processor nexus’s differential capitalization dropped almost uninterruptedly. And when the Agro-Trader nexus reached the zenith of its power in 2009, the differential capitalization of the Animal Processor nexus was well on its way to reaching its nadir.

Similar patterns can be seen in the differential income data of corn growers and livestock farmers. In terms of magnitudes, from 1996 onwards corn farmers have enjoyed incomes that are on average almost six times larger than their counterparts in animal agriculture; and in terms of the changes in these magnitudes, the shifts in the differential incomes of corn farmers and livestock farmers are broadly synchronized with the power
trajectories of the Agro-Trader nexus and the Animal Processor nexus respectively. The differential incomes of livestock farmers reached a peak around 2005 just like the differential capitalization of the Animal Processor nexus; and like the capitalized profit shares of the Animal Processor nexus, the livestock farmers’ income share bottomed out in 2008 only to increase again from 2009 onwards. Moreover, similar to the Animal Processor nexus, the livestock farmers experienced a general decline in relative pecuniary earnings in the period covered by the data. Contrariwise, the differential income of corn growers has trended upward since the beginning of the twenty-first century, just like the differential capitalization of the Agro-Trader nexus. Additionally, the corn growers’ relative earnings reached an apogee in 2008–9 – the very same time that the power of the Agro-Trader nexus climaxed.

The general synchronicity between the relative pecuniary earnings of the Agro-Trader nexus and the corn growers on the one hand, and the Animal Processor nexus and the livestock farmers on the other, suggests that the redistribution of capitalized profit shares within agribusiness is tightly connected to the redistribution of income within agriculture. This insight is important because extant food regime accounts of agrofuels tend to examine the power dynamics between agri-food capital and agricultural producers. In contradistinction, the analysis offered here cuts across the agribusiness/agriculture divide to show how one cluster of farmers and agri-food corporations appears to be benefiting at the expense of another. Therefore, to use the words of White and Dasgupta cited in the introduction of this chapter, we can make more incisive claims about ‘the structures of accumulation or (dis)accumulation’ and the ‘accompanying processes of social differentiation’ in the agrarian political economy of the US. In terms of the structures of accumulation and (dis)accumulation, the Agro-Trader nexus has been accumulating rapidly for much of the early twenty-first century, while the Animal Processor nexus has been generally dis-accumulating. And in terms of social differentiation,
the divergent pecuniary trajectories outlined here point to the opening of a significant cleavage between corn growers, on the one side, and livestock farmers, on the other.

The divergence in power between the two corporate-led distributional coalitions was starkest in 2008 and 2009. During this period, ADM capitalized on, and contributed to, the interstitial shifts between the interconnecting food/fuel and livestock-fuel complexes. In the context of generous government support for agrofuels, it could direct vast quantities of corn into the burgeoning ethanol sector over which it had preponderance. In fact, ADM’s ethanol division was the largest contributor to company earnings in 2007 - accounting for 19% of profits (Weber 2008). Additionally, ADM was able to benefit indirectly from the ethanol boom because of its control over the ‘tollgate’ that divided agricultural commodity processing from feed production. The company’s heightened capacity to re-channel corn into the ethanol sector allowed it to exact more favorable prices for the feed inputs it renders to the Animal Processor nexus. The Agro-Trader nexus also benefited from its control of key tollgates further upstream in food supply chains. Indeed, Monsanto and DuPont have used their combined 70% market share over the corn seed market and their unsurpassed control over plant genetics to capitalize on the ethanol surge. More and more land that used to be committed to wheat production was converted for corn production (see right insert of Figure 3.1). And as GM corn acreage ate into non-GM wheat acreage, farmers increasingly drew upon the inputs, such as Roundup herbicide and RoundUp Ready corn, sold by the seed giants. Deere and Co. also appeared to benefit from the corn price boom. Farmers were newly flush with cash and were thus more willing to purchase Deere’s highly expensive specialized machinery and equipment (Blumenthal 2012). The enhanced relative profitability of the Agro-Trader nexus’s operations is registered in the steady rise in its differential markup during the agrofuel boom, as presented in the right insert of Figure 3.4.
However, there is perhaps a danger of overdrawing the differences in the experiences of the agrofuel boom for those farmers and agribusinesses involved in animal agriculture and crop agriculture. In fact, agrofuel apologists are keen to point out that the corn used by the ethanol sector is not entirely diverted from the livestock-feed complex as an animal feed called dried distillers' grains (DDGs) is an important bi-product of the ethanol production process. Nonetheless, a good deal of skepticism is felt in regard to its value as an input in animal agriculture. This skepticism is in part born out of the fact that the price of DDGs moves in tandem with the price of corn and when the inferior energy and nutritional content of distillers' grains are factored into calculations of its price, it does not appear to be much cheaper than corn feed itself (Welch 2011). Opposition to the use of the ethanol bi-product is most trenchant in the poultry sector. Indeed, chicken farmers usually limit DDGs to 5% of the overall feed ration because of the limited capacity of birds to digest the input. As the President of the poultry lobbying group, the National Chicken Council, demurred:

[T]his lesser feed is not coming at the discount that corn farmers and the ethanol industry would have you believe. Though DDGs provide a 25 percent “savings” compared to corn feed, that discount is nullified when considering the 275 percent spike in overall corn prices brought on by the RFS. Think of it as a grocery store raising prices by a couple of dollars then trying to win you over with a 50-cent coupon. (Brown 2013)

These arguments push us to supplement the contention put forward by Goodman et al. (1987), and later developed by Friedmann and McMichael (1989), that the substitution of perishable foods into durable and interchangeable commodities has increased the power of agri-food capital over the agricultural process. This claim is certainly true at a broad level of analysis. By breaking heterogeneous agricultural goods into their relatively generic constituent parts (e.g. starch, fibre, oil, protein), agri-food capitals can, in principal, switch their use of
agricultural commodities as market conditions dictate. However, not all feeds are valorized equally in the corporate food regime. Corn contains the most metabolizable and digestible energy of any of the cereal crops, and is thus most prized feed grain in US agriculture. As I have already indicated, corn's status as the premier source of energy in the livestock-feed complex is indicated by the fact that it accounts for 90% of the grains consumed by livestock and poultry in the US. Given that chickens, and even pigs, have a limited ability to feed on other commercial sources of energy such as DDGs, poultry and hog operations are left particularly exposed to upswings in corn prices. This exposure is evidenced by the fact that during the two years from 2006 to 2008 when the cost of feed increased by two-thirds, and corresponding live-production costs increased by 80%, the portion of corn in chickens' overall diets held constant (NCC 2013). The process of substitution is, in this sense, inherently differential. The dramatic increase in the substitution of corn-ethanol for petroleum in the fuel sector completely overwhelmed farmers' rather limited capacity to substitute corn for other sources of energy in the livestock-feed sector.

Notwithstanding this observation, in the cattle sector there is less criticism of DDGs. In fact, as ruminants are much more able to digest distillers’ grain, it can comprise up to half of the formula for cattle feed. And overall the cattle sector is estimated to account for 75% of total domestic consumption of DDGs (Fatka 2011). Interestingly, however, the mitigating effects of DDGs on the inflationary impact that the ethanol boom has had on feed prices have been most pronounced for the livestock farmers that remain in the Corn Belt. Indeed, as approximately 85% of ethanol production capacity is concentrated in the Midwest, farmers in the Corn Belt can access DDGs at a lower cost than those farmers in other parts of the US. The differential expense advantage that they enjoy derives from the fact that, in this current period of relatively high energy prices (see Figure 3.1), it is costly to transport DDGs. Moreover, due
to the 15% moisture content of DDGs, there are concerns that the ethanol bi-product will spoil if it travels long-distances. These expiration issues are even more pronounced for the cheaper ethanol bi-product, feed substitute: wet distillers’ grains. Thus, given the generally high transportation costs and given the spoilage concerns, most distillers’ grains are used by farms that are situated within a 100km radius of the ethanol plant from which the bi-product has been churned out (Gottschalk 2007).

These insights regarding the uneven effects of distillers’ grains suggest that the ethanol boom in the US has not only redistributed income from the livestock sector to the corn sector; in fact, it may have also redistributed income within the livestock sector, from farmers outside of the Corn Belt, to those inside it. But the regional shift is only in part born out of the differential cost advantage that distillers’ grains afford Midwestern farmers. It is also due to increased regional price differentials in corn itself. Indeed, at the height of the spike in corn price inflation in late 2008, corn prices in the central Corn Belt state of Iowa were 7% lower than the corn prices in Texas – the US’s number one beef producing state (Queck 2008: 28). The significant price differential largely derived from the general uptrend in energy costs in the 2000s (see Figure 3.1). As with DDGs, corn became more expensive to transport. Moreover, livestock farmers in the Corn Belt had one final advantage over livestock farmers elsewhere: land that they had previously rented out to specialized corn growers could be taken back into their own integrated crop-livestock production operations. As such, they could cover all of their feed grain input needs with corn raised on their own land. This ‘internal hedge’ has buffered these farmers from the high and volatile corn prices that have prevailed in recent years (Fatka 2011). Thus, just as low feed input prices and energy costs in much of the late twentieth century conduced to the increased functional division and regional separation of crop and animal agriculture, the more recent increases in feed input prices and energy costs may
have contributed to a modest re-integration of livestock and crop production in the Midwest at the beginning of the twenty-first century. As a consequence of this modest re-integration, livestock production in the Midwestern states appears to be resurging, at least in relative terms. To illustrate, from 2005 to 2012, cattle inventories in Texas, decreased by 13.7%; while cattle inventories in the central Corn Belt state of Iowa increased by 8.3%; similarly, in the same period, Iowa’s pig population increased by 20.8% while the corresponding pig population in North Carolina – the heartland of factory farmed pig operations – has fallen by 11.3% (USDA NASS 2015).

Given these considerations, it seems apparent that the corn-ethanol boom has not just engendered redistribuional restructuring between different axes of corporate power, and between different sectors within US agriculture. In fact, the agrofuel boom has also driven redistribuional shifts across different regions within rural America. The geographically uneven outcomes of soaring corn-ethanol production are vividly confirmed in Figure 3.5. This chart compares the relative incomes of farmers in the Corn Belt to the relative incomes of farmers in the Southern Seaboard. The Southern Seaboard is important to this analysis because it includes the number one beef producing state (Texas) and the three largest poultry producing states (Arkansas, Alabama and Georgia). As the chart shows, when the corn-ethanol boom started to take off in 2005, the average relative income of farmers in the Southern Seaboard slid precipitously. In contradistinction, the average relative income of farmers in the Corn Belt began to climb steeply after the 2002. And while the relative earnings of Southern Seaboard farmers has recovered since 2010, the relative earnings of Corn Belt farmers has continued to ascend to new peaks.

The great divergence within agriculture between farmers inside the Corn Belt and farmers outside the Corn Belt, and the coeval schism between the Agro-Trader nexus and the
Figure 3.5 The Relative Income of Farmers in the Corn Belt and the Southern Seaboard Region

Note: The Corn Belt comprises Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, Ohio, Kansas, North Dakota, Michigan, Kansas, Nebraska, and Minnesota. The Southern Seaboard region is represented by Texas, North Carolina, South Carolina, Mississippi, Georgia, Virginia, Delaware, Maryland, Arkansas, and Alabama. Farm income data consists of the net income of sole proprietorships and partnerships that operate farms. For more information regarding the computation of these data see www.bea.gov/regional/pdf/lapi2010.pdf. Farm income data collected for each state and then weighted according to the farm population of each state. Farmer relative income data calculated by dividing this weighted income data by the average U.S. hourly earnings of nonfarm production workers for each year. Data are smoothed to 3-year moving averages. Farmer relative income data re-based at 100 in 1983 Q3.

Animal Processor nexus, has been mirrored by a growing divide on Capitol Hill. In the mid-2000s when national gasoline consumption was still on the increase and when the US army was still deeply engaged in its Iraq adventure, politicians representing Corn Belt states enjoyed a broad-base of congressional support for their initiatives to bolster the ethanol sector. Considerations of ‘energy security’ reigned supreme. However, from 2007 onwards national gasoline consumption declined due to improved automobile efficiency and a decline in travelling by recession-hit drivers. Moreover, the widespread introduction of hydraulic fracturing (‘fracking’) has opened vast shale fields for oil extraction. As a result of these developments, ethanol increasingly appears to be the panacea of yesteryear. Members of Congress representing Corn Belt states still staunchly champion US government support for ethanol, as their interests are intertwined with the agribusiness-agricultural constituencies that they represent. Nonetheless, they have found themselves fending off an anti-corn-ethanol drive headed by political representatives of major meat producing states such as Arkansas, Alabama, Georgia and Texas (Gillon 2010, Winters 2012). This legislative backlash has had significant effects. In 2012, the US Congress voted to discontinue two bulwarks of the ethanol sector that had existed for over three decades: tariffs on imported ethanol and the tax credit for ethanol blenders.

Beyond lobbying for these measures, the firms of the Animal Processor nexus have been attempting to mitigate persistently high feed grain prices through rationalizing their operations. For example, Smithfield has downsized its hog production division in a bid to insulate itself from corn price inflation. In fact, in just a four-year span it has reduced its domestic exposure to corn markets by 40% through outsourcing more hog raising operations to nominally independent producers (Clyma 2011). More broadly, there has been a renewed focus on animal population control. From 2009 to 2011, the US chicken population flat-lined at 2.1 billion,
while the US cow population fell by 2% to 92.7 million and the pig population declined by 3% to 66.4 million (FAOSTAT 2014b). In the short term, the increased liquidation of existing animal stocks led to a large outflow of meat in the retail market, further pushing meat prices down relative to feed grain prices. However, in the longer term, the cutbacks have mitigated cash-flow problems caused by elevated feed grain prices and they have led to a recovery in the differential markup of the Animal Processor nexus, as shown in the right insert of Figure 3.4.

The Animal Processor nexus has also sought to offset adverse domestic meat consumption (see right insert of Figure 3.1) and relative feed price trends through capitalizing on the general ‘meatification’ of diets abroad (Weis 2010). International sales of Tyson Foods have increased from 11% of total revenue in 2005 to 17% in 2012 (Tyson Foods 2006: 2; 2012: 2). Similarly, Smithfield’s corresponding international share of sales has risen from 15% to 24%, in the same period (Smithfield 2006: 23; 2012: 17). The rationalization of the Animal Processor nexus’s domestic operations and the expansion of meat sales outside of the US have helped to reverse the decline in its differential capitalization, as depicted in Figure 3.4. Moreover, as the figure shows, these changes also seem to have contributed to a resurgence in the differential income of livestock farmers. Interestingly, the Agro-Trader nexus has perhaps contributed to the recovery of the Animal Processor nexus's earnings capacity, by supporting and facilitating the spread of meat-centered diets abroad. The support has been articulated in the discourse of the Global Harvest Initiative, for its policy statements continually equate social development with increased meat consumption (see for example Global Harvest 2013). And the Agro-Trader nexus has facilitated global meatification through encouraging the spread of agro-biotechnology and monocropping practices for feed grain production, and through setting up milling and distribution channels that process and deliver these feed grains to confined animal feed operations across the world. Thus, the tensions between the Agro-Trader
nexus and the Animal Processor nexus regarding the corn-ethanol boom have partially been defused through the international expansion of the livestock-feed complex (Gereffi and Christian 2010, Weis 2013, Schneider 2014).

The Animal Processor nexus has also benefited from the general slowdown of the corn-ethanol boom. By the beginning of the second decade of the twenty-first century, the ethanol sector was producing more fuel than could be absorbed by existing fuel consumption in the US. Almost all of the fuel in the US now contains about 10% ethanol, and surmounting this ‘blend wall’ will be difficult as higher percentages of ethanol used in fuel damages the engines of automobiles that are not built according to ‘flex-fuel’ specifications (Barnett 2013). The slowdown in the growth of ethanol production from a compound annual growth rate of 29% from 2005 to 2009 to a growth rate of just 5% per year for the four following years is reflective of a wider modulation in the power of the Agro-Trader nexus. As Figure 3.4 shows, between 2009 and 2010 the Agro-Trader nexus’s differential capitalization fell dramatically. The slowing growth in the diversion of corn into the ethanol sector (Figure 3.3) contributed to a decline in corn prices in 2009 and 2010 and this in turn contributed to the emergence of a brief deflationary period within agriculture that the Agro-Trader nexus struggled to negotiate. In particular, there was a farmer backlash against Monsanto’s genetically engineered Smartstax corn seed as the high price the company charged for it seemed to be completely unreasonable given its yield performance. Monsanto claims that it has now adjusted its pricing model. According to Monsanto’s own figures, toward the end of the first decade of this century, the company sought to glean 50% of the extra profit that the introduction of its newly engineered seeds generated for farmers. Now, they have reverted to their strategy of claiming one-third of the extra profits (Pollack 2010). The moderation in Monsanto’s pricing strategies, in the face of corn farmer discontent, perhaps contributed to the flat-lining in the differential
markup of the Agro-Trader nexus in recent years, as depicted in the right insert of Figure 3.4. ADM, for its part, found that the margins of its ethanol processing division were caught in a cost-price squeeze due to the diminution in the differential between gasoline prices and corn prices (Blas 2012). Finally, Deere and Co. experienced reduced sales of its specialized crop agriculture vehicles, as falling crop prices reduced corn growers’ willingness to make costly machinery purchases.

Although the Agro-Trader nexus is operating in accordance with the Animal Processor nexus in the promotion of global meatification, it remains in a deadlock with the Animal Processor nexus over the US ethanol sector. The sharp rise in corn-ethanol production from 2005 to 2009 corresponded with a rapid redistribution of profitability-read-power from the Animal Processor nexus to the Agro-Trader nexus. And in the following years, corn-ethanol production kept climbing, albeit at a slower pace. According to the latest estimates, by 2013, a record-breaking 43% of corn produced in the US was channelled into the ethanol sector. This figure is predicted to fall to 40% in 2014 (AgMRC 2014). Despite the apparent downtrend in the proportion of corn channelled to ethanol feedstocks, it is unlikely that the corn-ethanol sector will be dramatically curtailed for a number of reasons. Firstly, as the chapter has argued, the companies of the Agro-Trader nexus enjoy a profound influence over the US government decision-making process and as a result, it is improbable that new policies and regulations will come to pass that substantially undercut their accumulation strategies. Secondly, the broader pro-ethanol coalition has significant electoral clout because two major ‘swing states’ – Iowa and Ohio - are in the Corn Belt. As such, US presidential candidates disregard the interests of corn farmers, and the nexus of agribusiness power in which these farmers are ensconced, at their peril. Thirdly, the possibility of non-edible biomass dislodging corn from its position as the US's premier ethanol feedstock looks extremely remote. In fact, the latest data show that
second-generation agrofuels account for only 0.04% of total agrofuel production in the US (USDA ERS 2014). Due to seemingly insurmountable problems regarding their commercial viability, it does not seem likely that second-generation agrofuels will be a significant factor in the US energy sector for the foreseeable future. Given these considerations, the food/fuel complex will probably remain an integral, but perhaps somewhat diminished, feature of the US agrarian political economy. The pecuniary effects of the interstitial adjustments that are under way are clearly depicted in Figure 3.4. The great divergence from 2008 to 2009 in capitalized profit shares within agribusiness, and in income shares within agriculture, has been followed by considerable re-convergence in both differential capitalization and differential income trends.

Conclusion

Building on previous scholarship in agrarian political economy (Goodman et al. 1987), the food regime approach underscores the importance of the corporate appropriation of discrete phases of agricultural production, on the one hand; and the reconstitution of perishable foods into substitutable commodities, on the other. As Friedmann and McMichael argue, these processes of appropriation and substitution have eroded the autonomy of farmers over the agricultural process and they have also undermined the capacity of different governments to direct agriculture for national ends (1989). In the account offered here, I have sought to emphasize another major consequence of the decomposition of the world food system into discrete sectors: this decomposition can give rise to rivalry between corporate constellations that superintend different agri-food complexes. Specifically, I have examined the rivalry between the Animal Processor nexus and the Ago-Trader nexus. While the former has
appropriated control over distinct parts of animal-meat production, the latter has extended its pecuniary ambit over distinct parts of corn and ethanol production. Additionally, by underscoring the seemingly indispensable role played by corn for both of these axes of power, my analysis shows how processes of substitution can drive conflict between different groups of agri-food corporations and between different groups of farmers. In the case of the US agrofuel boom, the dramatic increase in the substitution of ethanol for petroleum completely overwhelmed the Animal Processor nexus's rather limited capacity to substitute corn for cheaper commercial feed with comparable energy content.

As such, by shifting from an aggregate to a disaggregate perspective, I have moved the focus of analysis from the supersession of national government authority and farmer autonomy by capital in general, towards an examination of how both government organs and agricultural interests become enfolded into power struggles between different groups within agri-food capital. This disaggregating analysis offers novel answers to some foundational questions of agrarian political economy regarding (dis)accumulation and social differentiation. On a macroscopic level, the agrofuel boom may have increased the profitability of capital in general, as McMichael contends. But within the agrarian political economy of the US, the agrofuel boom can also be characterized as a vector of redistribution. The redistributitional dynamics are multi-dimensional. By triggering the massive diversion of corn from the livestock-feed complex toward the food/fuel complex, the corn-ethanol boom shifted capitalized profit shares within agri-food capital, from the Animal Processor nexus to the Agro-Trader nexus. It also redistributed income within agriculture, from livestock farmers to corn growers. And the ethanol boom may have contributed to a shift in earnings within the livestock sector itself: from livestock farmers outside of the Corn Belt to livestock farmers inside the Corn Belt.
Furthermore, in specifying the winners and losers of the agrofuel boom, the chapter has pointed to the social forces that stand in the way of change within the corporate food regime. As my findings indicate, putting an end to corn-ethanol production would not only involve challenging the accumulation strategies of some of the most powerful agri-food corporations in the world; it would also entail confronting the interests of more than 400,000 corn farms in the US, many of which have a direct stake in the continued diversion of their output into agrofuel feedstocks (EPA 2013).

Finally, the chapter underlines the importance of supporting farmer-led movements that operate at the margins of the corporate food regime. As activists, food regime analysts and agrarian political economists have long argued, locally oriented polycultures, and peasant farming more generally, offer a vital alternative to the destructive directions in which agri-food corporations are taking the world food system. In defending and advancing these forms of agriculture, we may be able to move away from a food regime that commits inordinate amounts of energy and resources to fueling cars and feeding intensively reared animals, towards systems of provisioning that are fundamentally centered on nourishing humans.

In presenting these findings, the chapter points to the potential of conducting further research that inquires into the ways in which redistributional struggles between farmers become co-articulated with redistributional struggles between agri-food corporations, and it points to the importance of analyzing how these struggles impact nourishment outcomes. Such research may deepen our analysis of uneven agrarian development and it may nuance existing understandings of the relations of inclusion and exclusion, and resistance and incorporation, between farmers in advanced capitalist countries, global agri-food corporations and the landless poor. The next chapter takes up this task, in relation to conflicts within US agribusiness and agriculture over the re-regulation of agricultural derivatives markets.
4. Futures Tense: The Food Crisis and the Contested Regulation of Agricultural Derivatives

It’s important to allow markets to work and fluctuate properly and not squelch price volatility...

- Emery Koenig, Cargill chief risk officer

Introduction

So far, this dissertation has only examined the redistributional-power dynamics in physical commodities markets. No attention has yet been paid to redistributional patterns of price changes within derivatives markets. These markets trade in financial instruments whose values derive from the underlying physical commodities. Commodity derivatives warrant attention because, according to a large portion of the literature on food price inflation, the price spikes in 2007-08 and 2010-11 were in part caused by the influx of investment in these financial instruments (see Timmer 2008; Piesse and Thirtle 2009; US Senate 2009; Baffes and Haniotis 2010; Ghosh 2010; Laggi et al. 2011a; Ghosh et al. 2012). Thus, whereas the previous chapters examined the coalitional dynamics between agri-food corporations and farmers in regard to agrofuels policy, this chapter will examine the divisions within agriculture and agribusiness over the re-regulation of agricultural derivatives markets. Moreover, by exploring debates around the alleged role of 'excessive speculation' in destabilizing futures markets, the chapter

---

7 Cited in Meyer 2012.
investigates the effects of price volatility, rather than just price levels *per se*, on relative incomes for different groups within the agri-food sector.

Like the previous chapter, the argument in this chapter is focussed on patterns of power within the US. However, these patterns should be understood against the backdrop of the broader landscape of food insecurity. As has already been noted, expenditure on food accounts for 60-80 percent of income for poor households in some countries. When the price shocks that first register in US commodity exchanges reverberate into local markets across the world, these households have to make drastic adjustments in order to sustain themselves. The adjustments may entail cutting back on basic expenditures, by buying food of inferior nutritional value, or in smaller quantities; by extending work hours or engaging in casualized labor; and by pulling children out of school (Estruch and Grendelis, 2013). This collateral damage should be borne in mind when we assess the intricacies of the redistributional shifts within US agriculture and agribusiness, and when we weigh-up the various roles played by US farmers and US-headquartered agri-food corporations in lobbying over the re-regulation of agricultural derivatives markets. By doing so, we may arrive at a preliminary understanding of how interests within agribusiness and large-scale agriculture in the US may relate to the interests of those poor households across the world that are existentially vulnerable to food price shocks.

As Figure 4.1 shows, from 2007 to 2008, both price levels and price volatility in grain futures markets surged. During this period, there were mounting concerns among US policymakers that ‘excessive speculation’ was a key driver of the price instability. Moreover, other derivatives markets, with no linkage to physical commodities, also aroused acute anxiety. In particular, many believed that the over-the-counter (OTC) trade in credit default swaps amplified the wave of defaults in the US mortgage sector into the tsunami of financial
failure that engulfed the global economy in 2007 and 2008. It was during these deep throes of crisis that the Dodd-Frank reform agenda was conceived.

![Figure 4.1. Relative Grain Futures Price Levels and Volatility](jbaines.tumblr.com)

**Figure 4.1. Relative Grain Futures Price Levels and Volatility**

Note: Relative grain futures prices computed by deflating the daily Commodity Research Bureau Futures Grain Index by the linearly interpolated monthly Producer Price Index (all commodities - non-seasonally adjusted). The Futures Grain index tracks corn, wheat and soybean prices and gives equal weight to these components. Price level data presented as a 63-weekday (i.e. quarterly) moving average. Price volatility data computed as the standard deviation of the percent daily changes in relative grain futures prices in a trailing 63-weekday moving window. The solid black line in the lower chart represents the 63-weekday moving standard deviation, smoothed as a 252-weekday (i.e. annual) moving average.

Source: Grain futures price index data and Producer Price Index data from Global Insight, series codes: CRGRNSX.D7 and WPID01.M.
Supporters of the Dodd-Frank reform agenda hoped that it would, once implemented, reverse the rapid expansion of commodity index funds - traded OTC and hedged with actual purchases of futures contracts on commodity exchanges. Indeed, the Dodd-Frank Act was designed with the express intention of closing the 'regulatory black hole' within which commodity index funds, and other speculative vehicles, had flourished (Greenberger 2011). It stipulated that all OTC products be exchanged on centralized clearing houses, apart from those which were specifically designed for the ‘bona fide hedging’ practices of those 'commercial' firms purchasing physical commodities. In proposing such changes, the authors of the Dodd-Frank Act sought to establish more transparency for futures markets, and ensure that the purveyors of commodity index funds would be subject to position limits. These position limits had been circumnavigated by banks and other non-commercial entities largely as a result of a series of exemptions authorized by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) from the late 1980s onwards. By setting a ceiling on the number of agricultural futures contracts that non-commercial traders would be allowed, the wide-ranging enforcement of speculative position limits promised to mitigate the destabilizing impacts of 'excessive speculation'.

Yet in spite of the fanfare that surrounded the Act's promulgation, the implementation of position limits on commodity derivatives speculation has long passed the deadline of April 2011 set by Congress. The vexed birth of the new speculative limits regime contrasts sharply with the optimistic forecasts offered by existing international political economy (IPE) accounts of agricultural derivatives reform. The scholars that lead this emergent body of research suggest that financial firms’ capacity to block commodity derivatives reform has been weakened, due in part to the advocacy efforts of agricultural interest groups. According to Clapp and Helleiner (2012), agricultural groups mobilized behind reform in response to the
apparently negative distributional effects that grain price instability was having on US agriculture, along with growing concerns about the role of speculation in contributing to this instability. And according to Pagliari and Young (2014), this mobilization of agricultural groups undermined the capacity of those financial firms targeted by derivatives regulation to ‘leverage’ the advocacy efforts of ‘non-targeted’ groups for their own interests. Using this literature as coordinates for inquiry, my argument is guided by the following questions: has futures price instability had a negative distributional impact on all agricultural interests, as has been suggested? Correlatively, have all agricultural groups been pushing for far-reaching commodity derivatives reform? And if not, what do agricultural interests' advocacy efforts in the field of commodity derivatives regulation tell us about the concepts that scholars use to understand the significance of actor plurality in the politics of financial regulatory policymaking? Finally, what might the answers to these questions imply for the political economy of food price instability and the agri-food system more generally?

In seeking to answer these questions, the chapter builds on extant investigations by offering a differentiated understanding of the distributional effects of grain futures price instability for US agricultural groups, and a variegated understanding of these groups' advocacy efforts. Combining quantitative analysis of the redistributonal effects of volatility with qualitative analysis of the coalitional dynamics during the derivatives reform process, I show that cattle growers have been worst affected by price volatility and have thus generally acted as 'change agents' by calling for the swift enactment of new speculative limits and for the broadening of the group of firms targeted by regulation. But crop producers in general, and corn and soybean growers in particular, have been less negatively affected by price instability; and the commodity traders that dominate grain elevator and food processing operations in the US have actually benefited from the volatility created by price swings. Moreover, agricultural
commodity traders are particularly vulnerable to the attempts by the CFTC to broaden the coverage of speculative limits, as the CFTC has in recent years increasingly questioned whether these putatively 'commercial' entities are engaging and facilitating untrammelled speculation through proprietary trading and through their own financial services divisions. Accordingly, the commodity traders and allied crop producer organizations have acted as 'veto players' by pushing for delays in rule implementation and by lobbying government bodies to maintain broad exemptions for the speculative limits. The agricultural commodity traders' role as firms that operate in both the agricultural and financial sectors sheds light on the ambiguous and contested boundaries that divide speculators from hedgers, and concomitantly between those groups that are directly targeted by speculative limits and those that are not.

The revised account is by no means exclusive of other scholarly analyses of post-crisis financial reform. For a more comprehensive appraisal of the incremental ways in which new agricultural derivatives regulations have been designed and implemented, one would need to draw on the rich insights offered by those who have analyzed financial regulatory policymaking dynamics in interstate and transnational policy arenas (e.g. Moschella 2010; Mügge, 2011, 2014; Baker, 2013; Porter, 2014; Rixen, 2013; Tsingou, 2014). The chapter's engagement with the analyses of the domestic politics of derivatives reform offered by Clapp and Helleiner and Pagliari and Young thus constitutes a focussed contribution to a broad and flourishing field of research that these four scholars, among a number of others, have done much to cultivate (see Helleiner and Pagliari, 2011; Young, 2013; Clapp, 2014; Helleiner, 2014). Nonetheless, by attending to one specific area of Clapp and Helleiner’s and Pagliari and Young’s work, the investigation yields significant empirical insights. To the author’s knowledge, it is the first IPE investigation to quantitatively map out the distributional consequences of futures market instability for different agricultural interest groups in the US.
Moreover, it is the first scholarly analysis to concertedly examine the coalitional dynamics of agricultural interest groups during the rulemaking stage of the Dodd-Frank reform process. And finally, it is the first investigation within IPE to connect the contested re-inscription of the hedger/speculator divide to the struggle over relative income within the agricultural sector.

The argument develops in three stages. The first section outlines the nascent literature on contemporary agricultural derivatives reform and it proposes an alternative power-distributional approach to analyzing the political economy of financial regulatory policymaking. The second section inquires whether Clapp and Helleiner’s claims regarding the distributional consequences of agricultural futures markets are corroborated by relative price and relative income dynamics within agriculture. And the third section asks whether Pagliari and Young’s claims about coalitional dynamics are borne out by the discursive content of agricultural groups’ testimonies in Congressional hearings and submissions to the CFTC. I suggest that as an alternative to postulating the ‘target groups’ from ‘non-target groups’ of commodity derivatives reform *ex ante*, it may be fruitful to analyze the definitional conflict over the boundaries that separate target from non-target groups. In the conclusion, I point to other avenues of research in which one can further investigate the interconnection between definitional contestation and distributional struggle in the field of financial regulatory policymaking.

**The IPE of Agricultural Derivatives Regulation**

The Dodd-Frank Act comprises 848 pages of statute which contain many important new provisions. The Act bars deposit-taking banks from proprietary trading and investment in hedge funds and private equity (the ‘Volcker Rule’). It sets in place arrangements for the
orderly unwinding of ‘too big to fail’ institutions that have sunk into insolvency (Hager, 2012). And most significantly for our analysis, it gives the CFTC expanded authority to set position limits on 28 futures contracts for core physical commodities, 19 of which derive their value from underlying agricultural commodities. Under the authority granted to it by the Dodd-Frank Act, the CFTC’s new position limits would extend well beyond the contracts traded on commodity exchanges to all ‘economically equivalent’ contracts, cleared on swap execution facilities or traded bilaterally OTC. The CFTC’s speculative limits were to be imposed on an aggregate basis. That is to say, the limits would apply to the sum of an entity’s contract positions across all trading venues, from domestic commodity exchanges, to swap exchange facilities, to foreign boards of trade (Sherman et al., 2011).

The significant changes promised by the Dodd-Frank Act appeared to raise a serious challenge to the elite-centered accounts of financial reform that emphasize the narrow ‘transnational policy community’ of key financial actors that oftentimes control the financial policymaking agenda. According to this literature, the primacy of the transnational policy community in the formulation of financial regulation derives from the complexity of financial regulations, the ‘club-like’ institutional settings in which regulations are formulated and crucially, the unclear distributional consequences of these regulations (Tsingou, 2006, 2014; Moschella 2010). As the elite-centered accounts depict the construction of derivatives regulations as being relatively insulated from interest group pressures outside of the financial sector, it seems unable to account for the fact that, with the passing of the Dodd-Frank Act, the US government appeared to move decisively to intervene in the inner workings of derivatives markets in ways that impinged on the interests of the most powerful financial firms.
The apparent failure of existing approaches to account for the dynamics of derivatives reform motivated the groundbreaking intervention of Clapp and Helleiner (2012). The pioneering nature of Clapp and Helleiner's work stems from the fact that, while the IPE literature on many aspects of financial regulatory policymaking is voluminous, ‘the study of agricultural derivatives markets and their regulation has been almost completely neglected to date’ (2012: 201). For these two scholars, the financial crisis of 2007-08 undermined the legitimacy of the elite-dominated ‘Wall Street-Treasury complex' and opened the way for the politicization of commodity derivatives markets. The collapse of the subprime mortgage sector thrust the business operations of the major financial firms into the spotlight because these firms’ trade of credit default swaps was widely considered to have spread the 'toxic waste' emanating from the subprime meltdown through the entire financial system. The popular backlash against this financial fallout was accompanied by significant changes in the regulatory policymaking environment. As the legitimacy of the Wall Street-Treasury complex waned, the focal point of regulatory agenda-setting shifted from technocratic policy networks towards branches of government, such as the US Congress, and standing committees, such as the House Committee on Agriculture, that were more receptive to interest group pressures from outside the financial sector.

In making these claims, Clapp and Helleiner seek to refute those elite-oriented approaches that suggest that unclear distributional consequences in financial regulation conduce towards elite-predominance in regulatory policymaking: ‘agricultural interests were mobilized by some very clear and targeted distributional consequences of price volatility' (Clapp and Helleiner, 2012: 201, my emphasis). According to Clapp and Helleiner, the failure
of futures prices of wheat, and other grains, to converge with corresponding cash market prices at the point of contract expiration was a particularly acute problem for farmers as it raised doubts about the price discovery function of futures markets and, in so doing, made production decisions more difficult. Grain elevator and grain processing companies were also hit by volatility. These firms offset the risk of their grain purchasing commitments in cash markets with opposing commitments to sell grain contracts in futures markets. But because the volatility of grain futures prices rose, grain elevator and processor companies had to pay increasing amounts to keep their margin accounts open. Due to the fact that elevators found it increasingly expensive to offset their cash market commitments, many stopped engaging in long-term forward contracts with farmers; and as a result, farmers were deprived of their main marketing tool. The volatility set in motion an onslaught of denunciations of financial firms by agricultural interests, as many saw ‘excessive speculation’ as a chief contributor to the price spikes (Clapp and Helleiner, 2012: 196-7).

Clapp and Helleiner go on to argue that agricultural interests enhanced their influence over the regulatory policymaking process by forging alliances with domestic groups that were concerned about energy price instability. The key lobbying organization that emerged out of this marriage of domestic interests was the Commodity Markets Oversight Coalition (CMOC). The CMOC called for a whole range of regulatory changes at the beginning of 2010, including the imposition of aggregate position limits, the clearing of standardized derivatives and the application of these regulations to foreign jurisdictions. This mobilization of domestic groups, according to Clapp and Helleiner, spurred the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act. The Act met the CMOC’s calls for standardized commodity swaps to be cleared and exchange-traded, and it gave the CFTC enhanced authority to define key regulatory terms and to set speculative limits. Clapp and Helleiner express a degree of optimism in regard to the commodity derivatives
reforms that the Dodd-Frank Act appeared to usher in: the case of agricultural derivatives reform, they argue, ‘is one where the efforts of US agricultural groups to defend their interests may end up generating an outcome – less volatile agricultural prices – which strengthens the food security of the world’s poor’ (2012: 206).

_Pagliari and Young_

Since Clapp and Helleiner’s pioneering article, of all IPE scholars, Pagliari and Young (2013; 2014) have carried the study of the coalitional dynamics surrounding derivatives regulation furthest by offering systematic quantitative evidence of actor plurality within financial regulatory policymaking, and by constructing a preliminary framework with which to assess the significance of this plurality. They suggest that actor plurality is important because it bears on the capacity of financial firms targeted by regulation to influence the policymaking process. The lobbying clout of target groups can be curtailed when non-target groups actively engage in opposition to the advocacy efforts of the target group. Alternatively, the influence of a targeted financial sector group can be amplified or ‘leveraged’ by non-targeted groups whose regulatory preferences accord with its own (2014: 585-6). With these considerations in mind, Pagliari and Young argue that the degree to which a targeted financial firm can influence the regulatory policymaking process is conditional on two variables: the extent to which non-targeted groups are mobilized over the regulatory issues in question; and the extent to which the preferences of these non-targeted groups converge with those of the targeted financial firms. The interaction of these two factors yields what Pagliari and Young call a ‘payoff matrix’.
Pagliari and Young contend that there were low levels of mobilization against those ‘private financial industry groups’ (PFIGs) that championed the deregulation of commodity derivatives markets from the 1980s to the mid-2000s. This period was characterized by 'quiet politics' in which the interests of PFIGs took precedence. The interaction of target groups and non-target groups in this context is depicted in Quadrant A of Pagliari and Yong’s matrix, as reproduced in Figure 4.2. But, like Clapp and Helleiner, Pagliari and Young argue that after the commodity price spikes and financial crisis of 2007-08, the surge in advocacy activity of agricultural groups, working in consort with food and energy firms and NGOs, helped prevent the major banks from vetoing the inclusion of strict new curbs on commodity futures speculation within the Dodd-Frank Act (Quadrant B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low mobilization of non-target groups</th>
<th>High mobilization of non-target groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No convergence of interests between targeted PFIGs and other groups</td>
<td>(A) Pre-crisis: banks dominate. Weak opposition from exchanges and agricultural groups.</td>
<td>(B) Post-crisis derivatives regulation: agricultural groups and NGOs push for commodity derivatives regulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence of interests between targeted PFIGs and other groups</td>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>(D) Post-crisis derivatives regulation: Coalition of Derivatives End-Users push for exemptions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.2 Pagliari and Young’s Matrix (2014: 598)*
The two scholars compare these regulatory developments in commodity derivatives markets with contemporaneous regulatory developments in credit derivatives markets. The advocacy efforts of non-financial corporations that use derivatives for risk management purposes were particularly important in shaping the trajectory of regulatory policymaking. As the two scholars argue: 'unlike agricultural interests calling for more stringent regulation of commodity derivatives, these firms have mostly mobilized in opposition to a number of aspects of the existing legislative proposals' (2014: 595). The Coalition for Derivatives End-Users (CDEU) emerged as the major lobbying vehicle for these non-financial firms, just as the CMOC emerged as the major advocacy vehicle for agricultural interests. The CDEU was particularly concerned that those corporate actors that used derivatives to reduce their commercial risks would be subject to the same requirements designed for swap dealers. It contended that the mandatory clearing of OTC derivatives would drain significant amounts of working capital from non-financial corporations (Pagliari and Young, 2013: 138).

As such, Pagliari and Young suggest that while the mobilization of agricultural interests in the field of commodity derivatives regulation countervailed the power of financial firms; in the field of credit derivatives regulation, the regulatory preferences of corporate end-users and financial firms largely converged (Quadrant D). Financial firms were thus able to leverage the mobilization of corporate end-users in ways that enhanced their own influence over the policymaking process. The resulting 'Wall-Street/Main-Street nexus' successfully prevented the most far-reaching aspects of credit derivatives reform that were proposed in the lead-up to the promulgation of the Dodd-Frank Act (Pagliari and Young, 2013; 2014).
A Power-Distributional Approach

Clapp and Helleiner have broken new ground in the analysis of derivatives regulation by highlighting the role of agricultural groups in undermining the influence of financial firms over the commodity derivatives reform process. Pagliari and Young make further inroads into the unknown by offering exhaustive statistical confirmation of the diversity of actors mobilized around financial regulatory policymaking. However, there are some aspects of the emergent literature that should be addressed. Firstly, Clapp and Helleiner claim that the distributional dynamics of the food price crisis of 2007-08 are key in explaining the mobilization of agricultural groups around commodity derivatives reform, but they do not offer any quantitative evidence that shows that grain futures price instability actually had a negative effect on income streams within US agriculture. Secondly, Pagliari and Young claim that the passing of the Dodd-Frank Act represented a triumph of non-target groups against target groups in agricultural derivatives regulatory policymaking, but absent from their analysis is an acknowledgment of the fact that over four years after the passing of the Act, the target groups of speculative limits have yet to be clearly determined. As such, it becomes questionable whether we can delineate target groups from non-target groups in advance of an analysis of the struggles through which the boundaries between targets and non-targets are settled.

On a quantitative level, we can test Clapp and Helleiner’s claims regarding distributional outcomes through quantitatively exploring the relationships between grain futures price volatility on the incomes of different agricultural groups. In so doing, the chapter draws on the method advanced by the CasP framework of charting relative price changes with changes in relative income for different agricultural groups. On a qualitative level, we can nuance the
framework offered by Pagliari and Young, by analyzing the open texture of the Dodd-Frank Act. In this regard, the historical institutionalist account of institutional change is particularly helpful. Consonant with the CasP framework, the historical institutionalist approach conceives rules as legacies of past struggles and instruments of ongoing redistribution (Mahoney and Thelen, 2010: 7-8). But one of the major innovations of the historical institutionalist perspective lies in its observation that rules change, not only because of the contested dynamics of regulatory policymaking, but also because there is a degree of openness in the interpretation and the implementation of legislative intent. The openness that exists between the creation of law and the administration of rules creates spaces for definitional conflict over how different groups are to be classified and regulated. This definitional conflict has significant distributional impacts because: 'struggles over the meaning, application, and enforcement of institutional rules are inextricably intertwined with the resource allocations they entail' (Mahoney and Thelen, 2010: 11). As such, Mahoney and Thelen (2010:11) argue that '[c]oalitions form not only as representatives of alternative institutions but also as movements seeking particular interpretations of the ambiguous or contested rules of a given institution'. In analyzing the different distributional coalitions vying over the interpretation of commodity derivatives reform, the chapter follows recent scholarship (notably Moschella and Tsingou, 2013) on financial regulation by drawing on the historical institutionalist concepts of change agents and veto players. Change agents, for the purposes of this chapter, are understood as those groups that advocate far-reaching interpretations of legislative intent in the hope of bringing about significant reform, while veto players are understood as those groups that advocate more limited interpretations of legislative intent, with a view to blocking change and preserving existing privileges.
The remainder of the chapter will examine the distributional impacts of grain futures price volatility, and link these distributional impacts to the definitional conflict over the regulatory boundaries that separate the targets of reform from the non-targets of reform. In the next section, I test Clapp and Helleiner’s claims regarding the negative effects of market volatility for agriculture by mapping out the relationship between agricultural futures price instability and the income of different agricultural groups. And in the third section, I ask whether Pagliari and Young’s arguments regarding target and non-target groups are affirmed by the content of agricultural groups’ testimonies in Congressional hearings and their comments submitted to the CFTC. I argue that, rather than representing a definitive end-point in the derivatives reform debate, the Dodd-Frank Act granted significant latitude to the CFTC to develop rules for commodity derivatives markets in an ambiguous field of meaning. Moreover, I show that in this ambiguous field of meaning, some agricultural groups, chiefly comprising livestock interests, have acted as change agents by advocating an expansive interpretation of Congressional intent in a bid to widen the target group for speculative limits. But the most powerful groups within US agriculture have acted as veto players, as they have championed a much more limited interpretation of the Dodd-Frank Act in an attempt to push the CFTC to narrow the group targeted for regulatory restrictions.

The Distributional Dynamics of Grain Futures Price Instability

Grain futures price instability can be examined from three different perspectives: the levels of relative grain futures prices; the volatility of relative grain futures prices; and the decoupling of futures prices from cash market prices at the point of futures contract expiration. This section examines the effect of futures price levels and volatility on both farmers and
commodity traders. The first part of the section investigates the distributional outcomes of the levels and volatility of relative grain futures prices for the relative income of different groups of farmers; and it then ascertains how the decoupling of futures and cash markets impacts the relative incomes of those groups. The second part of this section examines the relationship between grain futures price instability and the relative income of the three largest agricultural commodity traders: Archer Daniels Midland (ADM), Bunge and Cargill. This group of firms is of direct relevance because, according to Clapp and Helleiner, the 'agricultural interests' that experienced 'hardship' and that mobilized behind the Dodd-Frank reform agenda comprise ‘farmers, grain elevator operators, and food processor groups’ (2012: 195). Although the major agricultural commodity traders have no farming operations in the US, they are the dominant firms in grain elevator operations; and they are also dominant in food processing. Indeed, ADM is the largest grain elevator operator with a market share of 20 percent of overall grain storage revenue in the US, Cargill is the second largest with a market share of 17 percent and Bunge the third, with a share of 10 percent (Kruchkin, 2013).

Farmers

The dependent variable for the scatter charts in Figure 4.3 is farmer relative income. This variable is calculated by dividing the average quarterly income of farmers in the US by the average quarterly income of nonfarm production workers in the US. The independent variable for the left chart is relative grain futures prices. It is calculated by deflating daily grain futures prices by the daily producer price index (interpolated linearly from monthly data) and then computing the average for this ratio. The independent variable for the right chart is the volatility of relative grain futures prices. It is computed by calculating the daily rate of change
in the deflated futures price data, and then calculating the quarterly standard deviation of this rate of change, such that each observation denotes the standard deviation of the daily rate of change in deflated grain futures prices for the quarter.

**Figure 4.3 Farmer Relative Income and Grain Futures Price Instability**

Note: Farm income data consists of the net income of sole proprietorships and partnerships that operate farms. For more information regarding the computation of these data see http://www.bea.gov/regional/pdf/lapi2010.pdf. Farmer relative income data calculated by dividing quarterly aggregate farmer income data by the interpolated farmer population for that quarter; and then by dividing these data by the earnings of nonfarm production workers for that quarter. For relative grain futures price levels and volatility computations see note to Figure 4.1. Data are smoothed to 2-year moving averages. Farmer relative income and relative grain futures price data re-based at 100 in 1998 Q3.

There is a moderately positive correlation between relative grain futures price levels and relative farmer income in the US, as is confirmed by the Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.45 for the raw data. But there appears to be no correlation between the volatility of relative futures prices and relative farmer income. Furthermore, contrary to what the reader might expect from Clapp and Helleiner’s account, when grain futures price volatility was climbing to new heights between 2007 and 2010, relative farmer income was not falling; instead it was staying relatively constant. These data appear to suggest that for farmers the distributional consequences of volatility are less clear than Clapp and Helleiner suggest.

However, the problem with these visual representations is that they do not isolate the effects of our two independent variables. Multivariate linear regression is helpful in this sense as it holds all independent variables constant when accounting for the predictive capacity of a given independent variable. The results of the multivariate regression of the same dataset are presented in the first row of Table 1. The most important observations to make from these statistical results concern the standardized beta coefficients. Assuming causality runs from right to left in this equation, the results suggest that one standard deviation change in relative grain prices changes relative grain farmer income by 0.55 standard deviations, holding the volatility of relative grain prices constant. Moreover, when the volatility of relative grain futures prices increases by one standard deviation, relative farmer income is expected to decrease by 0.23 standard deviations, holding the levels of relative grain prices constant. Thus, when levels of relative prices are controlled through multivariate linear regression, a statistically significant negative correlation between volatility and relative income can be discerned. Clapp and Helleiner’s argument that volatility had a negative impact on relative income streams in agriculture thus appears to hold. However, we should treat the regression
results with some circumspection. Due to the relatively low number of observations, the results are exploratory in nature.

Table 4.1: Multivariate OLS Regression of Agricultural Income and Grain Futures Price Dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>$R^2$ for model</th>
<th>Relative Grain Futures Prices</th>
<th>Volatility of Relative Grain Futures Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standardized Beta Coefficient (p-value, t-statistic)</td>
<td>Standardized Beta Coefficient (p-value, t-statistic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Farmer relative income (all states) 1987-2013</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.551*** (0.000, 5.927)</td>
<td>-0.229* (0.015, -2.465)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Farmer relative income (Midwest) 1987-2013</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.632** (0.001, 7.961)</td>
<td>0.089 (0.368, 1.124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Farmer relative income (S. Seaboard) 1987-2013</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>-0.279** (0.003, -3.067)</td>
<td>-0.354*** (0.000, -3.901)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cargill differential profit 1950-2013</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>-0.024 (0.845, -0.271)</td>
<td>0.719*** (0.000, 8.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ag traders differential profit 2000-2013</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.138 (0.345, 0.952)</td>
<td>0.378* (0.012, 2.608)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asymptotic t-statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 4.1: Multivariate OLS Regression of Agricultural Income and Grain Futures Price Dynamics

***,** and * denote significance at the 99.9% ($p \geq .001$), 99% ($p \geq .01$), and 95% ($p > .05$) levels, respectively.

Note: Mean relative grain futures price for the period 1987-2013 is 68.4 where 1988Q3=100. Mean price volatility for the same period is 1.30. Mean relative grain futures price for the period 2000-2013 is 137.8 where 1999Q4 =100. Mean price volatility for the same period is 1.49. Mean relative grain futures price for the period 1950-2013 is 60.7 where 1950=100. Mean price volatility for this period is 5.50. Multicolinearity checked and confirmed absent for regressions on farmer relative income (1) (2) (3), Cargill differential profit (4) ag traders’ differential profit, (5) with variance inflation factors of 1.212; 1.432 and 1.020 respectively. Homoscedasticity checked with the Koenker test. The null hypothesis that the data are heteroscedastic is rejected for the all-states farmer relative income dataset (1) (p-value = 0.068); livestock states dataset (3) (p-value = 0.206); the Cargill differential profit dataset (4) (p-value = 0.67) and ag traders (5) (p-value = 0.162) at both 95% and 99% confidence intervals. The null hypothesis is accepted for grain states farmer income dataset (p-value = 0.0016). Adopting the estimator model of Hayes and Cai (2007), the p-values of the standard errors for the grain farmer income dataset (2) are adjusted for homoscedasticity to control for any statistically significant unevenness in the distribution of observations around the lines of best fit.
In advancing the overall analysis of the distributional dynamics of grain futures price instability, it makes sense to disaggregate farm groups by commodity specialization. Unfortunately, no long-term quarterly farm income data along lines of agricultural specialization appear to be available. However, state-based farmer income data are available. Moreover, there are regions of specialized crop production and regions of specialized meat production in the US. Indeed, all states within which grain production predominates are in the Midwest. And all states within which livestock production predominates are part of the Southern Seaboard – the wide regional arc that extends from the southern and south-eastern coastline of the US. By comparing farmer income trends within Midwestern states to farmer income trends within the states of the Southern Seaboard, we can make inferences about how income is being redistributed between commodity-crop and livestock-producer groups in the US.

The next two figures present the relationship between farmer income trends and grain futures price trends, using the same price data used in Figures 4.1 and 4.3. Figure 4.4 depicts the relationship between price dynamics and farm income dynamics in the Midwestern states, and Figure 4.5 depicts the relationship between price dynamics and farm income dynamics in the Southern Seaboard. The group of Midwestern states that are examined in this analysis contain the two top corn and soybean producing states (Iowa and Illinois) and the two top wheat producing states (Kansas and North Dakota). The sample of Southern Seaboard states in this analysis include the largest beef producing state (Texas), the three top chicken producing states (Georgia, Arkansas and Alabama) and the heartland for industrialized hog production (North Carolina).
Figure 4.4 Midwestern Farmer Relative Income and Grain Futures Price Instability

Note: The sample of Midwestern states comprises Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota and North Dakota. Farm income data consists of the net income of sole proprietorships and partnerships that operate farms. For more information regarding the computation of these data see http://www.bea.gov/regional/pdf/lapi2010.pdf. Farm income data collected for each state and then weighted according to the farm population of each state. Farmer relative income data calculated by dividing this weighted income data by the earnings of nonfarm production workers for each quarter. For relative grain futures price levels and volatility computations see note to Figure 4.1. Data are smoothed as 2-year moving averages. Farmer relative income and relative grain futures price data re-based at 100 in 1998 Q3.

Source: See Figure 4.3

Figure 4.4 shows that, from 1998 to 2013 there is clearly a positive correlation between the relative income of Midwestern farmers and relative grain futures price levels, on the one hand, and relative grain futures prices volatility, on the other. However, the second row of Table 1 indicates that while price levels have a statistically significant effect on relative farmer income, price volatility is not a statistically significant variable. In contradistinction, the two
charts in Figure 4.5 show that from 1988 to 2013 there is a moderately strong negative correlation between the relative income of farmers in the Southern Seaboard and relative grain futures price levels, on the one hand, and relative grain futures prices volatility, on the other. Moreover, the third row of Table 1 confirms that both price levels and price volatility have statistically significant negative effects on relative farmer income in the Southern Seaboard. The interim results of this quantitative exploration seem clear: while Clapp and Helleiner’s arguments regarding the distributional consequences of grain price volatility apply to states where livestock-sector interests predominate and perhaps even to farmers in general, they do not appear to be applicable to states in which commodity-crop farmer interests are most pronounced.

![Graphs showing correlation between farmer income and grain futures price instability](https://jbaines.tumblr.com)

**Figure 4.5 Southern Seaboard Farmer Relative Income and Grain Futures Price Instability**

Note: The sample of Southern Seaboard states comprises Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, North Carolina and Texas. Farm income data consists of the net income of sole proprietorships and partnerships that operate farms. For more information regarding the computation of these data see the note for Figure 4.4.

Source: See Figure 4.3.
So far this section has only considered two aspects of grain futures price instability: price levels and price volatility. However, as noted, there is another aspect of price instability discussed by Clapp and Helleiner that has yet to be explored in relation to relative farm incomes: the weakening link between futures prices and cash prices at the point of contract expiration. To recapitulate: Clapp and Helleiner argue that the problem of non-convergence between futures prices and cash prices undermines the price discovery function of futures markets and that this mismatch in turn complicates planning decisions for farmers. Figure 4.6 introduces into our analysis the issues of convergence and relative farmer income by commodity specialization. Although there does not appear to exist long-term quarterly data on farmer income by commodity specialization, there are annual data available for farmer income by commodity specialization that extend back to 1996. These data furnish us with important insights.

The top-left chart of Figure 4.6 shows the relative income of farmers by specialization from the 1996 onwards. It demonstrates that during the price tumult of 2007-2010, the earnings trends of crop farmers were markedly different from the earnings trends of livestock producers. The relative income of livestock farmers in general, and cattle growers in particular, plunged in 2008 when grain futures price instability reached a crescendo. Contrariwise, the commodity crop growers actually experienced an almost uninterrupted increase in relative income throughout the period.

The three other charts depicted in Figure 4.6 shift our attention from relative income changes within the commodity crop and livestock sectors, to the relationship between crop growers’ relative income and the ‘basis’ of agricultural commodities during contract expiration. The basis is defined as the cash price minus the futures price for any given agricultural commodity at the point of contract expiration, and thus indicates the extent to which cash
Figure 4.6 Farmer Relative Income and Grain Futures Convergence

Note: Farmer relative income calculated by dividing average net cash farm income by the average wages of nonfarm production workers. Relative income data re-based at 100 in 1996 for the top-left chart. Note that, the relative income observation for cattle farmers in 1996 is omitted because it was a negative value in that year. Therefore, this series has been re-based to 100 at 1997. Basis is the daily cash price less futures price during the delivery period for each contract expiration month (bu. = bushel). There are five contract delivery periods for the soft red wheat and corn contracts each year, and eight contract delivery periods for the soybean contracts.

markets and futures markets are converging. The thick bars reproduce the relative income data for the crop producers presented in the top-left panel. The thin lines track the basis for the futures prices for the different commodity crops. The longer these lines are, the lower the futures prices are relative to the cash prices, and the greater the convergence problems are, for the respective crops. The charts suggest that convergence problems were most acute in wheat markets. When the basis was widest for the wheat farmers, in 2006, 2008 and 2009, their relative income was comparatively low. In contrast, corn and soy bases have been generally much narrower, and there does not seem to be any direct relationship between relative income and basis levels for these crop producers.

Why were wheat growers more negatively affected by futures price instability than other farmers in the commodity crop sector? Arguably, a key factor was the outsized presence of Commodity Index Funds (CIFs), such as the S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (S&P GSCI), in the wheat futures market. At the height of the price crisis in 2008, index funds laid claim to the equivalent of 196 percent of the wheat crop, but just 22 percent of the soybean crop and 13 percent of the corn crop for that year (ABA, 2009). A representative of the National Farmers Union (NFU) - a general farm organization that according to Bill Winders (2009) has been historically aligned with wheat interests - was unequivocal in his appraisal of the situation: 'speculators have created a huge mess here for us... farmers are feeling this today' (cited by Reuters, 2009). While wheat farmers have lambasted the possibly destabilizing impact of the influx of CIFs in agricultural futures markets, representatives of other grain farmers have been ambivalent on the issue. The ambivalence partly stems from the fact that convergence problems have been much less acute for corn and soybean markets. It also stems from the fact that the CIFs have been widely considered to have had a 'price-supportive'
impact on the market, and thus allowed farmers to sell their crops at higher prices than the putative 'market fundamentals' would have allowed. The complexity of the situation was well articulated in a statement delivered to the CFTC in 2008 by the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF):

Trading activity by funds is certainly one of the contributing factors generating high futures prices for commodities. Ordinarily, this would appear to be positive for agriculture. But if the futures markets do not converge with cash markets, there is little information on what real price levels should be either for producers or consumers of the commodity in question. (Cited by US Senate, 2009: 141-2)

As the purported representative of farmers in general, AFBF's carefully calibrated statement in which it lauds the inflationary effects of the expansion of CIFs but bemoans its apparently destabilizing impact on grain futures markets, coheres with the quantitative findings of this section. For as the regression results suggest, on an aggregate level farmers benefit from higher grain prices but they appear to suffer from increased grain futures price instability.

So far we have just examined grain farmers, but what explains the negative effects of high and volatile futures prices on the US livestock sector in general, and cattle farming in particular? Feed comprises 60-70 percent of the livestock production costs in the US, and thus high grain futures prices are associated with crimped margins within animal agriculture (Becker, 2008). Additionally, the more volatile grain futures prices are, the harder and the more expensive it is for livestock interest groups to hedge input costs. These problems are particularly acute for cattle producers because of the unique structure of cow-beef production. Cattle have the longest biological cycle of all farmed animals in the US. The gestation period for calves is nine months, and then cows can live for up to one and a half years before they are killed. In contrast, it takes just 13 weeks to bring chickens from zygote-state to slaughter weight, and 45 weeks for hogs. Furthermore, cows typically produce only one calf a year,
while sows can produce a litter of eight to nine piglets every six months and breeder hens can lay over 12-dozen hatching eggs annually. As a result of the low fecundity and long biological cycle of cows, it takes a long time for cattle producers to adjust population levels to new feed grain price conditions, and they are thus particularly vulnerable to grain futures price volatility (McBride and Matthews, 2007). The vulnerability is compounded by the fact that unlike grain farmers, livestock farmers cannot withhold their product using on-farm storage facilities in the hope of more favorable price conditions in the future. The marketing window for live-animals is simply too short and the handling costs are too high. As the old agricultural saying goes, cattle farmers must 'sell it, or smell it' (Knorr, 2010: 12).

The Trading Houses

Let us shift our attention from the rather unglamorous undertaking of raising livestock to the more rarefied business of commodity trading. Unfortunately, long-term, granular data for the earnings of the agricultural commodity traders are difficult to obtain. The major trading houses that have historically dominated grain merchandising were privately owned, and as a result there is a lack of publically available financial data on these companies. Fortunately, however, fragments of Cargill's net income data have been published in various texts (Broehl, 1992; 1998 and 2008; Kneen, 1995). These fragments have been pieced together in this thesis to create a continuous dataset of the net income of Cargill from 1950 onwards. Shorter-term net income data for the major grain traders have been easier to obtain. From 1999 onwards Cargill began to release press statements on a quarterly basis that disclosed details of its financial performance. Moreover, by 1999 Bunge became a publically traded firm. And by the late 1990s, publically-traded ADM ascended from being a major grain processing firm within the
US to one of the world's most powerful trading companies. As a result, the quarterly net income data for the three largest trading companies in the last fifteen years are obtainable.

The two charts in Figure 4.7 plot the relative net income data of ADM, Bunge and Cargill (henceforward 'ABC') against the same grain futures price data presented in Figures 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. Following the CasP's method of empirically investigating distributional shifts within dominant capital, ABC’s relative income is calculated by dividing the average net income of the ABC firms by the average net income of the top 500 US-listed firms, ranked by net income for each quarter (Nitzan and Bichler, 2009). The left chart suggests that there is a non-linear relationship between ABC’s relative income and the levels of relative grain futures prices. And the right chart shows a clear positive correlation between the relative income of ABC and the volatility of relative grain futures prices.

The two charts in Figure 4.8 plot the annual relative net income data of Cargill against annual relative grain futures price levels and volatility. Cargill’s relative earnings are computed in the same way, mutatis mutandis, as those of ABC. There are two ways of understanding the left panel. Firstly, one can see an unchanging structure that yields a negative but loose correlation for the entire period. Secondly, one can observe a series of sub-structures linked by structural changes, where the underlying substructures show tight positive correlations. From the second perspective, one can see key structural changes during the two commodity super-cycles of the 1970s and of the 2000s, when relative grain futures prices increased dramatically. In these two periods, indeterminate relations between relative grain prices and Cargill’s differential profit gave way to steep positive correlations. Interpreting the right panel is much more straightforward: here one can see a clear and consistent long-term positive correlation between Cargill's different profit and the volatility of relative grain prices. The fourth and fifth rows of Table 1 present the regression results for the raw data presented in
Figures 4.7 and 4.8. These two rows of statistical results should be treated with even more caution than the statistical results for the farmer grain income datasets, due to the lower number of observations upon which the regression analyses are based. But the results appear to confirm the positive relationship between grain traders’ relative income and the volatility of relative grain futures prices.

![Figure 4.7 The Major Agricultural Commodity Traders’ Differential Profit and Food Price Instability](https://jbaines.tumblr.com)

*Note: The major agricultural commodity traders’ differential profit is computed by dividing the average net income of Archer Daniels Midland, Bunge and Cargill in each quarter by the corresponding average per firm net income of the Compustat 500. For relative grain futures price levels and volatility computations see note to Figure 4.1. Relative price and profit for the major agricultural commodity trader charts smoothed as 2-year moving averages.*

Figure 4.8 Cargill’s Differential Profit and Food Price Instability

Note: Relative price volatility data computed as the standard deviation of the monthly changes in relative grain futures prices in a 1-year moving window. Grain futures price are measured using a reconstructed CRB Grain Futures Price Index. This reconstructed index comprises an unweighted average of monthly wheat, corn and soybean prices, like the original index for daily prices. Cargill’s differential profit computed by dividing Cargill’s net income each year by the corresponding average per firm net income of Compustat 500. Relative price and profit data for the Cargill charts are smoothed as 5-year moving averages. The Compustat 500 is the 500 largest firms ranked by net income. Relative grain futures price data re-based at 100 in 2001 Q3.


The positive correlations between grain futures price volatility and commodity traders' relative earnings complicate existing understandings of the distributional impacts of volatility for agricultural interest groups. The data indicate that volatility is not a bane for agricultural commodity traders. Rather, at least in a qualified sense, volatility is considered to be a boon. Indeed, due to the trading houses' unsurpassed reach into global trade flows and their often privileged access to policymakers and supply chain participants, they are privy to multifarious
streams of commercially-relevant information. They thus have a clear lead in the 'price discovery' process. And during periods of price turbulence, this lead tends to widen as the agricultural commodity traders can take advantage of the disorientation of other market participants, and harness their differential knowledge to navigate significant profit opportunities through arbitrage, informed speculation or the ramped up provision of risk-management services to farms, firms and sovereign states. With these considerations in mind, the agricultural commodity traders may be one of the main beneficiaries of the grain futures price volatility that possibly arises from the influx of CIFs and other investment vehicles in agricultural commodity derivatives markets. A statement made in Deutsche Bank's financial prospectus for Glencore - a conglomerate that accounts for nine percent of the global grain trade - affirms this view:

As commodities gain popularity as an asset class, the financial aspect of demand, which is arguably more susceptible to changes in sentiment will also continue to amplify volatility in our view. Commodity price volatility may not suit the pure producers... [But] Glencore’s trading business actually benefits directly from the volatility. (Sporre, et al. 2011)

However, the agricultural commodity traders have not just been passively affected by increased investor interest in agricultural commodities as an asset class. In fact, they have actively facilitated the movement of institutional investors' capital in commodity derivatives. To illustrate, the world's largest agri-food trader, Cargill, expanded into financial services in 1972 by forming Cargill Investor Services - a division that offered a brokerage and advisory platform for investors seeking commodity exposure. And by 1994, the company founded Cargill Risk Management. This business unit designs customized OTC products to financial institutions seeking to diversify their portfolios (Broehl, 2008; Murphy et al. 2012). In the 2000s, Cargill Risk Management even set up its own passive long-only index that emulates the
S&P GSCI, and it also founded its own hedge fund - Black River Asset Management. Similarly, in 2006 Glencore embarked on a strategic alliance with Credit Suisse to design structured investment products based on Glencore's insider knowledge of global trade flows (Berne Declaration, 2011). And by 2013, ADM's investor services subsidiary (ADMIS) became the thirteenth largest futures brokerage firm in the world - handling US$2.9 billion in customer equity (Szala and McFarlin, 2013).

The key findings that the chapter has reached so far are summarized in Figure 4.9. The figure shows that, in the aggregate, farmers' relative income is negatively correlated with futures price volatility and positively correlated with relative grain futures prices. Moreover, it shows that Southern Seaboard farmers' relative income is negatively correlated with both the level and volatility of grain futures. These findings lend some weight to Clapp and Helleiner’s claims that grain futures price volatility has had a negative impact on distributional outcomes for agricultural interests. However, the other findings do not cohere with Clapp and Helleiner's arguments. As the matrix shows, Midwestern farmers' relative income is uncorrelated with grain futures price volatility and positively correlated with grain futures price levels; and the major agricultural commodity traders' relative income is positively correlated with futures price volatility and uncorrelated with grain futures price levels. Thus, when we disaggregate farmer income and extend the analysis to the pecuniary earnings of the grain traders, we can see that rather than being 'very clear and targeted' as Clapp and Helleiner suggest, the distributional impacts of price instability have been complex and variegated. In light of this finding, it may be the case that support for wide-ranging speculative limits is less uniform than is suggested by the extant literature. In what remains I investigate this hypothesis with particular regard to the definitional conflict over the delimitation of speculation and hedging,
and the correlative demarcation of target and non-target groups in the nascent speculative limits regime.

Figure 4.9 The Relationship between Agricultural Income and Price Dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price Levels</th>
<th>Positive Correlation</th>
<th>No Correlation</th>
<th>Negative Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Correlation</td>
<td>Midwestern Farmers</td>
<td>All Farmers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Correlation</td>
<td>Grain Traders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Correlation</td>
<td>Southern Seaboard Farmers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Coalition Dynamics: Rule Ambiguity and Definitional Conflict**

As the first section showed, Clapp and Helleiner take the CMOC to be the key vehicle for agricultural interests during the lead-up to the passing of the Dodd-Frank Act; and Pagliari and Young contend that this countervailing mobilization of agricultural interests stands in contrast to the advocacy efforts of commercial groups that formed the CDEU. According to Pagliari
and Young, the CDEU is the vehicle of those commercial interests outside of agriculture that have enhanced the vetoing power of banks in the regulatory reform of credit derivatives markets. But the coalitional dynamics behind agricultural derivatives regulations are less straightforward than the extant literature suggests, just as the distributional dynamics of price instability are less clear. Figure 4.10 maps out the nexus of agricultural interest groups that have lobbied over agricultural derivatives reform.

A number of observations are worth making. Firstly, one can see that the major commodity-specific interest groups in US crop agriculture (the National Corn Growers Association (NCGA), the American Soybean Association and the National Association of Wheat Growers (NAWG)), along with the largest general farm organization in the US - AFBF - are not members of the CMOC. Instead, they are members of the CDEU. In fact, no less than a quarter of the CDEU's member organizations represent agricultural interests. In contrast, under one-sixth of the CMOC's member organizations represent agricultural interests. And of those agriculture-based organizations within CMOC one-half lobby on behalf of cattle producers. The remaining agri-food member groups of the CMOC represent baking interests, feed interests, ethno-cultural farmer groups and farmers more generally. Of the three general farm organizations in CMOC, the National Farmers Union (NFU) is by far the largest. However, it has nowhere near the lobbying clout that the AFBF boasts. In fact, from 1992 to 2014, the AFBF spent almost ten times more on election contributions (Center for Responsive Politics, 2014a,b). Finally, one should note that the major agricultural commodity traders occupy a central position in the overall constellation of agriculture sector lobbying organizations. The trading houses have indirect ties to the CMOC, due to the presence of some of their executives in the American Feed Industry Association and the American Bakers Association. However, they have a much denser set of connections to the CDEU and to the
Figure 4.10 The Lobbying Networks of Agricultural Interest Groups
Commodity Markets Council (CMC). Moreover, Bunge and Cargill have links to the International Swap Dealers Association (ISDA) - a Wall Street bank lobbying group that represents 820 swap dealing firms, the five largest of which can be seen at the top of the network diagram.

The lobbying network diagram indicates that agricultural interests are bifurcated. On the one hand, there is a substratum of agricultural interests groups, primarily representing cattle grower interests, that form the CMOC. And on the other hand, is a multiplicity of crop grower, trader and swap dealer organizations that belong to three interlocking advocacy organizations: the CDEU, the CMC and the ISDA. This division in agricultural interest groups is mirrored by the divergent advocacy efforts of those market participants within and beyond the US agricultural sector in regard to the most heavily contested aspect of commodity derivatives reform: the definition of *bona fide* hedging. As has already been indicated, there is so much at stake in this definition because it effectively determines which market participants will be exempt from the new speculative limits, and which market participants will be subject to them. The actual levels of the limits have been subject to less controversy, as they largely follow the federal limits that have been in place in agricultural derivatives markets for decades. In what remains, I outline the advocacy efforts of those change agents within agriculture and government that have supported the narrowing of the *bona fide* hedging exemptions and the swift implementation of reform; then I outline those veto players within agriculture and government that have resisted the narrowing of the hedging exemption and who have sought to scupper the emergence of a new position limits regime. Although the existing literature highlights the former group within the US agricultural sector, no attention has yet been paid to the latter group.
Some agricultural groups have endorsed a narrow end-user exemption that would just encompass those derivatives transactions that directly offset the physical exposures of commercial entities. This restriction of the end-user exemption would bring about the end of the practice of granting exemptions to those swap dealers that buy futures contracts to hedge the risks associated with selling commodity index swaps. As Clapp and Helleiner (2012) convincingly argue, the CMOC has been key in advancing the agenda of constricting exemptions.

But it is not just financial firms that have been targeted by change agents. Some agricultural groups have raised concerns that the largest commercial end-users may use hedging exemptions as a subterfuge for untrammelled speculative activity. These concerns were clearly articulated in comments submitted to the CFTC in March 2011 by the CMOC member, the Ranchers-Cattlemen Action Legal Fund (R-CALF). In its submission, R-CALF (2011) asserted that the four largest beef-packers, one of which is Cargill itself, commonly engage in 'speculative short-selling' in order to keep the price of cattle 'artificially low'. Accordingly, the organization beseeched the CFTC to 'draw a clearer line between physical hedgers and speculators to ensure that dominant physical hedgers do not unduly influence the market by assuming a dual role of both physical hedger and speculator'. The speculative short-selling alleged by R-CALF, along with the commodity traders' construction of investment vehicles to attract investor interest in agriculture detailed in the previous section, suggests that commodity traders' risk management practices are operating in ways that may be unbecoming of the commercial hedger designation historically assigned to them.
CFTC staffers have also suspected that the commodity traders may be engaging in speculative activity. Indeed, as has been confirmed by a legal report authored by a former General Counsel and a former Chief of Staff at the CFTC, staffers within the agency are 'skeptical of the price risk management utility of many common commercial risk management practices, particularly those used by commodity merchandisers [i.e. the commodity traders]' (Arbit et al., 2013). Two longstanding risk management practices adopted by the commodity traders have been subject to particular scrutiny: cross-hedging and anticipatory hedging. The first entails offsetting the risk of a cash-market transaction in one commodity with a derivatives market transaction in another commodity. The second entails using a derivatives transaction to offset an anticipated, rather than an actualized, cash market transaction. Both risk management practices, from the viewpoint of those in the central organs of the CFTC, may be used to dissiplate speculative bets on the future course of prices. As a result, the CFTC has moved to narrow Congress's definition of bona fide hedging, by putting substantial restrictions on the eligibility of these risk management practices for the hedging exemption.

As Clapp and Helleiner indicate, the Chairman of the CFTC, Gary Gensler, has been instrumental in cultivating an environment in which new, more restrictive regulations on derivatives markets can be implemented. His status as a former partner at Goldman Sachs shows that not all individuals maintain the bearings of Wall Street when moving through the revolving door. To be sure, at the beginning of the rulemaking process, Gensler completely marginalized those senior staffers that did not accord with his mission to enforce new stringent regulations on derivatives markets (Brush and Schmidt, 2013). Moreover, Gensler's fellow Democratic Commissioner, Bart Chilton, a former Chief of Staff at the NFU, championed the Chairman's agenda. The third and final Democratic Commissioner, Michael Dunn, also fell into line, albeit less enthusiastically. All three voted in favour of the CFTC's new position
limits rule in 18 October 2011 that substantially narrowed the regulatory definition of *bona fide* hedging. In his speech on the day of the vote on the new rule, Chilton waxed Americana:

> We're going to get rid of sort of the 'Wild Wild West' of exemptions... The Commission will approve exemptions, but only under very strict guidelines. There's an old Bruce Springsteen song, you've got to 'Prove It All Night'. So traders will have to prove that they are *bona fide* hedgers... they will have to prove it all night and all day. (Chilton, 2011)

Gensler (2011) concurred with Chilton, albeit in less vivid language, by stating that the final rule 'implements Congress’s direction to narrow exemptions'. Commissioner Dunn was also in no doubt about the statutory basis of the CFTC's rules on position limits. As he stated: '[t]he law is clear, and I will follow the law'. However, he was at pains to outline the potentially negative ramifications of the ruling: 'for farmers, producers and manufactures, position limits, and the rules that go along with them, may actually make it more difficult to hedge the risks they take on' (Dunn, 2011). The deep reservations that Dunn expressed point to the groundswell of opposition amongst some groups within the agricultural sector. It is to this groundswell that we now turn.

*Veto Players: Broaden the Exemptions, Narrow the Target Group*

As Clapp and Helleiner contend, the agricultural committees of Congress and the CFTC have been quite receptive to the advocacy efforts of pro-reform groups during the post-crisis financial regulatory policymaking process. With that being said, these government bodies have in no way been impervious to the influence of veto players. For example, the Republican Chair of the House Agriculture Committee, Frank Lukas, expressed resistance to swift reform from the outset of the CFTC's rulemaking process. In a statement delivered shortly after the CFTC's notice of proposed rulemaking in January 2011, Lukas (2011) bemoaned the fact that 'the
CFTC has proposed very broad and far-reaching definitions, but very narrow interpretations of the exemptions Congress authorized. For Lukas (2011), the CFTC's proposed narrowing of exemptions contravened Congressional intent, for 'while Congress gave the CFTC broad discretion in defining key terms, it also directed the CFTC to provide exemptions where appropriate to avoid imposing unjustified and unnecessary costs on market participants'. Accordingly, Lukas sponsored a House Bill - HR 1573 - that would extend the CFTC's deadline for the implementation of new agricultural derivatives regulations by 18-months. He argued that such a measure would ensure that the CFTC's regulatory categories were adequately defined, so as not to undermine what he saw as legitimate hedging activity.

Lukas's Democratic counterpart in the House Agriculture Committee, Colin Peterson, expressed dismay at these attempts to slow the reform process and he charged that the supporters of the bill, 'including the financial community and even some in the end-user community… want to see nothing get done' (cited by Schuff, 2011: 4). The participation of non-financial groups in obstructing reform has been thoroughly examined by Pagliari and Young (2013, 2014) in the field of credit derivatives regulation. But what has been missed so far is that agricultural interests have been among those in what Peterson calls the 'the end-user community' that supported attempts to thwart swift regulatory changes in commodity derivatives reform. Indeed, in a letter addressed to the House Committee on Agriculture, the NCGA, argued that if implemented without modification, the new position limits regime 'would negate the economic and end user protections provided by the Dodd-Frank Act' and would come with 'a high price tag on the economy' (NCGA and NGSA, 2011). As such, the NCGA endorsed HR 1573. In a House Committee on Agriculture hearing, Todd Thul - a representative of Cargill's risk management division - chimed with the NCGA by opining that the CFTC should take more time to rework some of its key market definitions: 'in order to
have a firm ruling on what a position limit might be, we need to have definitions around *bona fide* hedge... and anticipatory hedging, and it feels too early'. If the proposed definitions became enshrined into rules, Thul warned, it 'will reduce the industry’s ability to continue offering the same suite of marketing tools to farmers that they are accustomed to using' (Cargill, 2011).

Thul's wish for delays in the rulemaking did not initially appear to be granted. Although HR 1573 was approved by the House Financial Services Committee, measures to address 'excessive speculation' in derivatives markets were exempted from the regulatory moratorium. And shortly after Thul's testimony, the panel of commissioners at the CFTC voted on the new position limit rules. All three Democratic commissioners voted in favour of the ruling. But as with the House Committee on Agriculture, leading figures within the CFTC sought to stand in the way of the implementation of the new rules. In particular, the two Republic commissioners - Jill Sommers and Scott O'Malia - were incensed by the partial exclusion of anticipatory hedging from the *bona fide* hedging definition. Sommers - the former Head of Government Affairs at ISDA - stated that the limitation of anticipatory hedging to transactions no larger than current or anticipated storage capacity was 'needlessly at odds with the statute' set by the Dodd-Frank Act, and 'needlessly at odds... with the legitimate needs of hedgers' (2011). O'Malia, who, by July 2014, became the Chief Executive of the ISDA, echoed Sommers's sentiment and cited the testimony made by Cargill's Todd Thul when excoriating what he saw as the negative consequences of delimiting various risk management activities, such as anticipatory hedging, from exemption. And like Sommers, O'Malia claimed that the CFTC arrogated to itself regulatory authority to which it was not entitled and indicated that the nascent position limit regime was open to legal challenge.
The legal challenge that Sommers and O’Malia predicted, and indeed invited, was mounted two months after the passing of the final rule, by the ISDA and its sister organization - the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association. The lawsuit was taken to the District Court for the District of Columbia. Although the Court was not entirely convinced by the plaintiffs’ claims that the CFTC’s ruling had stepped beyond the bounds of Congressional intent, it nonetheless vacated the CFTC's position limits regime and ruled that the CFTC had to resolve the existing ambiguities in legislative intent in regard to the establishment of new position limits (Arbit et al., 2013) The Court's invalidation of the new position limit regime was met by silence from almost all agricultural interest groups. Only the CMOC inveighed against the ruling (see CMOC, 2013). The absence of wide-ranging complaints by other agricultural groups further corroborates the claim that, pace Clapp and Helleiner and pace Pagliari and Young, many farmers have had a limited appetite for the swift implementation of a new position limits regime.

**The Agricultural Derivatives Endgame**

The CFTC proceeded to advance a new position limits proposal while at the same time appealing the District Court's decision. Although O'Malia deemed this dual strategy 'unsavoury', he was the only commissioner that felt distaste for the CFTC's actions, and on 5 November 2013 the New Position Limits Proposal was approved in a 3-1, party-divided vote. The proposal contains a preamble that sought to resolve the statutory ambiguities identified in the District Court's ruling. In addition, the substance of the new proposed limits differed markedly to the aborted position limits regime that was approved on 18 October 2011. Most importantly, the CFTC had further narrowed the definition of *bona fide* hedging. The limited
anticipatory hedging exemption that was granted by the original position limits rule to commodity traders on the basis of current or unfilled storage capacity was removed. Moreover, the cross-hedging exemption was further restricted.

Once again, O'Malia expressed his dismay. The CFTC's stringent interpretation of *bona fide* hedging was at the top of his litany of discontents: '[t]his position limits proposal is just the latest in this disturbing trend of narrowly interpreting the statute to foreclose viable risk management functions that did not contribute to the financial crisis (O'Malia 2013). The changes also bewildered some of the major agricultural traders. In a letter to the CFTC, the Executive Chairman of Cargill, Gregory Page, argued that '[t]he net effect of the proposed rule could force commercial firms like Cargill to use speculative positions to hedge what has traditionally been legitimate *bona fide* hedging commercial activity' (Cargill, 2014).

Confronted with the possibility of losing some of their end-user exemptions, the agricultural commodity traders and the organizations representing them have begun to contest the legitimacy of reform of any kind. As the CMC (2014) contended, '[t]he necessity for the imposition of new federal imposed position limits has not been clearly demonstrated as statutorily required'. Concurrently, ADM (2014) argued that '[t]he CFTC should also avoid any major redesign of the current system, but rather simply build upon the existing successful one'.

While the traders have pushed the CFTC to return to its pre-existing exemption rules, the CMOC (2014) has continued to implore the CFTC to 'reject calls to create an explicit enumerated hedge exemption or any other type of regulatory exemption for the benefit of commodity index funds'. However, just as in the rulemaking period before the District Court's remanding of the position limits regime, not all farm groups have followed the CMOC's lead in calling for strict regulations. In fact, like the trading houses, the US's largest general farm organization, the AFBF, and the largest commodity-crop farm groups - the ASA, the NAWG
and the NCGA - have been completely silent about the issue of index funds ever since the CFTC rulemaking process began. Moreover, they have followed the agricultural traders in expressing dismay at the constriction of the hedging exemption. The AFBF, for example, has argued that the CFTC's proposed definition of *bona fide* hedging 'is unnecessarily rigid and narrowly drawn' (AFBF, 2014). Thus, the CMOC now increasingly appears to be a renegade force in US agricultural advocacy efforts, as many farmer interest groups have begun to articulate their regulatory preferences in ways that are congruent with the agendas of the commodity traders.

What explains the presence of farmer interest groups in the agricultural veto-bloc led by the commodity trading houses? As has already been indicated, it is partly because farmers believe that, if the new position limits regime is implemented, they will not be able to receive the same range of marketing tools from commodity traders that they currently enjoy. But more importantly, it is because they fear that expanded coverage of speculative limits might undermine the capacity of the traders to effectively manage price risks and that these risks may, in turn, be offloaded onto farmers in the form of lower prices for the products that they sell (Peterson, 2014). Due to the fact that the crop farmers represented by organizations within the CDEU are generally less vulnerable to the grain futures price volatility than those cattle producer groups represented by the CMOC, these concerns regarding the generalized costs of a broad position limit regime likely outweigh fears regarding the destabilizing effects that CIFs may have on prices. Agricultural interests have thus diverged. On one side, is a substratum of agricultural groups, in which livestock interests predominate, that remain haunted by the spectre of volatility and that continue to champion a new and far-reaching position limits regime. And on the other side is a multiplicity of crop grower, trader and swap dealer
organizations that want to see no drastic departure from existing commodity derivatives regulations.

These findings complicate the extant understandings of the role of agricultural interests in commodity derivatives reforms. In particular, the fracturing of agricultural groups’ regulatory preferences and the indeterminacy over who, in fact, are the target groups of reform, casts doubt on whether agricultural interests can remain neatly confined to one quadrant of Pagliari and Young's payoff matrix. Although there was a chorus of concern regarding the decoupling of futures prices and cash prices in some grain markets from 2007-08, this has given way to more discordant advocacy efforts, as convergence problems have subsided and as exemptions historically granted to commercial end-users increasingly appear to be under threat. Moreover, the lobbying activities of those agricultural groups belonging to the CDEU, the CMC and the ISDA force us to revisit Clapp and Helleiner's argument that the advocacy efforts of US agricultural groups in the field of derivatives reform 'may end up generating an outcome - less volatile agricultural prices - which strengthens the food security of the world's poor' (2012: 206). The qualitative evidence marshalled in this section suggests that agricultural commodity traders and a plurality of commodity-crop farmers appear to be at best, agnostic, and at worst, obstructionist, in the face of regulatory measures designed to mitigate volatile prices. And the quantitative evidence presented in the previous section also points to a possible misalignment in the interests of commodity traders and US commodity-crop farmers, on the one hand, and the global poor, on the other.

Indeed, as this chapter has shown, high grain prices have been beneficial for commodity crop farmers and high levels of price volatility have been a boon for the commodity traders. Conversely, it has been well-documented that high and volatile prices have grave impacts on those food insecure populations around the world that, after decades of
growing import dependency, are exposed to the exigencies of world markets. Food price spikes undercut the purchasing power of the urban poor and they also increase government import bills, with the result that governments have less ‘fiscal space’ to pursue long-term poverty-reduction programmes. The resulting increase in hardship, in turn, fosters conditions for social upheaval (World Bank, 2011; Hossain et al., 2013). By way of closing the circle of the analysis, Figure 4.11 presents the nexus between differential pecuniary earnings within US agriculture and instability elsewhere. This chart takes its cue from the analysis of Lagi et al. (2011b). In their analysis, Lagi et al. connect the outbreak of social unrest to changing food prices. In a similar vein, this chart connects the outbreak of social unrest to differential income and profitability. More specifically, the solid line tracks the average net income to sales ratio of the agricultural commodity traders relative to the average net income to sales ratio of the top 500 largest corporations listed in the US, ranked by net income; the duplex line traces the relative income of Midwestern farmers; and finally, the dotted lines rising from the chart's abscissa indicate the beginning dates of the major 'food riots' and revolts of the early twenty-first century. The chart clearly shows that the relative income of Midwestern farmers and the relative profitability of the trading houses have been coeval with bouts of social upheaval abroad.

These data encourage us to be circumspect in regard to the contention that US agricultural interests may accord with the interests of the world's poor. Any claims about the agricultural interest groups playing a positive role in food security by pushing for less volatile agricultural prices must be qualified with the observation that two key groups within US agriculture - the commodity traders and commodity-crop farmers - have thrived amid price instability.
Figure 4.11 The Differential Profitability of Traders and Farmers and the Incidence of Revolt

Note: The major agricultural commodity traders comprise: Archer Daniels Midland, Bunge and Cargill. Differential markup is calculated by dividing the weighted average profit ratio of sales of these three companies by the weighted average profit ratio of sales of the Compustat 500. The Compustat 500 is the 500 largest firms by net income ranked for each quarter. Differential markup data presented as a one-year moving average. The dashed vertical lines correspond to the beginning dates of riots and protests associated with the ‘Arab Spring’. Death tolls reported in parentheses.

Conclusion

At the end of their exposition on the leveraging of interests in financial reform, Pagliari and Young (2014: 600) propose that future scholarship needs to have 'greater sensitivity to the often plural politics of global finance to allow for a more contingent and nuanced understanding of financial industry influence'. In line with this proposal, I have sought to offer an analysis that is both sensitive to actor plurality and attentive to the complex dynamics of regulatory policymaking in the field of commodity derivatives reform. Most importantly, the chapter has shown that there are fewer agricultural groups negatively impacted by price volatility, and fewer agricultural groups in favour of extensive derivatives reform, than is suggested by the existing literature. True, the CMOC persists in pushing for the swift implementation of a position limit regime with wide-ranging coverage, in large part because of the deleterious impacts of volatility on the relative income streams of the primarily livestock-based agricultural organizations that the CMOC represents. However, the commodity-crop producers and trading houses that are represented by the CDEU, the CMC and the ISDA have generally prospered amid the tumult. These groups’ main concern is that their interests might be undermined by the implementation of a speculative limits regime with a target group that is so broad that it encompasses the trading houses themselves.

Due to their dual status as commercial end-users of derivatives products, on the one hand, and traffickers of agriculture as an asset class, on the other, the agricultural commodity traders bring to light the inherent ambiguity of financial regulatory policymaking and the inherent ambiguity of the categories that we use to understand it. The traders are neither pure speculators nor pure hedgers, neither simply financial nor simply commercial, and neither definitive targets of regulation nor definitive non-targets. Moreover, it is these hybrid entities,
rather than just the putatively speculative, financial and targeted firms on Wall Street, that are seeking to leverage the advocacy efforts of non-targeted groups in the debates on the coverage of speculative limits. So far the trading houses have had mixed success in this endeavour. They have garnered the support of many farmer organizations, but not all; and they have delayed the emergence of a new speculative limits regime, but they have not blocked it completely. The eventual outcome of the derivatives rulemaking process is of considerable interest because it may have a direct impact on the welfare and social stability of urban populations worldwide.
5. Conclusion

This thesis has drawn on the method of disaggregate accounting found in the CasP approach to discover and illuminate key conflictual dynamics within the contemporary agri-food system. In so doing, it provides a nuanced account of the distributional patterns, within agriculture and agribusiness, engendered by high and volatile food prices. More specifically, by examining the struggles of different agribusiness-agriculture coalitions over US agrofuel policy and the re-regulation of agricultural derivatives markets, the thesis offers a corrective to the tendency within some segments of the existing literature to advance a rather undifferentiated analysis of the interests of farmers, on the one hand, and agri-food corporations, on the other. In this first half of the concluding chapter, I summarize my major findings in further detail. In the second half, I point to possible avenues for future research.

The Dynamics of Power, Prices and Redistribution: A Summary

I argued in Chapter Two that the existing analyses of corporate power in the world food system tend to fall within three categories. Firstly, there are analyses that are directed at the macroscopic level and that offer a broad historical overview of growing corporate power in the global political economy of food. Secondly, there are analyses that are much narrower in focus: offering case-studies of individual corporations. Thirdly, there are analyses that attempt to synthesize these two perspectives. Although the first two forms of analysis seem very different, what they have in common is that they both tend to neglect the conflicts between different groups of corporations. And while the third form of analysis seeks to combine
analysis of world-historical trends with case-specific investigations, intra-capitalist conflicts remain obscured. Unfortunately, the few studies that do seek to address power shifts within food supply chains do not offer any quantitative means of charting changes in corporate control. As a result, these analyses of transformations of agribusiness power are liable, on occasion, to arrive at somewhat wayward conclusions.

I substantiated these arguments by examining the existing literature on 'supermarket mastery'. This literature holds that there has been a general shift in control away from food manufactures toward food retailers since the demise of the post-war food order. The analyses that fall within this stream of thought have gained a great deal of currency within both agri-food studies and global value chains analysis in the last two decades, in part because they offer a coherent and compelling account of contemporary supply chain restructuring. Notwithstanding the multiple contributions of this literature, I argued that it is potentially marred by the fact that the claims that supermarkets are the 'new masters' of the world food system have not been verified with careful examination of the relative profitability of retailers versus non-retail corporations.

My empirical engagement with the supermarket mastery thesis represents the first foray of CasP analysis into agri-food studies. The exploration was guided by the overarching principle that the shifts in agribusiness power are expressed quantitatively in the relative earnings and the relative commodity prices procured by groups at various points within agri-food supply chains. With this quantitative compass, I found that the sectoral profit share of food retailers and wholesalers has actually declined since the turn of the millennium. Moreover, I found that the shifting sectoral profit share of food retailers and wholesalers exhibits an extraordinarily tight correlation with the changing price ratio of 'finished foods', sold by supermarkets, to 'intermediate foods', sold by food manufacturers upstream in supply
chains. I then turned my attention from sectoral profit shares of food retail and wholesale corporations to the differential earnings of the main clusters of dominant agribusiness capital. By computing the ratio of the average earnings of different clusters of dominant agribusiness capital to the average earnings of the 500 most profitable corporations listed in the US, I found that the differential earnings of the major supermarkets has virtually flat-lined over the last two decades. Thus, whereas the food retailing sector as a whole reached the zenith of its power at the turn of the millennium, the relative pecuniary advancement of the major supermarkets was already running out of steam by the mid-1990s. On its own, this empirical reconnaissance does not necessarily debunk the supermarket mastery thesis, but it does encourage us to be more cautious in regard to claims made about the dominance of retailers in agri-food supply chains.

Chapter Two then moved from a broad analysis of the shifting contours of supermarket power to a detailed examination of the changing topography of agribusiness power further upstream in agri-food supply chains. I found that the dominant trading houses and the major agricultural input firms have enjoyed a dramatic increase in their differential earnings during the upsurge in the relative prices of raw agricultural commodities since the beginning of the twenty-first century. Marshalling qualitative analysis on corporate realignments, I argue that these trading houses and agricultural input firms have coalesced to form a distributional coalition that I call the Agro-Trader nexus. Instead of being passive ‘price takers’, the firms belonging to the Agro-Trader nexus have actively sought to restructure agri-food supply chains in ways that not only increase their own profit growth but also limit the growth of profits of other groups of firms within the political economy of food.

Chapter Three uses the coordinates laid out by the previous chapter and continues the process of progressive disaggregation of the agri-food system. It does so with particular reference to arguments made in the food regime account of the agrofuel boom. To recapitulate:
the food regime account, as advanced by McMichael, postulates that the agrofuel boom has increased the profitability of 'capital in general' and that it represents a new phase in which nature is further enfolded into the 'value calculus through which capital rules the world' (McMichael 2010, 622). The chapter followed McMichael in taking accumulation to be a universalizing process through which capital subjects the biosphere to a value-metric. However, it argued that the identification of differential capitalization as this metric enables the researcher to interpret accumulation in a manner that moves beyond the aggregate category of 'capital in general'.

Specifically, by viewing accumulation through the lens of differential capitalization, the chapter drew into the foreground the conflicting attempts by different groups of corporations to re-organize social reproduction in ways that increase their expected earnings and reduce their risk relative to 'the average'. Following from the mapping of the Agro-Trader nexus in the previous chapter, I delineate what I call the Animal Processor nexus: a network of corporations that superintend the conversion of animals into meat products. Combining differential capitalization and relative price measures, I show that soaring corn-ethanol production has shifted the balance of feed grain prices, and that this shift coincides with the empowerment of the Agro-Trader nexus over the Animal Processor nexus. Accordingly, just as the Agro-Trader nexus has championed government support for the corn-ethanol sector, the Animal Process nexus has opposed it. Thus, changes in the relative price of feed grain on the one hand, and changes in the relative power of the Agro-Trader nexus and the Animal Processor nexus on the other, are two sides of the same process of redistributional restructuring in US agribusiness.

Additionally, Chapter Three incorporated US farmers into the analysis of this redistributional restructuring. This analytical incorporation represents one of the few existing attempts to apply the CasP method of disaggregate accounting to redistributional dynamics.
between non-corporate groups. As I argued, the ethanol boom has not only engendered a shift in pecuniary earnings from the Animal Processor nexus toward the Agro-Trader nexus; it has also led to a shift in income from farmers specializing in livestock production to farmers specializing in corn and soybean production. I argued that these findings contribute important details to extant food regime analysis of agrofuels. Indeed, McMichael tends to examine the power dynamics between agri-food capital and agricultural producers in his analysis of agrofuels, arriving at the broadly true, but now oft-stated, conclusion that the former is increasingly dominating the latter. The delineation of the Agro-Trader nexus and the Animal Processor nexus, along with the method of tracing the trajectory of differential capitalization of agri-food capital and differential income of farmers, adds nuance to McMichael’s analysis because it helps us to cut across the agribusiness/agriculture divide. And in so doing, we can compare the pecuniary trajectory of one agribusiness-agriculture coalition against another agribusiness-agriculture coalition.

But the chapter did not just conceive new categories. It re-conceptualized existing ones. Most importantly, my analysis offered an alternative view of two paradigmatic concepts in agri-food studies, elaborated by the food regime approach: appropriation and substitution. In his account of agrofuels, McMichael convincingly shows that the appropriation of discrete phases of the agricultural process, on the one hand, and the rendering of perishable foods into substitutable commodities, on the other, has made it possible for agribusiness to integrate agricultural and food manufacturing processes within overlapping agri-food complexes on a world-scale. My analysis casts new meaning on these concepts by underscoring the fact that

---

8 The study by Hager (2014) is a forerunner as it disaggregates the bottom 99 income percentiles in the US to compare the flow of government transfer payments received by the lowest 40 percent with the flow of transfer payments received by those households falling within the 60th to 99th income percentiles.
control over distinct sub-processes within agri-food complexes, via appropriation, enables agribusiness groups to potentially re-channel flows of agricultural goods, via substitution, in ways that give them leverage over other agribusiness groups. Indeed, in the case of the US agrofuel boom, the dramatic increase in the substitution of ethanol for petroleum as championed and facilitated by the Agro-Trader nexus completely overwhelmed the Animal Processor nexus's and livestock farmers' rather limited capacity to replace corn with cheaper commercial feed with a comparable energy content. From this viewpoint, the processes of appropriation and substitution are not just momenta for the increased corporate control over the political economy of food. They are, in fact, key modalities of redistributional struggle.

The massive influx of 'speculative' investment vehicles in agricultural derivatives markets is perhaps the only development in the twenty-first century agri-food system that has aroused as much controversy as the agrofuel boom. Chapter Four explored how the debate over 'excessive speculation', and its regulation, has redounded within US agribusiness and agriculture. Like Chapter Three, Chapter Four identified in the existing literature on derivatives reform a tendency to offer a rather undifferentiated understanding of agricultural interests. However, it parted ways with the previous chapters by examining the effects of instability, rather than price levels *per se*, on relative incomes within US agriculture and agribusiness.

The quantitative analysis of the redistributional consequences of grain futures price instability yielded novel insights. I showed that the impacts of this instability on agricultural and agribusiness groups have been more variegated than is commonly suggested by leading contemporary contributors to the IPE of commodity derivatives reform. More specifically, I demonstrated that on an aggregate level, farmers' relative income is negatively correlated with futures price volatility as is suggested by the extant literature. However, when one
disaggregates the relative income dynamics within US agriculture, matters become much more complicated. Farmers in regions where livestock production predominates have clearly suffered from grain price instability, but the relative income of those farmers in regions where commodity crop production is most prevalent exhibits no clear relationship with the volatility of grain prices. And crucially, I showed that the major agricultural commodity traders’ relative income is actually positively correlated with grain price volatility.

The chapter also offered insights that nuance existing claims about the mobilization of agricultural interest groups around commodity derivatives reform. Most importantly, I showed that there are fewer agricultural groups in favour of extensive derivatives reform than has been suggested. True, advocacy organizations in which livestock farmer interest groups are prominent persist in pushing for the swift implementation of a new speculative limit regime, in large part because of the deleterious impacts of volatility on the relative income streams of livestock farmers. But the advocacy organizations in which the interests of commodity-crop producers and agribusiness firms are most clearly represented have pushed for the circumscription of the most far-reaching aspects of derivatives reform and have sought to delay the implementation of a new speculative limits regime. The main concern of these groups is that the target group for new speculative position limits might be so expansive that it incorporates the trading houses themselves. Such an expansive speculative limits regime, these groups argue, would make it harder for the trading houses to hedge their risks, and this in turn would lead to farmers being paid less for the crops that they produce.

The trading houses are at the heart of this regulatory conflict over the delineation of target groups from non-target groups. Their significance derives partly from the fact that these firms occupy a central position in the overall constellation of agriculture sector lobbying organizations engaged in commodity derivatives reform debates. But more importantly, the
significance of the trading houses arises from the fact that they are located at the penumbra of regulatory classifications. To be sure, they are neither pure speculators nor pure hedgers, neither simply financial nor simply commercial, and they are thereby neither definitive targets of regulation nor definitive non-targets. Even when definitional boundaries do seem settled, whole armies of lawyers, regulatory compliance officers and accountants work to ensure that the firms that employ them are only adhering to the regulatory edifice where necessary, and are continually exploiting its symbolic disjunctions where possible. The ongoing breach of the extant regulatory edifice is indicative of the failure of the language of financial regulation to ever achieve symbolic closure over the corporations that it classifies. As such, in some regulatory conflicts it is dubious to impute a clear-cut distinction between 'target groups' and 'non-target groups' prior to an analysis of the struggles over how these distinctions are both settled and breached.

**Avenues for Future Research**

In this thesis I have worked through dense thickets of data and I have offered numerous insights into the changing agri-food landscape. In so doing, this work has made possible an initial cartography of the shifting contours of power within agribusiness and agriculture. However, as with any exploratory project, the work is partial and incomplete. In order to draw up a more comprehensive map of the political economy of food a number of research avenues could be pursued. In what remains of this concluding chapter, I propose four directions for future inquiry.

Firstly, my findings regarding the flat-lining in the differential accumulation of the dominant supermarkets over the last two decades and the fall in food retailers' and wholesalers'
sectoral profit share since the turn of the twenty-first century demand detailed explanation. In Chapter Two, I indicated that the decline in food retailers' profit share is intimately connected to rising relative prices in agricultural commodities. However, such an argument should be substantiated with further quantitative and qualitative investigation. Elsewhere, I have examined the marked slowdown of Wal-Mart's pecuniary growth in relation to the struggles of its own employees and the struggles of workers employed by its suppliers (Baines, 2014). This analysis has involved the elaboration of new differential measures that help the researcher gauge the extent to which these struggles may be hampering the corporation's cost-cutting strategy. Such an analysis of differential costs could be deepened and also extended to other food retailers.

Secondly, Chapter Two and Chapter Three addressed the corporate struggles over 'stomach share' particularly in relation to per capita consumption of grains, sweeteners and meat in the US. The analysis of corporate conflicts over consumer digestive space could be broadened to the investigation of the consumption of fresh foods and also to the attempts by different groups of agri-food corporations to influence nutrition research and government dietary guidelines in order to boost the consumer intake of their products. By widening the vista in this manner, researchers may be able to find compelling connections between the dynamics of differential accumulation and trends in undernourishment, both in terms of obesity and hunger. Although numerous authors have made claims about these connections (e.g. Patel, 2007; Nestle, 2008; Albritton 2009), to my knowledge, few if any have made convincing links between the quanta of agribusiness earnings and qualitative changes in diets. It remains to be seen whether compelling quantitative-qualitative linkages can be made.

Thirdly, Chapters Two and Three addressed the 'institutionalization of waste' in the world food system, in the form of the diversion of vast quantities of grain to both fuel and
animal-meat production. Future investigations could move beyond agrofuel and livestock production and illuminate the redistributive effects of other forms of institutionalised waste.

One form that deserves particular attention relates to the ‘buy now, throw away later’ habits of overconsumption engendered by the sales strategies of supermarkets and food manufacturers. Again, connections between wastage and agribusiness profitability have been made (e.g. Hall et al. 2009; Stuart, 2009), but to my knowledge there has been no concerted theoretical and empirical exploration of this relationship. Research that makes both quantitative and qualitative links between diet-related health problems and food waste, on the one hand, with corporate profitability, on the other, could help raise further questions regarding the purported efficiencies of large-scale agriculture and oligopolistic agribusiness.

Finally, the dissertation demonstrated that the agri-food sector is not a discrete analytical space. Rather it is intermeshed with numerous other business sectors. The thesis addressed points of overlap that the agri-food sector has with the industrial chemicals sector, the biotechnology sector, the pharmaceutical sector and the retail sector. But the thesis gave most attention to the agri-food sector’s interconnections with the energy and the financial services sectors. In regard to the energy sector, much analysis needs to be done on the dynamics of cooperation and conflict between the pro-agrofuel agribusiness-agriculture coalition and energy firms that operate outside of the agrofuel sector. More specifically, there is ample scope to examine qualitative changes in US energy policy with quantitative changes in the US energy supply mix, on the one hand, and the differential accumulation of energy groups, including agrofuel firms, on the other. In regard to the financial services sector, the analysis of the ambiguous borders that demarcate targets from non-targets in commodity derivatives reform opens up multiple avenues for inquiry. For example, parallel research could be conducted on how the agricultural commodity traders have been drawn into conflicts over
the CFTC's definition of 'swap dealer' in the regulation of swap markets and over the Financial Stability Board's definition of 'systemically important financial institutions' in global macroprudential regulation. In addition, investigations could be conducted on how the expansion of banks and hedge funds into physical commodities trading in recent years has also unsettled existing regulatory divisions.

In sum, the analysis provided in this thesis represents just a starting point for a critical theoretical venture that has multiple possibilities. I have demonstrated the analytical potential of using disaggregate accounting methods to gauge the pecuniary shifts between groups of corporations on the one hand, and the income shifts between non-corporate entities on the other, and to examine both as manifestations of changing power relations. Such an analysis requires accumulation to be understood not as an overarching structural phenomenon, but rather as an ongoing process of pecuniary struggle over the re-ordering of human and non-human life. This project promises to make us more wary of analyses that implicitly ascribe uniformity to the interests of various corporate and non-corporate groups and it may also make us more reflexive in using categories that might sometimes be taken as pre-given in the analysis of regulation, such as 'speculation' and 'hedging', regulatory 'targets' and 'non-targets', and perhaps most fundamentally, 'finance' and 'commerce'.
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